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Ten years of CTI Invest

Sometimes, all it takes is for the right people to start talking to
each other. Like Urs Althaus, former head of the start-up department at the Commission for Technology and Innovation (CTI), and
Christian Wenger from the Swiss Private Equity & Corporate Finance Association (SECA). “We saw that in wealthy Switzerland,
many great projects fail to overcome the financing hurdle,” remembers Wenger. What was needed, they both agreed, was an
open matching platform for money and mind.
In May 2003, the time had come: CTI and SECA, together
with 13 other institutions, corporates and private investors, founded CTI Invest. This association organises runway events for hightech start-up companies that had previously gone through the CTI
coaching process (see Lutz Nolte interview).
“It soon became clear that our initiative satisfied a demand,”
says Wenger, the founding chairman. Today, CTI Invest has more
than 90 members; these include Swiss investors such as Alain
Nicod’s VI Partners AG, the Basel-based start-up agency EVA,
Zürcher Kantonalbank (ZKB) and a total of ten business angels
clubs; these are supplemented by industrial partners such as
Swisscom, Novartis, Swiss Federal Railways and IBM; and finally there are also foreign venture capitalists, like Germany’s Creathor Venture and Earlybird.
However, the association’s appeal to start-up companies was
also considerable; hardly any successful high-tech projects has
not been presented on this platform. The list of firms ranges from
Aïmago to Doodle, Arktis Radiation and InSphero, through to the
current high-flyer GetYourGuide.
In the last ten years, CTI Invest has screened around 300 hightech ventures in total. Most of these come from the information
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“CTI Invest” is turning ten years old. What began as an
initiative of a small circle of like-minded people is now the
leading financing platform for newly founded Swiss hightech companies.

In

Runway for start-up companies

technology and life sciences sectors. The association has genera
ted financing that amounts to more than 400 million francs.
Alongside the core business, Wenger and Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier, the managing director, have developed other activities in
order to strengthen the national high-tech landscape. These include the CEO Day, which was attended by around 450 high-tech
CEOs from all over Switzerland in 2012, the Investors Lunches
that facilitate networking among investors, and the Swiss Venture Days, which attract the necessary public attention to the topic of high-tech financing.
The so-called “Innovation Roundtables” are the latest initiative. Each of these is hosted by a large firm in the technology sector and connects the respective firm’s decision-makers with the
start-up scene.
Finally CTI Invest also initiated this publication, the Swiss Venture Guide, 5 years ago.
“When we got started,” says Christian Wenger quite openly,
“we never would have believed that our association would develop so well.” Nevertheless, there is no resting on laurels here. For
instance, together with SECA, CTI Invest is working on a plan for
a “Swiss Investment Fund” (SIF), which is to give institutional investors the opportunity to invest in young high-tech companies.
The SIF, worth 500 million francs, is to be positioned as a socalled “fund of funds”, meaning that rather than investing directly
in start-up companies, it invests in 15 to 20 smaller funds that, in
turn, can then provide equity capital for 200 to 300 young Swiss
high-tech firms (see article about SIF).
Ultimately, there is also a desire to establish more of a presence abroad with the Venture Days. The goal is to attract international venture capitalists to Swiss companies. According to Christian Wenger, who is incidentally an active business angel himself,
this is what the needs of the moment demand: “Increasingly,
high-tech firms are thinking and acting beyond national borders.
As leading force, we cannot allow ourselves to be left behind.”

DR. CHRISTIAN
WENGER

PROF. DR.
LUTZ NOLTE

Chairman
CTI Invest

President
of the Start-up and
Entrepreneurship
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The Leading Financing Platform
for High Tech Companies in Switzerland
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Our achievements in a nutshell since 2003:

Lifescience

> 80 Members, > 48 Venture Days, 10 CEO Days (with >500 participants)
> 50% of the presented companies closed a financing round
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Ten years of CTI Invest: interview with Lutz Nolte

“CTI Invest has closed the gap
in early-stage financing”
Ever since CTI Invest was founded, the Commission for
Technology and Innovation (CTI) has been working closely with the non-profit association in the field of start-up financing. Lutz Nolte, vice president of CTI, sees the public
partnership with CTI Invest as a success story.

Mr Nolte, how does CTI Start-up get the researchers
and innovators from tertiary institutions into shape
for entrepreneurship?
Lutz Nolte: CTI offers a structured support programme. This begins with the awareness-raising events and semester courses
run by CTI Entrepreneurship at the tertiary institutions. When
the cases become more mature, our regional partners then offer
advanced courses on business creation and business development. This is where CTI Start-up’s coaching program also comes
in. Once a start-up company has gone through the training and
coaching program, it is ready for our label, as well as for financing from investors.
Many high-tech start-up companies already need
additional capital in the founding phase. Is there
enough so-called “seed money” in Switzerland?
We have excellent tertiary institution initiatives, such as Pioneer
Fellowships at ETH Zurich and Innogrants at EPFL, for example.
Many start-up companies obtain funding from foundations and
via businessplan competitions as well. CTI also makes additional
money available via project sponsorship in cooperation with the
tertiary institutions. In addition, Zürcher Kantonalbank funds startup companies in the seed phase, with up to half a million francs,
so seed money is available in this country.
The next phase is then the so-called
“early-stage financing”.

ket. This is where there was a shortage. In order to close this gap,
CTI Invest was launched. CTI has now been successfully working
with CTI Invest for 10 years, on the basis of a public partnership.
Despite CTI Invest’s involvement, Swiss start-up
companies often have difficulty getting the necessary
growth capital. What are the reasons for this?
We are the only European country without a state-supported platform for venture capital; Germany has High-Tech Gründerfonds,
for instance. We can see that Swiss venture capitalists are highly active in Europe and less so in Switzerland. Obviously, we have
a lack of clear statements and a certain degree of support as incentives for investors.
The ten years of cooperation with CTI Invest have not,
however, seen the emergence of a new Logitech.
Only very few start-up companies have the potential for highgrowth business. Each year, we issue between 25 and 30 CTI
Start-up labels to promising start-up companies. Among these,
there are many extraordinarily successful businesses, such as Geneva’s Endosense, which was taken over by a global corporation
in the medical technology sector this summer for more than 300
million francs, or the Stäfa-based firm Sensirion, which is currently causing a worldwide sensation with its humidity and temperature sensors for mobile phones and employs over 550 staff. Just
a few days ago, the TOP 100 start-up companies were selected,
which include GetYourGuide and HouseTrip, with realistic potential revenue of 1 billion francs.

Lutz Nolte is vice president of the Commission for Technology
and Innovation (CTI) and president of the funding area Start-up
and CTI Entrepreneurship since the start of 2013. He represents
CTI on the board of CTI Invest.

In this phase, the firms usually need sums in the range of 2 to 5
million francs, for further development and positioning in the mar-

CTI Invest

The Swiss Venture Platform
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A successful launch –
all the way down the line.
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Together with our partners, we make it easier for you to start a new business – with
individual advice, tailor-made communication solutions or financial investment. Learn
more at www.swisscom.ch/startup
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The Swiss Venture Guide’s intention is to give
yy future and actual entrepreneurs
yy investors
yy studends
yy politicians
yy the general public
a quicker introduction and better understanding of the innovation
ecosystem in Switzerland.
In the Swiss Venture Guide 2013 you will find
yy interesting Cover Stories
yy 15 Start-up Companies we believe are on the way to success
yy profiles of Support Organizations for Swiss Start-up‘s
yy Investor Profiles of the members of CTI Invest
yy an overview regarding Businessplan Competitions
yy and helpful Links.
This edition of the Swiss Venture Guide was made possible
thanks to the great support of the Commission for Technology
and Innovation CTI.
I wish you an encouraging reading, hope to meet you soon

Get the Swiss Venture Guide 2013
Online: www.cti-invest.ch/Swiss-Venture-Guide
By phone: +41 44 269 60 69
By mail: info@cti-invest.ch
Price: free of charge

Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier

Swiss Venture Guide online
www.swissventureguide.ch

JEAN-PIERRE
VUILLEUMIER
Managing Director
CTI Invest
Financial Expert
CTI Start-up

Getting an innovation off the ground?
We’re here to help, right from the start.

Visit our website at www.zkb.ch/start-ups

Are you ready for take-off? Our start-up specialists
are on hand to make your idea a flying success.
Their expertise, commitment and vision will guide you
through every step of building up your company.
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Cultivating
the Garden of

Innovation

The Canton of Vaud is one of the main centers of research and innovation in Switzerland, with the largest
campus in the country and several research centers as well as industries of international reputation,
particularly in life sciences, micro-nanotechnologies, ICT and cleantech.

New
businesses

Science &
technology parks
Students and
researchers

Innovative
start-ups

High-tech
companies

Around 1,300 new businesses created
across all sectors every year

7 science and technology parks
hosting more than 300 high-tech companies

Near 70,000 students and researchers
(~10 % of the population of the Canton of Vaud)

25% of innovative start-ups created in Switzerland
are based in the Canton of Vaud

Approximately 1,900 high-tech companies
employing more than 52,000 people
(~15 % of the active population)

Department of Economy
Office for Economic Affairs
Rue Caroline 11· CH - 1014 Lausanne
Phone : +41 (0)21 316-5820
info@vaud.ch · www.vaud.ch
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This year again we included interesting information regarding the
Start-up Ecosystem.
The Cover Stories are following the simple rule:
Do good and talk about it!
There are many good initatives in the Ecosystem of which all
should be aware of.
We would like to thank the contributors for making this section
so valuable.

In this section you can get additional
content, such as videos or links to
related websites.
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Swiss Investment Fund (SIF)

Closing the financing gap
in the swiss innovation ecosystem
A preoccupating international comparison
While we all agree that Switzerland needs innovation to prosper
in a country without natural resources, the means to transform innovations in products and added value are not optimally present
in our ecosystem. Many academic and personal efforts are trying
to picture and measure this entrepreneurial ecosystem with limited available data, sometimes leading to very wrong perceptions.
At SECA and CTI Invest, we have made a significant effort to
build data that can be compared with European and International data. As we measure it, in 2012, CHF 390 million was invested
in start-up companies, about 180 million by Swiss based venture
funds, about 30 million by Swiss based angels investors and 180
million by non-Swiss international funds. 80% of this volume was
concentrated in Life sciences. There are about 20 professionally
organized Venture firms in Switzerland.
While the strength in the Life Sciences sector is a welcomed
strong pillar in the Swiss venture ecosystem, it must be recognized that few other sectors managed to attract any significant
money. With no Life sciences IPO’s since 2003 and funding from
Swiss institutions sliding below CHF 200 million in 2012 – compared to the CHF 500 million in 2001 – we are reaching dangerous levels that will not enable to sustain the existing 20 funds
and not leave any space to newcomers. In Europe, over the same
time period, the numbers remained almost stable. Public or public/private funds have taken a staggering 40% of the total amount
invested in Venture funds (VC). In contrast to Europe, no money
was invested by governmental agencies in Switzerland to close
the opening financing gap.
In worldwide rankings, Switzerland regularly secures one of
the top places in terms of competitiveness. This seems to be a
very comfortable situation, but current trends show that there is
still room for improvement. In terms of availability of Venture Capital, Switzerland lags behind the European average and the situation is getting even worse. In a recent published study of CTI Invest, 8 out of 10 start-ups arguing that raising capital is everything
but easy. It took them on average more than one year to close a
financing round. Time is a crucial factor in early days and should
be better spend for building businesses. Switzerland risks that innovative start-ups move out of Switzerland as start-ups ultimately go where the money is.
Where are the key issues?
By decreasing order of importance here are the key issues we
are facing:
1. Venture is not an asset class: Many managers in focused sectors funds (oncology, medtech, etc) raising small amount of
money (less than CHF 100 million) with limited or difficult track
record. Larger institutional investors will not dedicate analytical
resources to invest less than CHF 10 million. To make sense, a
Venture allocation must at least be part of an investment program of CHF 30-50 million to total assets under management.
2. Interesting new venture funds and start-ups move out of Switzerland to raise funds in a first step and eventually fully out of

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Switzerland. A recent example is House trip, a winner of multiple start-up awards. There are few others.
European and US funds tend to be larger in size (USD 300-500
million) and more mature – have more than 3 funds with track
record – in their life cycle. They are much better positioned versus larger pool of money.
First time venture funds in new sectors are almost impossible
to raise from a Swiss base, as the perceived added risk is rarely backed. Without a solid Swiss base, raising funds abroad is
extremely challenging.
Critical players in the Swiss early stage scene have significantly reduced activity or disappeared (e.g. Lombard Odier Immunology fund, Pharma vision, Novartis Venture fund, New Value etc) making syndication (risk sharing) a real issue. Foreign
funds have only taken the space partially.
Zero Swiss government and very limited Cantonal backed support – compared to 40% direct support in Europe.
EIF (European Investment Fund) having former foreign VC’s
move out of Switzerland, as the funds from Europe must be
invested in EU-Country members. Although all foreign VC’s acknowledge better and more innovative projects in Switzerland
they can not invest anymore into them.
As an example: Swiss-based funds can raise money at the
EIF that has to be invested in Europe, in Germany respectively. Swiss fund managers thereby spend more time in Germany than in Switzerland build network and pushing new companies.

How can we address these issues?
We believe that Switzerland needs a solution that is market based
and do not think that a European like program, such as EIF, would
be politically defendable. We are taking the fairly radical view proposing point 1 above only, which aims to position Swiss Venture
Capital as an attractive asset class to institutional investors.
We have been working with portfolio consultants, existing
fund of funds, institutional investors and the Swiss Government
directly as well as with Venture funds in Switzerland to elaborate
an innovative proposition.
The Swiss Investment fund (SIF) – General
principles of the scheme
yy Create a fund, the SIF, investing in Venture funds in a fashion competitive for institutional portfolios, creating the much
needed structure to pick winning teams. The investments will
be done in private companies only and in a diverse set of sectors and stages.
yy This fund should have a size of CHF 500 million to invest in 1520 venture funds over a ten year period, on a matching basis
keeping a minority stake.
yy Making sure to have a multi-generation concept.
yy The management of the SIF will be mandated to a professionally organized and experienced group with strong manager selection skills.
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yy The selected Venture funds can be Swiss or foreign and will
have to spend the received SIF amount in Swiss companies
only.
yy The fund shall make investments and return data public in a
format similar to US funds (e.g. Calpers etc).

Pension funds
Corporates		 Insurances
AHV
HNWI
Family Offices

Investment
Advisor

Swiss
Investment
Fund

Swiss
Confederation

Expert FoF managers

Catalytic role

CHF 500 million – Portfolio of 15 – 20 funds – 10 year life

200 and 300 companies financed over 5 years
Total investment at least CHF 1 billion
Fig. 1: Structure of the Swiss Investment Fund (SIF)

The Swiss Investment fund (SIF) Advisory committee
yy SECA 		
Jean-Philippe Tripet, Thomas Heimann,
		
Alain Nicod
yy CTI Invest
Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier, Yvonne Störzer,
		
Christian Wenger
yy Academie
Pascal Gantenbein
yy ValleyRoad
Pierre Kladny
yy Venture Kick
Beat Schillig
yy Foundations
Pascale Vonmont
yy Angels		
Florian Schweitzer, Caroline Geissaz
yy Fund of funds Adveq: Rainer Ender,
		
Euro PE: Marc-Antoine Voissard,
		
LGT: Roberto Paganoni,
		
Partners Group: Felix Haldner
Conclusion
The initiative Swiss Investment Fund (SIF) of SECA and CTI Invest aims to foster innovative entrepreneurship in Switzerland and
close the financing gap in the Swiss innovation ecosystem. This
can not be done without having a substantial amount of money
from institutional investors. To reach that, the initiative committee
do not believe that a European like program, such as EIF, would be
politically defendable, instead the committee proposes with the
Swiss Investment fund (SIF) scheme an innovative and market
based solution positioning Swiss Venture Capital as an attractive
and compelling asset class to institutional investors.

Contact
Jean-Philippe Tripet, SECA, Chair Chapter Seed Money & Venture
Capital, Tel. +41 43 499 20 00, jeanphilippe@aravis.ch
Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier, CTI Invest, Managing Director,
Tel. +41 79 251 32 09, vui@cti-invest.ch
About SECA
The Swiss Private Equity & Corporate Finance Association (SECA)
is the representative body for Switzerland‘s private equity, venture capital and corporate finance industries. SECA has the objective to promote private equity and corporate finance activities
in Switzerland.
Members of the SECA include equity investment companies,
banks, corporate finance advisors, auditing companies, management consultants, lawyers and private investors.
About CTI Invest
The association founded in May 2003 acts as the leading financing platform in Switzerland, where entrepreneurs may find early
and later stage capital and also access to experience and the network of the investor members during the foundation and rampup in Switzerland and abroad. The investors are offered the opportunity to make investments into Swiss High Tech companies,
mainly out of the CTI Start-up coaching (www.ctistartup.ch) and/
or companies of the portfolio of the fellow members. In addition
also Video Podcasts of the presented companies are made available on the Extranet for the members.
Swiss Private Equity & Corporate Finance Association
Grafenauweg 10 / P.O. Box 4332
CH-6304 Zug (Switzerland)
Tel.: +41 41 757 67 77; Fax: +41 41 757 67 00
email: info@seca.ch; www.seca.ch

JEAN-PHILIPPE TRIPET
Projectleader
PROJECTTEAM:
Thomas Heimann
Yvonne Störzer
Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier
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Quantitative analysis of CTI Invest start-ups from 2003 to 2013

Raising venture capital in Switzerland
– the entrepreneurs‘ view
A survey of 114 start-up entrepreneurs, with a cumulative
experience of around 1,900 investor contacts, provides a
unique insight into their experience of the search for capital. This raises the interesting possibility of analysing and
interpreting Swiss entrepreneurs’ experience of raising
funds in the early stages of business in the context of a
company’s entrepreneurial needs.

The chicken or the egg – the young
entrepreneur’s reality
Young entrepreneurs often find themselves confronted with the
chicken-or-egg dilemma: “they need to demonstrate their high potential in order to attract capital, yet often require that capital in
order to demonstrate their potential” (Wiltbank 2009). Funding is
one of the central challenges faced by young entrepreneurs and is
often the deciding factor in whether their products or ideas have
the opportunity to be tested in the market.
Young companies with innovative and scalable business models often find it hard to raise capital outside of their social network. They often have business ideas with high growth potential,
which, in certain circumstances, may develop into an important
“innovation engine” within an economy. The issues around raising
capital are clearly accentuated here. In retrospect, 78 percent of
the CTI Invest high-tech entrepreneurs who were surveyed rated
successfully raising capital as difficult to very difficult.
Why is this? Are there differences in the behaviour of those
who rate the search for capital as easy, compared to those who
experienced it as difficult? The quantitative survey addresses
these and other issues.
As well as giving their objective observations regarding the
raising of funds, the young entrepreneurs rated 32 factors in
terms of the importance for the search for capital and also identified their general self-efficacy (GSE). It could be clearly seen that
the entrepreneurs surveyed consistently showed high GSE. They
are therefore people who do not shy away from difficult tasks,
seem to seek out challenges and demonstrate strong perseverance in dealing with these. Furthermore, there are no significant
differences in the GSE ratings between the group of subjects
who assessed the search for capital as being easy, compared to
those who saw it as difficult. Thus, the influence of personal disposition can be viewed as virtually negligible and we can look for
other objective factors as the basis for the ratings and the differences in behaviour.

Overview of the results
The descriptive presentation of the results shows that entrepreneurs take a generally positive view of the near future, and almost 97% of the companies involved plan to create new jobs in
the next three years. In the first round of funding, most high-tech
companies are looking for between CHF 0.5 and CHF 2 million,
and need an average of 3.4 investors to achieve this. In further
rounds, the requirement increases to up to CHF 20 million. Furthermore, it is apparent that the search for capital is extremely
time- and contact-intensive; on average the process takes about
a year. In the first round of funding, in addition to the business
angels who dominate in absolute terms, the company founders,
their families, start-up contests, foundations and venture capitalists are also of relevance for the young entrepreneurs. However,
the business angels are increasingly dominant at the high levels
of subsequent rounds.

Further analysis and results
In the eyes of successful start-up entrepreneurs, the key factors for successfully raising capital are the founding team with
its demonstrated expertise, dedication and a sense of responsibility towards the start-up, and in particular the ability of the entrepreneur to present the business idea in a clear and persuasive way. This is especially true in situations where both parties
do not have all the information available upfront, as in the concept of bounded rationality, i.e. where certain cognitive distortions tend to have an influence on the decisions. It seems that,
especially in the high-tech field where there are high structural
knowledge asymmetries, start-up entrepreneurs need to be honest and skilled salespeople for their ideas. Their success variables
are based in particular on high-quality products, market growth
and the anticipated sales figures. It can also be seen that young
entrepreneurs in the Easy Raiser group (those who consider raising capital to be easier) spend approximately 50% of the capital
on market development, while those in the Challenging group
seek much more capital for research and development efforts. I
take this as an indication that the investors evaluate the risk of
market development as being lower than that of investment in research and development.
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Time matters
The strongest drivers for whether and to what extent raising capital is rated as difficult is clearly the time factor. When we consider that the search for capital takes around a year on average, and
an average of 3.4 investors have to be found in the first round of
funding alone, it is not surprising that time and the number of contacts are of high significance and are closely and positively correlated with the perceived difficulties in the search for capital. Although not surveyed in this study, the time lost to the search for
capital is likely to be reflected in a longer time to market, which
may subjectively be perceived as a competitive disadvantage. At
this point it should be emphasised that, although raising capital
is a key task, the real entrepreneurial and economically relevant
activity is in the transformation of an entrepreneurial opportunity
into a business reality.
In economic terms, it is my view that the results can unfortunately be interpreted to mean that, although Switzerland may
promote innovation and propagate entrepreneurship, “when it
comes to crunch time”, the entire exploration of innovation, which
is not possible without (risk) capital, must be borne almost exclusively by young entrepreneurs, their families and especially business angels. It thus takes a long time to raise capital; for young
entrepreneurs in the dynamic economic environment of the hightech sector, all of whom have to face international competition,
a year is almost an eternity. Just to clarify the importance of the
time component in this environment and how quickly developments in this sector progress: the first iPhone was released in
early 2007; at that time Facebook had just 12 million users and
Twitter was less than a year old.

The research setting
Research design: Quantitative
Population: All CTI Invest companies from 2003 to 2013 which
were still operating during the survey period (have not been
sold or gone out of business, etc.)
Research design: Quantitative
Sample size: 160
Response rate: 114, equivalent to 71.25%
The questionnaire – three sections:
1 General information on the company and its founders;
2 Questions on raising money;
3 Determination of general self-efficacy (10 items, Cronbach’s
alpha: .835), and determination of success factors in raising
capital (32 items, Cronbach’s alpha: .805)

JAN SOBHANI
MSc Business Administration, Major Strategic
Management (2011–2013)
Master Thesis: Kriterien erfolgreicher (Risiko-) Kapital
beschaffung elizitiert aus den Erfahrungen von Schwei
zer Jungunternehmern. Eine quantitative Analyse der
CTI Invest Startup-Unternehmen der Jahre 2003 bis
2013
Co-Founder:
SWIXMED LTD (2003)
Double Check LTD (2008)
Managing Director
SWIXMED LTD
Address
SWIXMED LTD, Zürichbergstrasse 20, CH-8032 Zurich
Jan.sobhani@swixmed.com
www.swixmed.com
Phone: +41 44 446 48 48
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CEO Day

Tangible results
and open conversations
The CEO Day has continually grown and developed to become a convention for the Swiss start-up scene. Patrick
Griss from Zühlke Ventures, Siddhartha Arora from IBM
and young entrepreneur Andrea Girardello explain why
the participants appreciate this event.

Patrick Griss has already been to the CEO Day often that he cannot immediately remember his first visit. “It must have been 2007
or 2008,” says Griss. Since then, the event has been a constant
fixture in his calendar.
At the first CEO Days that he attended, this employee of engineering company Zühlke ran workshops on product development.
Similar workshops are still being held, but today Patrick Griss is
present in Bern with a different role. He is the Co-CEO at Zühlke
Ventures, the venture capital department that has invested in five
start-up companies to date.
The CEO Day was launched as a continuing education event
for start-up companies. However, it has gradually transformed
into a convention for the Swiss start-up scene, where young companies make connections with each other, but also with investors
like Griss or representatives of large industrial companies.
One such industrial corporation is IBM. This company has been
involved for three years and draws attention to its Global Entrepreneur programme with a stand. This programme serves to support young software firms, so-called Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), with technology and marketing power. The goal is not
to find online shops or consultancies, but start-up companies that
have unique technology and global ambitions. “There is a very

Dr. Christian Wenger, Chairman of CTI Invest,
giving his inspiring welcome speech

Audience votes on the question: “Do we have a
financing problem for start-ups in Switzerland?“
high proportion of such firms at the CEO Day,” explains Siddhartha Arora, who is responsible for the Global Entrepreneur programme in Switzerland.
“I see the CEO Day as Switzerland’s most important and biggest start-up event,” says the IBM man. Arora often meets company founders at the event, whom he has already known previously. “This occasion is an ideal day for arranged meetings,
because practically all high-tech start-up companies’ founders attend,” explains Arora. At this event, despite having a good network in the Swiss start-up scene, he has also frequently encountered unknown young entrepreneurs, which has even led to
collaborations with them.
The Dragon’s Den competition, introduced last year, makes
the discovery of new young companies all the more easy. One of
the start-up companies that presented themselves to the jury and
visitors was 42matters. This platform for an ETH spin-off called
“Playboard” provides an overview of the mass of apps for mobile
devices. 42matters offers Playboard for end consumers, but also
licenses the product, as a white-label solution, to customers like
ProSieben Games, a subsidiary of ProSiebenSat.1.
“I took part in the Dragon’s Den competition in order to find
out whether investors still see app discovery as hot,” reveals cofounder Andrea Girardello. In Dragon’s Den, 42matters made it
into the top three. Moreover, this was not the only sign of the
considerable amount of interest. “I met several investors at the
CEO Day, with whom further talks subsequently took place,” says
Girardello.
Patrick Griss from Zühlke Ventures also tells of tangible results.
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Where High Tech Start-up´s meet
in Switzerland

into the specific nature of investors like Zühlke Ventures, can get
to know new international venture capitalists, and also find out
which funds are actively seeking firms at the moment.
However, alongside the official agenda, there is also plenty of
scope for informal networking. The event’s atmosphere encourages open conversations. “I think what makes the CEO Day special,
is that it is a place where you can talk openly with other entrepreneurs about experiences and opinions,” explains Andrea Girardello from 42matters.
For this reason, Girardello, who attended his first CEO Day last
year, will be there again this year. He thus joins the ranks of the
regular guests, among whom Patrick Griss and Siddhartha Arora
have already been for some time.

Prize ceremony of the Dragon‘s Den
pitching competition 2012
At CEO Day 2012, he had arranged a one-to-one meeting with Ricardo Breira from Lausanne-based medical technology start-up
company Distalmotion. “Although we had already seen each other once before, it was at the CEO Day that we decided to make a
start on the process towards investment.” With success: in July
2013, Zühlke Ventures invested in Distalmotion in the first financing round.
Not only does Patrick Griss use the one-to-one meetings to
draw attention to Zühlke Ventures, but he also introduces the
investor to the public in the part of the program called “Investors on Stage”. Here, more than a dozen investors present themselves. In a short period of time, start-up companies gain insight

Alain Nicod as Investor on Stage in 2012

Ten years of CEO Day
The first CEO Day was held in September 2003 – just a few
months after the investors association CTI Invest had been
formed. The first event, was organised by CTI Invest and the
Commission for Technology and Innovation (CTI) and was an
unexpected success: “We had expected 50 participants, but
150 turned up,” says Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier, the managing
director of CTI Invest.
Together with Christian Wenger, CTI Invest’s chairman,
Vuilleumier has made the event what it is today: the number
of participants has risen from 150 to over 500, and a continuing education event for company founders has become a
convention for the entire Swiss start-up scene, with a pitching competition, investor presentations and hundreds of oneto-one meetings.
The various innovations and improvements were introduced gradually. “The possibility of one-to-one meetings
came about when we were able to find a software that enables the meetings to be arranged in advance,” says JeanPierre Vuilleumier. One year later, the flood of visitors made
it necessary to move from the Bern Expo Centre to Stade de
Suisse. Finally, in 2012, the Dragon’s Den competition and Investors on Stage were added.
Despite this growth, some things have remained constant. As always, clear admission restrictions ensure that
founders, investors, industry representatives and supporters are among themselves. Furthermore, the workshops,
with which it all began, are still held. However, this too is
optimised on an ongoing basis. Anything offered that gets
poor visitor feedback is dropped, and new themes are added.
Even with regard to the constants, the organisers are firmly
in favour of continual optimisation.
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Economic Promotion – Canton of Vaud

Innovation: The unique position
of the Canton of Vaud
To support its economic development policy, the canton of Vaud
has strengthened its support for innovation. In March 2013 the
canton brought together several partners into a new agency dedicated to promoting innovation: Innovaud. Through this initiative,
Canton of Vaud has increased its support for the local economy
by offering higher levels of guidance and advice, site selection,
and financing.

Major advantages
Canton of Vaud boasts a unique concentration of leading Swiss
academic and research institutions, which encompass a total of
about 70,000 researchers and students (or about 10% of the regional population). Vaud plays host to the largest campus in the
country and several research institutes that enjoy an international reputation. So whether you are an employer seeking qualified
staff, a professional wishing to improve your education and training, a company interested in working with a world-class university, or an expatriate wishing to educate your children in good
schools, you will find in that Vaud offers a particularly ideal environment.
For more than ten years, Vaud has cultivated an active policy
of developing its major areas of scientific and technological skills,
specifically: life sciences; precision engineering and manufacturing; information technology and communication; high technologies to support ecological energy use; advanced nutrition; highend consumer goods, and international sports. These clusters
include know-how, skilled manpower, and top European level infrastructures. The geographical proximity of these centers of excellence creates a variety of synergies, strengthening and enriching shared skills while fostering innovation. A notable result is
that of the 850 innovative Swiss startups created in the past 12
years, nearly 25% of them originated in Canton of Vaud, which
ranks nationally in second place.

Biopôle – www.biopole.ch

Guidance and advice
Innovaud (www.innovaud.ch) provides its support to start-up
companies and follows them throughout their life cycle. A genuine starting gate for any innovative project, Innovaud also helps
SMEs to plan organizationally and to identify its most important
innovation challenges. In particular, it provides convenient access
to a network of experienced coaches, to potential investors, to
established companies, as well as to receptions and other meetings with important people active in innovation. In association
with the services provided by the platinn and CTI start-up networks, the innovation advisors at Innovaud innovation construct
initial project diagnoses to determine the level of support appropriate to the range of activities and specific needs of a company.
Innovaud assures continual project monitoring, normally without
cost to the recipient.

A more robust system to support innovation

Site selection

Despite this favorable context, Vaud decided to improve its apparatus for supporting innovation around three major pillars:
1) Guidance and advice -- Access to counseling and coaching
facilities that ensure quality monitoring in cooperation with the
services of regional and national networks, such as platinn and
CTI start-up;
2) Site selection -- Provision of appropriate infrastructures that
are conducive to the development and growth of innovative projects;
3) Financing -- Additional support to meet the needs of companies at different stages of their development.

Vaud, the third largest Swiss canton by area, has advanced commercial infrastructures to provide incubation services and site selection to encourage collaboration with universities and surrounding businesses and create a beneficial atmosphere conducive to
the development of innovative projects.

This enhanced support system increases the chances of success
for innovative companies and projects

Science Park of Ecublens (PSE) -- www.parc-scientifique.ch
The Science Park of Ecublens (PSE) specializes in creating hightech companies. Immediately next to the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology-Lausanne (EPFL) and the University of Lausanne
(UNIL), it seeks to foster the emergence and development of
technology start-ups through its incubator, “Le Garage.”
Y-Parc -- www.y-parc.ch The Y-PARC of Yverdon-les-Bains is the
largest technology park in Switzerland and the first to be developed in the country. It offers advanced infrastructures and access
to the Center for Engineering and Technology Transfer (CETT) of
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the University of Applied Sciences of Engineering and Management-Vaud (VD HEIG), and its incubator Y-START.
Biopôle -- www.biopole.ch Dedicated to the life sciences, the Biopôle is located just north of Lausanne, near the University Hospital Center of Vaud (CHUV). From the molecule to the incubator, from emerging small enterprises to established large firms,
this structure continues its evolution, stimulating the entire value creation chain.
SwissMedia Center -- www.swissmedia-center.ch Located in
Vevey, the SwissMedia Center is an incubator for multimedia/communication/information technology business. This facility has 12
incubation modules and can accommodate up to five companies.
Tecorbe -- www.tecorbe.ch Located in northern Vaud, TecOrbe
meets the needs of start-ups and SMEs operating in the fields of
the environment, sustainable development, and renewable energy. It offers incubator space dedicated to business development
and technical support through its mechanical workshop.
Technopôle of St. Croix -- www.technopole1450.ch On a site of
approximately 10,000 square meters, the Technopôle of St. Croix
is the ideal location to set up for companies involved in microwelding and related industrial techniques. The incubation facility includes 8 to 12 areas ranging from 50 to 100 square meters.
Ateliers de la Ville de Renens -- www.ateliersvdr.ch Les Ateliers
de la Ville de Renens aim to encourage the creation of new businesses in the field of visual communications, graphics, design and
architecture. They are located near the University of Art and Design
Lausanne (ECAL) and the EPFL+ECAL Lab, a part of the Federal
Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL) in association with ECAL,
and dedicated to stimulating innovation at the intersection of technology, design and architecture. Some ten areas of 20 square meters are available to new companies active in these fields.

Y-Parc – www.y-parc.ch

Financing
The Foundation for Technological Innovation (FIT) supports
projects with high technological content carried out in collaboration with a university or research center. It assists at different development stages of a company through three different types of
support: grant, seed and early.
FIT awards ”FIT grant“ grants up to a maximum of CHF 100,000.to an institute of education and research (IER) that is part of a
university located in the Lake Geneva Region. Its purpose is to
sponsor, through a support mechanism accredited by FIT, a credible entrepreneurial project with the goal of creating an innovative
business and high value-added jobs.
FIT provides ”FIT seed“ loans up to a maximum of CHF 100,000.that could represent up to half of the overall project budget, the
balance to be covered by the direct and indirect contributions of
the candidate. The FIT seed loan is normally granted mainly when
the company begins its activity in the „proof of concept“ phase
(roughly about 0 to 12 months old). The project must be carried
out in collaboration with or originate from a Swiss university or
research center.
FIT presents ”FIT early“ loans ranging from CHF 300,000 to CHF
500,000-. on the condition that a private investor finances the project for at least an equivalent amount. A FIT early loan is accorded
in principle when the company accelerates its business development (approximately 12 to 36 months of operation, authenticated
by the company entry date in the commercial register). The award
to the company is linked to the development of value-added activities (product development, manufacturing, operations, etc.) in
the canton of Vaud. The project must be carried out in collaboration with or originate from a Swiss university or research center.

Science Park of Ecublens (PSE) –
www.parc-scientifique.ch

Within the framework of developing the regional economy, the
canton of Vaud’s Office for Economic Affairs (SPECo) offers
complementary and alternative financial aid directly to SMEs and
start-ups in industry, production-related services, and advanced
technology. This financial backing is intended to support the creation and establishment of businesses in the canton, as well as the
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Economic Promotion – Canton of Vaud

development of industrial SMEs and start-ups in Vaud that wish
to innovate, expand or internationalize.

Contact details:
Department of Economy and Sport
Office for Economic Affairs - SPECo
Rue Caroline 11, Lausanne
+41 21 316 58 20
info@vaud.ch
Innovaud, www.innovaud.ch, see page 82.

Type

Amount of Aid

Costs taken
into consideration

Acquisition of intellectual property rights

Grant

max 50% or CHF 5,000.–

cost of external agents

New product development, improvement or
development of the means of production,
obtaining certification or approval

Grant

max 50% or CHF 30,000.–

cost of external agents

SPECo Direct financial incentives

Innovation support

Commercialisation and internationalisation support
Participation in an exhibition or trade show

Grant

max 50% or CHF 5,000.–

external costs

Market development

Grant

max 50% or CHF 30,000.–

cost of external agents

Loan guarantees

Guarantee

max 50% of credit and 33%
of the projet from CHF 500K
to 5,000K

real estate and personal property
investment, research & development costs, operating costs
related to project launch

Partial coverage of bank interest

Grant

max 50% of the interest
for 6 years

Training of technical or scientific staff

Grant

max 50% of salary for 6
months, max CHF 15,000.–
per employee)

gross employee income,
length of training

Training in sustainable development

Grant

max 50%, from CHF 1‘000.–
to 3,000

registration fees
for training courses

Investment support

Training support
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Swisscom

Opening doors for good ideas
Swisscom Ventures invests in ICT,
media and cleantech start-ups
Over the years Swisscom has been a strong supporter of innovation in Switzerland through various engagements, promoting entrepreneurial initiatives across a wide range of technologies and
development stages. To further enhance this commitment to innovation, Swisscom has recently launched an Early Stage Fund,
exclusively focusing on young Swiss start-up companies.
With technologies and business models advancing at an ever-increasing pace, the Telecom Sector is in rapid transformation, which offers Swisscom new opportunities, while also imposing threat to its existing business lines. As a consequence, it
is of vital importance that Swisscom stays at the forefront of innovation, requiring Swisscom to quickly adopt technologies and
products generated from the start-up scene. The development towards more interlinked IT and telecom services make it necessary for operators like Swisscom to look across a wider range of
partners to find the exact pieces to fit into the puzzle. Quite often, these partners turn out to be rather newly created companies
with a very strong focus on a particular niche, therefore making
it important that Swisscom stay close to the Venture community in the ICT space.

A valuable investor and partner
Since 2006, Swisscom Ventures has been investing in early stage
companies with a focus on helping Swisscom to increase revenues, secure quality and reduce cost. In addition to financial contributions via equity investments, Swisscom can also present its
portfolio companies support in a number of ways to accelerate
product development and market entry. Typically offered is assistance in test and verifications, product feedback and, if Swisscom
becomes an early customer, a valuable reference. Additional benefits Swisscom brings as an investor, includes introductions to its
vendors as well as partners e.g. other large Telecom Operators
that have close liaisons with Swisscom.

STEFAN KUENTZ

Investment Officer
stefan.kuentz@
swisscom.com
+41 58 221 44 72

New fund for early-stage
start-ups in Switzerland

Since inception, Swisscom Ventures has invested with its Strategic Fund, Sfr 80 million in 24 companies directly and in 3 Venture
Capital funds. Half of those investments have been made outside Switzerland. However, Swisscom has observed an increasing early stage start up activity in Switzerland with direct relevance to their business. This is a trend that Swisscom wants to
support and take part in. Taking this into account, in May 2013,
Swisscom Ventures launched a specific fund exclusively targeting
Swiss start-ups. The new Swisscom Early Stage Fund has a size
of Sfr 10 million and is aimed for seed and A-rounds of funding for
early stage companies in the field of ICT, Media and Cleantech.
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W. A. de Vigier Foundation

Off to new frontiers
For the Solothurn-based W.A. de Vigier Foundation, 2013
was a year that marked a change of generation. Six members of the Board of Trustees departed and six new individuals climbed aboard.

The W.A. de Vigier Foundation is a success story. For the young
entrepreneurs competition in 2014, the application period expired
at the end of September 2013 and the number of applicants has
risen once again. While 180 founder teams sent in their applications in the previous year, 250 have done so this time: more than
ever before.
There are now hardly any ambitious founders between Lake
Constance and Lake Geneva who have not applied for the prize
money (five sums of 100,000 francs) at least once; one reason
is the financial bonus, but another is the fact that since the first
time it was presented, 26 years ago, the de Vigier Foundation’s
award for young entrepreneurs has become a benchmark in the
Swiss young entrepreneurs’ scene, one that is also perceived by
the wider public – by authorities, banks and potential business
partners.
“It is astonishing,” says the founder of Zurich-based Gastros
AG, Timo Hafner, “how much reputation the award brings.” As a
16-year-old secondary school pupil, Hafner began to work on an
induction-based warming solution for upmarket gastronomy. The

Nick Hayek giving the keynote
at the prize ceremony 2013

Prize winners 2013

market entry was a success: in dozens of plush hotels around the
globe, the hot buffet food is dished up in the specially coated ceramics from Gastros. For this effort, Hafner received the 2013 de
Vigier Award this summer.
His project was assessed by the Board of Trustees, which was
still presided over by Crossair founder Moriz Suter at the time.
Alongside Suter, the committee also included Jean-Claude Strebel, long-standing managing director of the foundation, Dr. Urs
Scheidegger, former mayor of Solothurn, the Ticino-based entrepreneur Fides P. Baldesberger and Eastern Switzerland’s Ernst
Uhlmann, founder of the electronics firm FELA.
With this line-up remaining unaltered from 2005 onwards, the
team assessed hundreds of project submissions and underwent
groundbreaking changes. In 2010, for instance, the foundation
opened up to foreign applicants that have their company headquarters in Switzerland, and in the same year, Zurich-based Nektoon AG (Memonic) became the first company with a web-based
business model to win the award.
“The Board of Trustees,” says Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier, the foundation’s current managing director, “is the driving force of the
competition.” This is because it not only screens the candidates,
but also provides for the necessary presence in society.
Vuilleumier states that this is why great caution was exercised
with regard to the rejuvenation of the Board of Trustees, which
had to be realised in 2013. The initial situation was stipulated by
the by-laws: according to the will of founder William A. de Vigier,
the committee must include a politician, a scientist, an engineer
and at least one entrepreneur.
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W.A. de Vigier Foundation
Support for young entrepreneurs in Switzerland

At the last award ceremony in the “Sommerhaus”, Solothurn,
the new trustees were then introduced: the Biel-based doctor
and investor Daniel E. Borer shall act as president of the foundation; at his side are the CVP’s Pirmin Bischof of Solothurn, member of the Council of States, the investor Alain Nicod, the two entrepreneurs Felix Grisard (HIAG Immobilien) and Guy G. Petignat
(Falu AG), and Felix Kunz, who, in addition to other roles, works
as an “innovation mentor” at the Commission for Technology and
Innovation (CTI).
“Only one rejection,” says Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier, “was received by the foundation in answer to its queries.” Apparently,
all other candidates for the Board of Trustees made themselves
available without lengthy deliberation. This says a lot about the
foundation’s reputation and is not to be taken for granted, in view
of the fact that the work involved is considerable. “It is not just
a matter of two or three meetings a year,” Vuilleumier points out.
He estimates the time spent by the trustees to be around two
weeks a year.
Alongside the jury activity, their duties also include being present at the foundation’s events, namely the summer award ceremony and the regularly held alumni events.
Managing director Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier attaches great importance to these occasions, because this is where the foundation’s densely woven network comes from, which in addition
to the active and previous trustees, also encompasses numerous experts, as well as the professors who act as ambassadors
for the foundation at universities and other tertiary institutions in
Switzerland.
“The access to our network,” says Vuilleumier, “alongside the
prize money and the reputation boost, is the third key benefit that
we can offer our winners, but also the nominees.”
This is an assessment that Timo Hafner would immediately
support. “The relationships with the trustees and with the other prize winners are extremely valuable to me,” says the Gastros founder. According to Hafner, some problems that everyday
entrepreneurship entails can be sorted out with a simple telephone call.
2014 is set to be a special year for de Vigier Award winner
Timo Hafner. He will be mass-producing his warming dishes, for
which purpose he is expanding the international marketing. “Of
course, in this regard, the foundation’s 100,000 francs came just
at the right time.”
Time is not standing still in Solothurn either though: managing
director Vuilleumier wants to conquer new frontiers with the rejuvenated Board of Trustees. Various concepts are on the table and
shall be made public in the course of the coming year.

Prof. Dr. Patrick Aebischer, President EPFL and
Supporter of the Year, Moritz Suter, former
Chairman, Dr. Daniel E. Borer, new Chairman,
Nick Hayek, CEO Swatch Group
The general direction is clear: the Board of Trustees wants to
increase its commitment to young entrepreneurship further and,
in particular, to enhance society’s appreciation of founders and
young entrepreneurs.
The management team and Board of Trustees received prominent moral support at the last award ceremony, from guest speaker Nick Hayek, who appealed to the consciences of this country’s
decision-makers in politics and business: “Switzerland urgently
needs more courage with regard to entrepreneurship!” said the
head of the world’s largest watch manufacturer.
Incidentally, Timo Hafner was also impressed by the speech
and presence of the Swatch CEO: “As a young entrepreneur, you
don’t get the opportunity to meet such a personality every day.”

Application
The award for young entrepreneurs presented by the Solothurn-based W.A. de Vigier Foundation is the oldest and
most renowned award for start-up companies in Switzerland. Each year, the foundation honours five start-up companies that have potential for growth with 100,000 francs
each. The award ceremony in Solothurn is always held in
June. The application deadline for the 2014 award has expired. The next submission period, for the 2015 award, will
be between July and September 2014.
For more information: www.devigier.ch.
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Zürcher Kantonalbank

Passion
for innovative start-up companies
Zürcher Kantonalbank is the leading bank in the economic area of Zurich. To complete its product range, the bank
launched in 2005 the unique start-up investment programme called PIONIER. Driven by the willingness to help
build up young successful high-tech companies, Zürcher
Kantonalbank accomplished more than 140 early stage investments in industry leaders including Getyourguide AG,
VirtaMed AG, ESBATech AG and Procedural AG.

During the last decade, innovation, entrepreneurship and startup investing have been gaining more attention and importance
in Switzerland. Famous success stories of venture capital-backed
companies have accelerated this trend and confirm the nearly 10
years of experience Zürcher Kantonalbank has in playing a prominent role in this field together with PIONIER. Luckily, the economic area of Zurich, the bank’s primary market, boasts both the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETHZ) and the University of Zurich, providing the ideal framework for outstanding
innovations, talents and investment opportunities. This fact supports not only the PIONIER’s underlying idea of transforming visions into economic profits, but also helps to fulfil the legal mandate of the Zürcher Kantonalbank.

Opportunity versus risk
Banks have the reputation of only financing companies when they
show positive cash flows. Zürcher Kantonalbank proves the opposite and invests in promising early-stage start-ups. Backed by
a low default rate, the bank is willing to invest up to CHF 15 million seed capital per year in ambitious teams working on innovative products in fast growing markets.

Zürcher Kantonalbank Start-up Finance
Foundation year

2005 (bank 1870)

Mission statement

We help transform visions into
economic profits

Number of employees

5

Address

P.O. Box, CH-8010 Zürich

The preferred investment size per company ranges from 0.3
million up to CHF 1 million, and follow-up investments are possible. Zürcher Kantonalbank does not claim to cover all of the company’s financial needs - rather it welcomes co-investments. Therefore, most of the provided funds are direct equity investments or
convertible loans. To start the PIONIER investment process it requires a reasonable business plan in line with the conditions defined by the bank and a prototype or proof of concept. Almost
half of the provided funds have been invested in the ICT industry. Life science and medical technology are also well represented. Automation, sensors and materials as well as cleantech are
the third and fourth pillars of the portfolio. Overall, Zürcher Kantonalbank has financed more than 140 companies with a total of
CHF 90 million.

Partnership is the key
High-tech start-up companies show not only special capital requirements, but often look for value adding partnerships on their
way to success.
As one of the most active investors, Zürcher Kantonalbank has
established a large network in the start-up environment. Besides
providing banking services to the companies, Zürcher Kantonalbank is also open to sharing these contacts.
With participations in different Technoparks and incubators and
the annual ZKB Technopark Pioneer Award, the bank has underlined its commitment to innovative start-up companies. There’s
a lot of talk about investing in the future. Zürcher Kantonalbank
does it.

ERIKA PUYAL HEUSSER
Head Start-up Finance
Zürcher Kantonalbank
Contact:
Phone +41 44 292 24 64
start-ups@zkb.ch
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swiss mobicamp

My Swiss adventure
Around 2008, I was given a book by a friend that left a profound impression on me. Unfortunately at the time and for a variety of reasons I was unable to leverage the inspiration I felt after finishing
that book. However, life moves in mysterious ways and when in the
summer of 2011, Microsoft announced it’s intention to acquire Skype for an eye watering $8.5bn I knew it was time to roll the dice.
It’s now nearly 2 years since I left Skype and moved to Switzerland, and even today, I still feel incredibly privileged to have the
opportunity to live and work here. When I moved to Lausanne I
knew no one (other than my now ex-girlfriend) – but I knew that I
was tired of office politics, collecting more air miles in 3 months
than is healthy and life was too short to continue working for people I thought were incompetent.
I’m often asked how I got started navigating my way through
the Swiss start-up ecosystem, and the answer is surprisingly simple – networking mixed with a healthy dose of perseverance and
a big dollop of luck! My first coffee was with a start-up founder
(David Keast from Lotaris) who in turn introduced me to several more people and everything just snowballed from there. And
of course, as most of you know only too well there was this guy
called Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier.
It was during my numerous conversations with Swiss CEOs,
venture capitalists, angel investors, lawyers, academia, aspiring
entrepreneurs and coaches that I had my first eureka moment.
Utilizing my 14 years at the epicenter of the mobile industry, I
began exploring ways to contribute to the success of companies
involved in mobile across Switzerland and leverage my global industry contacts to make a tangible difference. I shared my ideas and concept with Jean-Pierre at CTI Invest and Daniel Ledermann at Swisscom. Both were early and enthusiastic supporters
and the Swiss Mobicamp initiative was born.
Maybe I shouldn’t share this sentiment too widely but until
that moment I’d never organized anything larger than a BBQ in
my back garden. However, I’d attended hundreds of events so I
naively thought ‘how hard can it be’…
It was at this point that I first discovered the ecosystem that
underpins the start-up scene in this country is world class – and

A typical keynote session – Mobicamp #2:
1st Nov 2012

I was astounded by the depth of support not only from CTI but
the vast network of people and institutions that all shared a vested interest in securing Switzerland’s position on the world stage.
It was to this ecosystem that I turned to help realize the mobicamp initiative.
I was, and still am astounded when, as an English guy with
what seemed at the time a crazy idea and no track record inside
Switzerland, I was offered financial support by partners such as
The Hasler Stiftung, EPFL, ALP ICT and of course, CTI. This goodwill and support was incredibly humbling and proved the inspiration I needed to hold my nerve – when everyone else around me
was saying I was totally mad. Initially conceived as a one off – the
inaugural event sold out and was delivered on a shoestring budget in true start-up fashion in less than 90 days.
Somehow, I stumbled across a formula that worked. Today,
Mobicamp is firmly established on the Swiss scene with corporate sponsors like Swisscom, Ringier Digital, IBM & Nokia. The
event returns to Bern on the 31st Oct 2013 for the third edition,
with a fourth event in the planning stages for 2014. Please see
mobicamp.ch for more info.
Finally, for those of you who were wondering about the source
of my original inspiration, then the book is entitled “Leaving Microsoft to change the world - an entrepreneur’s odyssey to educate the world’s children” by John Wood.

About the author

One of the many workshops – Mobicamp #2:
1st Nov 2012

Martin Coul is the founder and energy behind a number of highly acclaimed initiatives to support entrepreneurs and start-ups in
Switzerland and help them achieve success beyond the Swiss
borders. In addition he is a Project Leader at CTI Invest and has
recently been appointed a ‘Specialty Advisor’ by the Swiss Commission for Technology & Innovation. If you wish you can follow
him on Twitter @thecoulroom.
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Creapole SA

Start-ups and innovation booster
Creapole supports swiss start-ups wanting to settle
down in the canton of Jura with specific coaching services, according to each customer needs and evolution of its
project.

As an active player in the economic development of the canton
of Jura, we aim to promote company start-ups and innovation
projects within existing companies. While we are able to support
projects in all kinds of economic activity, we have developed particular skills in sectors with strong economic potential such as
medical technology, micro-technology, information and communications technology (ICT) and Cleantech.

Our Services
Since Creapole started its activities in 2007, more than 750 projects of company creation, in all kind of applications, were supported. The 114 new companies and start-ups created since then
gave the opportunity to more than 190 persons to find a new job.
Proud of this success, Creapole increased its level of services
and finally separated them in two distinguished activities.
The preliminary services include, on the one hand, raising
awarness on innovation, setting up new businesses and, on the
other hand, networking events aimed at a more carefully targeted audience.
The coaching services are designed in a “step-by-step” concept to meet the specific needs of each entrepreneur by providing assistance from the preliminary analysis stage of the project
to subsequent help with obtaining finance, as well as consolidation of a business model.

Phases

Diagnosis
Preliminary phase

Opportunity
Phase 1

Positioning
Phase 2

Implementation
Phase 3

Exploitation
Phase 4

Target client

SME wishing to develop an
innovation, project developer

Client coming from the
preliminary phase

Client coming from phase 1

Client coming from phase 2

Client coming from phase 3

Objectives for
the client

Make their project known so
as to evaluate the possibility
of obtaining support from
Creapole

Obtain a global opportunity
analysis so as to evaluate
the viability and feasibility of
their project

Fill in the gaps and
consolidate their project
thanks to different skills,
establish an action plan

Prepare their file applying for
funding and obtain it, receive
support to implement their
project with the partners

Obtain regular coaching
in the exploitation phase
of the project

Services*

u Preliminary

analysis of the
file
u Strategic diagnosis in
company

u Feasibility

analysis
analysis of the
business model
u Drafting of an opportunity
report

u Financial

expertise
in developing the
Business Plan
u Expertise in market and
competition

u Setting-up

u Support

of development
consortiums
u Financial structuring
u Support Marketing Plan

u Support

u Global

Budget allocated

4 hours

16 hours

40 hours

To be defined in function
of project

To be defined in function
of project

Value

CHF 600.–

CHF 2’500.–

CHF 6’000.–

To be defined in function
of project

To be defined in function
of project

* Non-exhaustive list of services

in exploitation /
coaching
u Support in exploiting the
results of the monitoring
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Our philosophy
The entire philosophy of Creapole’s campaign is based on the notion that stimulating innovation and productivity, as two sides of
the same reality, represents the key element of modern economic development.

Working in network
Working alone does not guarantee the success of a project. Networking and communicating with other specialists is aslo a factor of success.
Therefore we are able to provide our services thanks to the
support of the partners in our network. We have teamed up in
partnership with the “Fondation d’impulsion technologique et
économique” (Foundation for Technological and Economic Impetus – FITEC) and the “Société jurassienne d’équipement SA” (Jura
equipment company – SJE SA) to form an original trio providing
support to entrepreneurs and innovators in the form of coaching,
financing and suitable premises.
Creapole is an initiative supported by the Swiss Confederation,
State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO) and the Republic
and Canton of Jura. We also work close with the Economic Promotion of the Republic and Canton of Jura.

CONTACT
DANIEL RÜEGG
Dep. Management
Phone +41 32 420 37 32
daniel.ruegg@creapole.ch
www.creapole.ch

For more information and eligibility of your project, don’t hesitate
to contact us.

Increases in productivity
free the resources required
for innovation

– Optimisation
of processes
– Qualification
and competence
of personnel
– Optimisation
of Production
methods
– …

PRODUCTIVITY

Virtuous circle
of economic
development

Innovation favours
increases
in productivity

INNOVATION

– Technology
transfer
– R&D
– Total innovation
(market, production,
product)
– …
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i-net innovation networks
i-net

Fostering innovation
in Northwestern Switzerland

Services

The mission of i-net innovation networks switzerland is
to promote innovation in Northwestern Switzerland focusing on the technology fields of ICT, Life Sciences, Medtech, Cleantech and Nanotechnology. As a public private
partnership between the cantons of Aargau, Baselland,
Basel-Stadt, Jura and leading companies from the region,
i-net offers free of charge advisory services and a wide
range of opportunities to network and foster knowledge
and technology transfer.

Technology
Evaluate ideas

Business
Discover and Develop

Implement business modeL

Market launch and Sales

i-net transfer services
i-net Business Events
Technology Events
Technology Circles
Business Circles
i-net advisory services
Connecting & Mentoring

The per-capita value added of the Northwestern Switzerland economic region is well in excess of the Swiss average. This is due to
the presence of innovative economic sectors, in particular life sciences, chemicals, and parts of the mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and metalworking (MEM) industry. The objective of i-net innovation networks is to build further on this strength
as a business location by means of focused support for the regional enterprise clusters in the technology fields of information
and communication technologies (ICT), medtech, cleantech, nanotechnology and life sciences.
The i-net initiative was created in 2003 by entrepreneurs and
developed as a program at the office of Industry and Employment in the Basel-Stadt Economics Department. In April 2012 inet was given a new mission and became the joint promotion
agency for innovation of the cantons of Northwestern Switzerland Aargau, Baselland, Basel-Stadt and Jura. As an association,
i-net innovation networks switzerland is mainly funded by these
cantons and the Swiss Confederation through the State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO). i-net’s budget for 2012 to 2015
is CHF 6.62 million.

A network of innovation leaders
The basis of i-net’s activities is the support and steady expansion
of a regional network of innovators consisting of experts, entrepreneurs, researchers and developers. Building on this, i-net has
developed a range of services that fosters the sharing of experience and knowledge between the participant companies and research institutions, while creating tangible contacts within the
network in a framework of individual mentoring.
From an operational point of view the activities of i-net in the
individual fields of technology are headed by managers with expertise in their given fields. The thematic focus and management
of these fields of technology are arranged in consultation with established sector experts, who make their networks of contacts
and their knowledge available to i-net on an honorary basis. The
strategic management of i-net is the responsibility of the Board of
Directs. In-depth support is also provided by the advisory Board.
With a team of 8 employees i-net supports companies from
Northwestern Switzerland with the development and execution

Businessplan Challenge
Partner & Finance Network
Show Case

of their innovation projects. The basis of i-net activities is the
maintenance and continuous expansion of a network of innovators, consisting of experts, researchers and entrepreneurs. The inet network currently comprises more than 3,500 persons.
Under the Transfer Services banner i-net provides companies and
innovators with a professional event platform for exchange of experience and knowledge transfer. This extends from networking
events through theme-specific technology and business events
to closed working groups.
Under the Advisory Services banner i-net advises start-ups
and innovative SMEs on the development and implementation
of their growth and expansion strategies. Besides providing specific contacts within the network and to investors i-net provides
companies with an assessment service including the professional examination of their business plans and showcase presentations abroad.

Knowledge Transfer and Advisory Services
The services portfolio of i-net focuses on a company’s entire innovation process: from discovery of a new business concept
through its technical execution to development of the business
model as well as market launch and expansion. For this i-net has
designed various support modules, which can be used by companies and innovators free of charge and also selectively.
i-net Transfer Services include all support measures aiming at
exchange of experience and knowledge transfer. This takes place
on a qualified collective basis, from company to company. For
these services i-net provides professional event platforms, which
involve various formats:
yy Business Events (> 100 participants)
Target group: decision-makers from industry, politics and research. Subject: Successful business personalities give insights
into their innovation activities. Networking: brings together innovators from all fields of technology.
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yy Technology Events (> 50 participants)
Target group: professionals and entrepreneurs from a specific
field of technology. Subject: researchers, experts, start-ups and
innovative SMEs present their knowledge of and ideas about
a new technological development. Networking: specialists and
sector insiders exchange experience with each other.
yy Technology Circles: (< 20 participants)
Target group: closed group of technical experts from a specific area within a field of technology. Subject: the working group
regularly deals with a technology-specific issue. Networking:
technical experts encourage knowledge sharing and evaluate
possible cooperation opportunities.
yy Business Circles (< 50 participants)
Target group: business decision-makers and entrepreneurs
from all fields of technology. Subject: experts and entrepreneurs provide insights and input on concrete business issues.
Networking: discussion and know-how transfer between entrepreneurs and technical experts.
i-net Advisory Services include support measures provided on
an individual basis. The aim is to support companies or start-ups
based in Northwestern Switzerland both at launch and in the development of their innovation project:
yy Connecting & Mentoring
A company’s specific requirements are identified in the course
of an individual consultation and a qualified process of matchmaking with peers and with external partners such as the Commission for Technology and Innovation (CTI), research institutions or authorities is started.
yy Business Plan Challenge
Start-ups and entrepreneurs can have the business plan for
their innovation project examined by specialists and established
industry experts. The Business Plan Challenge consists of an
analysis by the experts, a half-day workshop, and a written report with an estimate of the market opportunities for the business concept and concrete recommendations for its successful implementation.
yy Finance & Partner Network
i-net maintains a network of experts who can support innovators and companies in finding the right entrepreneurial and legal
setup for their project. In addition, where there is a financing requirement i-net also facilitates contact with potential investors.
yy Showcase
In cooperation with Swissnex and other partners, i-net organizes presentations and initiation of contact for possible foreign
market entry. Over an in-situ stay of several days’ duration an
individual program is worked out for the company for evaluation
of potential business partners and staff and suitable locations.

CONTACT: DR. CHRISTOF KLÖPPER
has been Managing Director of i-net innovation networks since April 2012. Previously he was Head of Development for Industry and Technology at the office of
Industry and Employment in the Basel-Stadt Economics
Department. From 2011 to 2012 he was Managing Director and a member of the Board of Directors of Technologiepark Basel AG. Christof Klöpper (born in 1975) studied economic geography, macroeconomics, business
administration and geomathematics at the University of
Trier in Germany and obtained a doctorate at the University of Basel entitled “The Structure and Geography
of Innovation Processes in Biotechnology”.

i-net innovation network switzerland
Greifengasse 11, 4058 Basel
Foundation year

2012

Mission statement

As a public private partnership between the cantons of Aargau, Baselland, Basel-Stadt, Jura and leading
companies from the region, i-net offers free of charge advisory services
and a wide range of opportunities to
network and foster knowledge within
the technology fields of ICT, Life Sciences, Medtech, Cleantech and Nanotechnology.

Number of employees

8

Webpage

www.i-net.ch
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startupticker.ch

Stay up to date
with startupticker.ch
Startupticker.ch reports on current events in the Swiss
start-up and innovation scene, several times a day. Every Friday, the newsletter also provides information on the
highlights of the week. Without a doubt, it pays to join!
Startupticker.ch has already been in action since autumn 2011,
providing daily information about start-up companies and players
in the start-up community. The news portal gives the Swiss startup and innovation scene a face for a broader audience.
Usage of the online hub is thriving, via the web, as well as with
apps on smartphones and tablets. The news channel has over 800
users a day; each Friday, around 3,500 subscribers receive the
newsletter with the weekly review and announcements of the
most important events.
The portal was started on the initiative of Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier with the support of KTI/CTI, the W.A. de Vigier Foundation and
CTI Invest. Today, it is supported by the Gebert Rüf Foundation
as a partner, and by Swisscom as a sponsor. “One of the major
weaknesses of our start-up companies is the poor communication. On top of this, the press never reports on young companies’
financing rounds,” says Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier, when asked what
motivated him to launch startupticker. The Lucerne-based journalism office Journalistenbüro Niedermann was brought in for editorial work.
The news portal for Swiss start-up companies
Thanks to startupticker.ch, young companies can publish their
news for free, thus raising their profile among a broader public – throughout the entire start-up community itself, but also, in
particular, among business angels, venture capitalists, industrial
companies and technology scouts. Having a presence on startupticker.ch enables young companies to get customers, orders,
good staff and the necessary funds more quickly.

THE EDITORIAL TEAM OF STARTUPTICKER:
Jost Dubacher, Claus Niedermann, Stefan Kyora

The information channel for supporters
At startupticker.ch, the funding organisations, transfer agencies,
consultants and investors learn all there is to know about the activities of innovative start-up companies. Via this portal, supporters can make young firms aware of their activities as well. For the
players in the funding scene, startupticker.ch is the direct information channel to the start-up companies themselves, and to the
whole start-up community.

Join www.startupticker.ch now
yy The latest news every day
Anyone wanting to stay up to date can visit the online hub
startupticker.ch daily. Anyone unwilling to seek news themselves can get the startupticker app for their smartphone or
tablet, or else receive the news via RSS feed. Startupticker.
ch is also present on Twitter and Facebook.
yy Weekly newsletter
Whatever happens in the start-up scene during the week can
be looked up every Friday in the newsletter, which also refers
to important upcoming events and continuing education programmes. The newsletter can be subscribed to at any time,
free of charge. Join up at www.startupticker.ch.
yy Publication of own messages
Start-up companies and all other players in the scene can
feed their messages, event information and invitations into
the editorial system themselves. The editorial team checks
the quality and activates the entries. The links for entries regarding news and events can be found on each website under www.startupticker.ch.
yy The online hub for start-up events
For the most important events, startupticker.ch gets involved
as a media partner. The portal advertises the events, provides
readers with up-to-date messages and is physically present
at the events. Queries regarding media partnerships are to
be sent to the editorial team at news@startuptikcer.ch.
yy Supporters of startupticker
Alongside the main partners W.A. de Vigier, CTI Start-up, CTI
Invest, Gebert Rüf and Swisscom, numerous other support
organisations are involved, such as ETH Transfer, the Business and Economic Development Division of the Canton of
Zurich, startups.ch, IFJ, SECA, Startangels, i-Net, the Swiss
Economic Forum, SwissECS, the Swiss Innovation Forum,
Wachstumsinitiative KMU and Zürcher Kantonalbank. Other
parties wishing to get involved are welcome to do so.
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Swiss high tech start-ups
on the way to success

Content

In this section Swiss High Tech companies on the way to success
are presented.

31

Amphasys
Pollen analysis takes just minutes
in portable laboratory

The criteria for selection were:
yy closing of one or several financial rounds > CHF 1 Mio.
and/or
yy having paying customers or a product ready for the market entry

32

Cooala
Advertising, only from
“all the brands you love”

33

Decentlab
Wireless measurement
system monitors bridges and trees

34

Gastros
Hotel buffet with fine porcelain dishes

35

L.E.S.S.
One nanofibre
replaces 100 LEDs in display

36

Newscron
The personal newspaper
on the smartphone

37

Numab
Antibody drugs
against psoriasis and MS

38

Sanovation
An online diary that
interconnects pain patients

39

Scandit
Mobile product
identification thanks to “Scandit”

40

Smixin
Soap, air and one decilitre
of water for clean hands

41

Stagend
The right musician for the wedding
or for the club concert

42

Swissto12
Leading the way for terahertz waves

43

Uepaa!
Guardian angel app
for mountain sports enthusiasts

44

Visionarity
Electricity consumption
playfully reduced

45

Xovis
A sensor against the queue

One other interesting aspect of the presented companies is, that all
of them took advantage of most Swiss support organizations and/
or got involved with investors linked to CTI Invest.

Presented in 2009:
AXSionics, BeamExpress (beamexpress.com), Concretum (concretum.com), Doodle (doodle.com), Glycovaxyn (glycovaxyn.com),
HeiQ Materials (heiq.com), Med Discovery (med-discovery.com),
NEXThink (nexthink.com), Primequal (primequal.com), Sensimed
(senismed.ch)

Presented in 2010:
Arktis Radiation (arktis-detectors.com), Atizo (atizo.com),
Basisnote (basisnote.ch), Covagen (covagen.com), Diagnoplex
(diagnoplex.com), Insphero (insphero.com), Optotune (optotune.
com), Sonic Emotion (sonicemotion.com), Virtamed (virtamed.
com), Zurich Instruments (zhinst.com)

Presented in 2011:
Aïmago (aimago.com), Attolight (attolight.com), GetYourGuide
(getyourguide.com), greenTEG (greenTEG.com), Kooaba (kooaba.
com), Lemoptix (lemoptix.com), Malcisbo (malcisbo.com),
Memonic (memonic.ch), OekoSolve (oekosolve.ch), ViSSee
(vissee.ch)

Presented in 2012:
Abionic (www.abionic.com), Bcomp (www.bcomp.ch), BioVersys
(www.bioversys.com), Climeworks (www.climeworks.com),
compliant concept (www.compliant-concept.ch), Dacuda (www.
dacuda.com), FemtoTools (www.femtotools.com), Gbanga (www.
gbanga.com), Jobzippers (www.jobzippers.com), nanotion (www.
nanotion.ag), ProteoMediX (www.proteomedix.com), QGel (www.
qgelbio.com), QualySense (www.qualysense.com), senseFly
(www.sensefly.ch), Virometix (www.virometix.com)

Stories by Denise Battaglia,
freelance journalist, Basel.
E-Mail: debatta@bluewin.ch
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You can benefit from free consultations with our
country experts for the successful international
development of your business idea.

Enabling nEw businEss –
alsO FOR YOung EnTREPREnEuRs anD bORn glObals

“The know-how and
network at Switzerland
Global Enterprise have
opened many doors for us.”
Jan Lichtenberg
CEO, InSphero AG
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www.s-ge.com/export
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Amphasys

Pollen analysis takes
just minutes in portable laboratory
Amphasys has developed a cell analysis device based on electrical measurement. This enables analysis of all possible cell
types in just minutes.
Marco Di Berardino spent seven years refining an efficient cell
analysis system. His patience seems to have paid off: this microbiologist has developed a technology that takes only a few
minutes to analyse cells, be they plant cells, animal cells or human cells.
Today, most cells are analysed optically (under a microscope, for
example), requiring the cells to be marked first, which is timeconsuming and often necessitates an entire laboratory infrastructure. With the Amphasys analysis device, cells can be examined
immediately and on site. This analysis is based on an electrical
measurement integrated into a chip. This chip, through which the
cells are flushed in a liquid that suits them, is equipped with microelectrodes.
The word “Amphasys” is made up of the first letters in the names
of two parameters that are decisive for the electrical measurement: amplitude and phase. These provide the most important
information for the analysis, regarding the state of the cell wall,
or the number of cells present and their vitality, for example. One
advantage of electrical measurement is that the cells do not have
to be marked. Furthermore, as the whole system fits into a single
carry case, the analysis can be conducted anywhere.
On a seed manufacturer’s premises, for instance. Seed producers
often suffer yield losses because they cannot determine the quality
of the pollen, with which they manually pollinate the plants. “With
our cell analysis, the producer can immediately ascertain the quality and the ideal time for the pollen harvest, directly in the greenhouse,” says Di Berardino. This saves the producer time and money. Thus, Dutch vegetable seed producer Enza Zaden is supporting
this young company during development of a marketable device.
The portable laboratory is also of interest to the dairy industry.
Cell analysis is used to measure the number of white blood cells
in milk. The presence of too many blood cells is an indication of

MARCO DI BERARDINO
CEO

a bacterial infection. Amphasys has filed a patent application for
milk analysis.
The possibilities of analysis via electrical measurement are immense. The ETH Zurich, for instance, uses the Amphasys device
in cancer research and stem-cell research, while the University
of Bergen (Norway) uses it to study the effects of nanoparticles
on cells.
Marco Di Berardino is already thinking ahead: “I dream of an analysis device the size of a mobile phone.”

Amphasys
6039 Root D4
Line of business
Foundation
Employees
Financing

Generated capital
Web address

Biomedical devices
2012
3
MedHoldings, Polytech Ventures, Blue
Ocean Ventures, Fongit Seed Invest,
Business Angels Switzerland and private
investors
CHF 2.1 mio.
www.amphasys.com

CTI Start-up Coaching
CTI Projects
CTI Invest Appearance
De Vigier Prize

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Cooala

Advertising, only from
“all the brands you love”
Biel-based start-up company Cooala wants
to personalise advertising. It has developed a
mobile app, via which the consumer “manages” the vendor, and no longer the other way
around.
Firms used to advertise in print media. Today,
they try it on the Internet – mostly without success: Mike Schwede, CEO of Biel-based start-up
company Cooala, knows that “it is hard to reach
young consumers in particular”. A Forrester study
has shown that just six percent of teens (25 % of
adults) in social networks like Facebook want to interact with brands. Most find unwanted advertising annoying and companies complain of low reach.
Schwede, who set up “orange8 interactive”, one of
Switzerland’s largest Internet agencies, says that
advertising must address consumers’ needs and let
consumers decide what information they want to
receive from whom. This is also called “vendor relationship management”, meaning that the consumer “manages” the vendor, and no longer the other
way around.

BEN STÄHLI, CHRIS ROTH, MIKE SCHWEDE,
SINAN YASARGIL, FABIAN BUERGY
Djangonout, Mr. Backend, The Biz Guy, iPhone Magician, UX Stylist

Here is where the application developed by Cooala comes in.
Via the cost-free app, users decide which brands they like, from
among 1,150 to date, as well as what they want to receive, e.g.:
news about new products, offers, event invitations, test products
or survey invitations. Only that which is desired, is delivered. “We
want to become the central hub for brand info,” says Schwede.
This personalised advertising is also advantageous for companies:
they no longer have to distribute their advertising with high wastage. “They communicate directly with their fans, and do so by
mutual agreement,” explains Schwede. With this app, he wants
“to get advertising ready for the forthcoming Intention Economy”.
The app has been available on the iPhone for half a year: “For us,
it was a test app,” says Schwede. The start-up company may pre-

sent version 2.0, including the adjusted business model, at the
end of October, at Web Summit in Dublin, to which only “the
world’s leading thinkers and doers in technology” are invited.
The company (which, among other things, receives a commission from the advertising firms for each product sold) wants to
launch the app in France and Great Britain during the coming year.
“We see the greatest potential in the emerging market.” Apparently, this is also where most of Cooala’s Facebook fans come
from. “We developed the app in our spare time. Now the five of
us want to work full-time for Cooala,” says Schwede. An initial financing round worth half a million euros is ongoing. “An investor
has been found. Now we are seeking two to three business angels, in order to finish the round.”

Cooala GmbH
2500 Biel
Line of business
Foundation
Employees
Financing
Generated capital
Web address

Consumer web, mobile marketing
2013
5
Self-funded, boot-strapped
CHF 20,000 (by founders)
http:// cooa.la
for investors: https://angel.co/cooala-allthe-brands-you-love

CTI Projects
Yes
CTI Start-up Coaching Yes
CTI Invest Appearance Yes
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Decentlab

Wireless measurement system
monitors bridges and trees
Decentlab GmbH has developed a measurement and
monitoring system that delivers data to the computer
without cabling. Data on the condition of bridges or trees,
for example.

The development of the small mandarin tree on Decentlab’s meeting table is monitored. A sensor on its trunk measures growth and
provides information on whether the tree is getting enough water and light. The data is wirelessly transferred to the Internet.
Reinhard Bischoff, founder and CEO of Decentlab, can call this
up on his smartphone at any time, to find out how his mandarin tree is doing.
This little tree with a sensor serves only as a demonstration. The
Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research
(WSL) has equipped trees with Decentlab’s sensor devices in 15
forests for research purposes. With this monitoring, it wants to
obtain findings on how climate change affects the trees. Decentlab also has customers in the USA, Australia, Belgium and Japan
for similar monitoring projects.
The monitoring system from this spin-off company that emerged
from the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research (Empa) can be used wherever there is a desire to measure changes. The monitoring occurs wirelessly, whereas conventional monitoring systems are linked to a central data logger via
cable. The cabling in particular is time-consuming and costly. “We
only need to know what is to be measured, and we can provide
an appropriate wireless monitoring system. It is quickly installed
and delivers data in real time,” says electrical engineer Bischoff.
It all started with bridges. Together with civil engineer Dr Glauco
Feltrin from Empa, a team of civil and electrical engineers developed a system that monitors bridges’ “health status”. All over Europe, there are thousands of old bridges that were not built for
today’s traffic loads. Monitoring of how well they cope with traf-

JONAS MEYER, REINHARD BISCHOFF,
MARK DAVIES
CTO, CEO, CFO/CMO
fic is often conducted via inspections by civil engineers. Decentlab offers a monitoring system fastened to the bridge: it measures every vibration and every strain, feeding data directly into the
Internet. Irregularities are seen immediately. In Sweden, several
bridges have been equipped with this intelligent system.
Decentlab can already live off the sales of its monitoring systems.
However, the company wants to tap into other markets quickly. It
is considering agriculture (intelligent irrigation systems), air quality measurement, or applications in the field of smart cities. “We
want to double the sales of our monitoring systems every year,”
says marketing director Mark Davies.

Decentlab GmbH
Dübendorf
Line of business
Foundation
Employees
Financing
Generated capital
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Internet of Things (IoT)
2008
3
Organic growth
Private
www.decentlab.com

CTI Start-up Coaching
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Venture Kick
Additional Awards

Yes
Yes
Yes
EMPA Innovation
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Gastros

Hotel buffet with fine
porcelain dishes
Gastros AG calls its high-quality induction system for
hotel buffets “the next generation in food warming”. The
food is kept warm in attractive porcelain, instead of metal
containers.

Hotel buffets are not a source of culinary pleasure, offering dry
scrambled eggs for breakfast and disintegrated fish fillets in the
evening. This is because of the warming system: the food is kept
warm in metal containers that sit in a water bath, which is heated
by means of gel fuel. Everything quickly becomes very hot, and
staff can easily burn their fingers when replacing the containers.
This also happens to guests: at 16 years of age, Timo Hafner burnt
his fingers on such a buffet. This burn was the start of Gastros AG
and is perhaps the end of soft-boiled vegetables in metal dishes.
Hafner asked himself why hotels do not use induction cookers,
keeping porcelain dishes warm, instead of highly heat-conductive metal containers. As Hafner knew, the problem is that porcelain cracks when heated too intensively and one-sidedly. The
school graduate decided to solve the problem. Hafner spent seven long years refining an induction coating for porcelain and invented a very thin heat-retentive film, which is burnt into the underside of the dishes.
Gastros, which is supported by a group of experienced Thurgaubased entrepreneurs, now offers a complete food-warming system, consisting of elegant tables with up to eight induction elements. It is available as a built-in unit, as a table on wheels, or in
the form of portable tabletop models. Each induction element can
be controlled individually, with four heat settings. In the porcelain
patented by Gastros and manufactured by the company Bauscher,
the fish fillet is no longer cooked, and is instead just kept warm
at the lowest setting.

Gastros AG
Zurich
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Generated capital
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Electrical engineering
and material sciences
2010
5
Group of private investors from Thurgau,
ZKB
n.a.
www.gastros.ch
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Financing

TIMO HAFNER
Founder

Already, the first hotels such as Hilton, airlines such as Air Berlin
and global corporations such as BASF have purchased “InductWarm®” from Gastros AG.
Now 24 years old, Hafner wants “to revolutionise gastronomy
worldwide” and to find distribution partners in a total of 25 countries by the end of the year. Just recently, a globally active Swiss
hotel group became the first to decide to rely on Gastros in all hotel conversions and new hotel buildings.
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L.E.S.S.

One nanofibre replaces
100 LEDs in display
Yann Tissot, CEO of Lausanne-based start-up company
L.E.S.S., has big plans: he wants to “revolutionize” the
displays in tablets and laptops.

While the company name L.E.S.S. stands for “Light Efficient SystemS”, it also spells the word “less”. L.E.S.S. has developed a nanofibre-based optical waveguide for LCD displays, which requires
less energy than the LED lights in current displays. “How about
making more with… L.E.S.S.,” writes the company on its website.
The world’s IT giants are already showing considerable interest
in this innovation. Yann Tissot has already been summoned to
California’s Silicon Valley twice: “In this business, you have to be
quick,” he says. For this reason, the company needs a lot of money as soon as possible: 20 million francs in the next four years.
Today, notebooks and tablets must be ultra-flat and their batteries as powerful as possible. The biggest energy consumer is the
screen’s backlight. This start-up company, situated in the EPFL
Science Park in Lausanne, knows how battery consumption could
be reduced by 30 percent: with a nanofibre as thin as a single hair.
According to Tissot, the 0.2-millimetre-thin active “nano-illuminator” replaces around 100 LED lights. He also says that light distribution via nanofibre provides a more uniform illumination of the
screen than the individual points of light in current displays. Moreover, the extremely thin nanofibre allows displays to be up to five
times thinner, which opens up new design options. “We hope
that we can contribute to the development of the next generation
of LCD displays,” says the winner of this year’s De Vigier Prize.
An initial prototype with a 7-inch screen is functioning and has
met with a good response among display manufacturers. The
start-up company is now seeking investors for development of
the same energy-saving backlight for 13-inch screens. As the

L.E.S.S. SA
Lausanne
Line of business
Foundation
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Financing
Generated capital
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Microtechnology & nanotechnology
2012
4
n.a.
n.a.
www.less-optics.com
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Climate-KIC; KPMG Innovation’s
prize, LODH Cleantech grant, Prix
PERL, Innogrant, Prix Vittoz, FIT,
Vollkswirtschaft Stiftung, IMD Startup

YANN TISSOT
CEO

market for screens is enormous and constantly changing, Tissot
would like to soon “produce a few million illumination systems
that can be integrated into notebooks”.
However, Tissot also sees other applications for nanofibre illumination, for instance in medicine, microscopy and quality inspection, although at present, the start-up company’s largest customer is a famous Swiss watch company. “We are in the process of
jointly developing something and bringing it on the market.” Tissot does not want to reveal any more now.
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Newscron

The personal newspaper
on the smartphone
Newscron has developed an app, with which anyone can
put together their own personal newspaper: from 250
sources, the app seeks only the news that the user wants.

Ticino-based start-up company Newscron has developed an application that enables users to carry numerous newspapers with
them in their smartphone and to select the region and category
from which they want to receive news. CEO Elia Palme is the inventor of this app and, together with Roberto Prato and Patrick
Lardi, co-founder of Newscron. Palme, for example, only wants to
read news from Switzerland about technology and entertainment,
and has programmed the application accordingly. Perhaps someone else would like to receive sports and business news from
England and Italy. With this application, no problem: it brings together what the user wants.
Newscron is attracting a lot of interest: over 50,000 people use
the app each month, reading around 2.2 million news articles
from around 250 news sources from seven countries. These include newspapers like NZZ, Blick or regional newspapers such
as Basler TagesWoche, foreign publications like Le Monde, Der
Standard or The Times, and magazines like Der Spiegel.
The idea was born out of necessity. “I was studying at ETH Zurich
and wanted to read news from Ticino, my home, while riding the
tram,” says 31-year-old Palme. Searching for news with his mobile
was laborious, so the computer scientist suggested to his doctorate supervisor at ETH that he should dedicate part of his thesis
to news aggregation. The result was Newscron. “Cron” refers to
time-based execution of processes for the purpose of automating recurring tasks (such as the acquisition and filtering of news).

Newscron
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ICT, news aggregation
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5
Business Angel & Agire Invest
> 1.0 mio.
www.newscron.com
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ELIA PALME, ROBERTO PRATO, PATRICK LARDI
Co-founders and CEO, CTO, COO

As the company is not yet earning any money from the free application, it is now working intensively on an improved, pay-to-use
premium version. This shall allow the users to choose the newspapers from which they want news, and the newspapers from
which they explicitly do not want to read any. This is not possible at present. In addition, the premium version shall also make
it possible to search for news in a targeted manner. Newscron’s
three founders are convinced that users are willing to pay for “a
good service and good content”. Just how much the premium version will cost, is yet to be decided. “But it will certainly not be a
large amount,” they promise.
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Numab

Antibody drugs against
psoriasis and MS
The biotech company Numab develops antibody-based
medicines for treating inflammations. It has successfully
arranged an initial collaboration with the pharmaceutical
company Sucampo.

The human immune system acts against pathogens, such as viruses or bacteria, by forming antibodies that combat the foreign
bodies. However, sometimes the immune system also attacks
one’s own body. Many inflammatory diseases, such as rheumatic
arthritis, psoriasis or multiple sclerosis (MS) are examples of such
so-called autoimmune diseases, where the immune system attacks the body’s own tissue. The resulting inflammations can severely damage the affected organs.
The biotech start-up company Numab in Wädenswil is developing
new drugs to treat these inflammations on the basis of antibody
fragments. As antibody therapy is part of a promising and rapidly growing field within the pharmaceutical industry, it is no surprise that large pharmaceutical companies are interested in the
technology developed by Numab for producing antibodies with
new properties. This start-up company has already been able to
arrange a collaboration with the globally active pharmaceutical
company Sucampo. Numab is developing a medicine to combat
asthma for Sucampo. Sucampo has rewarded one initial success,
the isolation of the most promising antibody, with three million
francs. “With this, we are financing our own preclinical research,
regarding the treatment of MS or arthritis,” say co-CEOs David
Urech and Oliver Middendorp.
Numab has developed its own technology for isolation and stabilisation of antibody fragments. “Our technology provides us with a
wider selection of antibodies than conventional methods do. Furthermore, by means of high-throughput analysis, we can study
millions of cells in a matter of days and isolate the antibodies
that are most suitable for combating pathogenic factors,” explain
Urech and Middendorp, who both worked for the biotech company ESBATech before founding Numab. Numab’s method has also

Numab AG
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Biotech
2011
13
Partnering revenues
n.a.
www.numab.com
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DAVID URECH, OLIVER MIDDENDORP
Co-founders and Co-CEOs

been presented in the renowned journal BioCentury. “Many pharmaceutical companies have contacted us,” says Urech.
However, the production process that leads to the drug is laborious and costly. The effect of the antibodies must first be tested in
animal studies before they can be used in clinical studies. Numab
wants to begin the animal testing next year. For this purpose, the
company now requires around eleven million francs.
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Sanovation

An online diary that
interconnects pain patients
With the pain diary “CatchMyPain”, which is available as
an app and as a web version, Sanovation AG interconnects pain patients worldwide, thus facilitating research
into chronic pain, as well as efforts to tackle it.

Daniel Lawniczak knows what it is like to be afflicted with chronic pain. This tall CEO and co-founder of Sanovation AG has been
suffering from inexplicable pains in his shoulders and arms for six
years. He has been in and out of around 15 doctors’ practices and
tried many therapies and medications.
Almost one fifth of all adults in Europe suffer from chronic pain,
like Lawniczak. Back pain is the most common, followed by headaches.
With the online pain diary “CatchMyPain”, which is also available
as an app for smartphones and tablets, this company wants to
interconnect pain patients worldwide, thus facilitating research
into chronic pain, as well as efforts to tackle it. “The idea behind ‘CatchMyPain’ came about as a result of my own belief that
there must be people somewhere in the world who have the exact same problem that I have, and who may have even found a
solution,” says Lawniczak. However, fellow sufferers can only be
found if as many people as possible systematically record their
pain in detail and make this information publicly available in an anonymised form. With “CatchMyPain”, patients can draw pain diagrams and provide information on therapies, medications and
how pain progresses. Thus, they get an overview of the days with
and without pain for themselves, the graphic representation of
how pain progresses shows them what eases or intensifies the
pain, and they can show the attending physician how the suffering develops.
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Dragon’s Den Competition at Swiss
Mobicamp 2012, 10th Swiss ICT
Investors’ Day

DANIEL LAWNICZAK, ROMAN HAAG
CEO, CTO

The main goal is to enable patients with similar pain to interconnect. For this purpose, the company wants to activate the “matching function” “MatchMyPain” in December. This allows patients
to find other patients with similar pain all around the world and
to enter into an exchange with them. Thus, if someone has found
a satisfactory solution, other people can benefit. Moreover, the
anonymised pain diaries are compared with each other and analysed, so as to identify the most likely diagnoses and the most
promising treatments for each individual pain pattern.
The online pain diary appears to be meeting a great need. “There
are already over 10,000 registered users,” says a delighted
Lawniczak. He wants to double this figure by the end of the year.
And at the start of next year, this start-up company would like to
close another financing round of 700,000 francs.
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Scandit

Mobile product identification
thanks to “Scandit”
With the prize-winning technology developed by Mirasense, every smartphone becomes a barcode scanner. Via
decoding, the mobile phone owner can obtain plenty of
information about a product.

Every product that comes onto the market has a barcode. Until a few years ago, only warehouse clerks or checkout operators
could read this code. Today, all smartphone owners can register
the products on the shop shelf or at home and thus obtain information, e.g. regarding the ingredients of a grocery item.
This is made possible by the barcode scanner technology “Scandit” from the ETH spin-off company Mirasense. Today, numerous companies use Mirasense’s scan technology in their own
apps, including firms such as Bayer, Comparis, Tetra Pak, Ex Libris,
Coop and the consumer platform Codecheck. Over 8,000 licensees worldwide use the technology and services provided by this
company, which is only four years old. “Our barcode recognition
technology is a global leader,” says a delighted Samuel Müller,
CEO and co-founder of Mirasense.
The “Scandit” technology developed by the three co-founders at
ETH, with which the company still cooperates closely today, is as
fast as lightning. Thanks to Scandit’s decoding, just holding a mobile phone over a barcode is all it takes to get plenty of on-screen
information about a specific product. The mobile phone owner
can not only inform themselves about the ingredients, but also
find out where the most favourable offers are and learn what other consumers say about the product.
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CHRISTIAN FLÖRKEMEIER, SAMUEL MÜLLER,
CHRISTOF RODUNER
CTO, CEO, CDO
“Scandit” (a play on words combining “scanner”, “bandit” and
“I scanned it”) is not only in demand among consumers: an increasing number of companies are also using the software, e.g.
for scanning their incoming goods. “Our camera-based scan technology is significantly cheaper and more flexible than the previous
laser technology and will completely replace this in many fields,
as it enables more efficient logistics, mobile ordering and decentralised asset tracking,” explains Samuel Müller.
This Zurich start-up company has already won many international prizes, and technology blogs are also speaking very highly of
“Scandit”. “It is likely that in the future, we will directly scan many
purchased products ourselves,” says Müller. Already now in the
USA and Europe, there are retail outlets that offer “self-checkout
systems”, with which the customer registers the products on their
smartphone with the scanner while walking through the shop and
subsequently also pays for them directly via their mobile phone.
This renders queuing at the checkout unnecessary.
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Smixin

Soap, air and one decilitre
of water for clean hands
Smixin has developed a hand washing system that consumes ten times less water than usual for hand washing.
It is set to come onto the market in spring.

Washing hands is the simplest way to avoid infectious diseases.
In doing so, however, we consume a lot of water: often over a litre per wash, according to the calculations of Biel-based startup company Smixin. In many countries, water is a precious commodity.
Smixin (Smart Mixing Inside) has developed a hand washing system that consumes just one decilitre of water per wash. This is
made possible by a sophisticated mixing and dispensing unit.
Smixin is not only about using water sparingly, but also about
clean hands. Carlo Menotti, who manages the firm together with
founder Denis Crottet, explains: “We want to bring hygiene to the
people, and with as little water as possible”. This is because people have to get closer and closer to each other as a result of population growth, diseases can spread quickly and, at the same time,
water is becoming scarce.
The mobile hand washing system from Smixin invites people to
wash their hands properly, i.e. with soap. In order to do so, there
is no need to touch it even once: the user holds their hands over
the washbasin and the system dispenses an optimal mixture of
soap, water and air, with which the hands can be pleasantly lathered before a jet of water rinses them. Finally, the system dispenses a paper towel, with which the user dries their hands. Even
though just a decilitre of water has been consumed, the hands
are clean.
This hand washing system is suitable for the gastronomy industry, whether in guest areas or kitchens, but also in many public
places, such as airports, schools and workplaces, or in aeroplanes
and trains. Menotti knows that “many people do not like washing their hands in public toilets”. Apparently, pilot tests in fast food

Smixin AG
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Sustainable hand hygiene
2009
6
Private investors, Business Angels
3.2 mio.
www.smixin.com
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CARLO MENOTTI, DENIS CROTTET
Business Development, CEO

chains have been very well received by guests. “Our systems
were positioned where clean hands are required, rather than far
away in a dirty toilet. As a result, many more people washed their
hands before or after eating.”
Smixin is now ready for the market. Mass production is under development. For the purposes of industrialisation and market entry,
a financing round worth seven million francs is to be completed
by the end of the year. “We feel very positive about the opportunities on the market,” says Menotti. This is not surprising, as the
start-up company is already receiving many international queries,
despite not yet having advertised at all.
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Stagend.com

The right musician for the
wedding or for the club concert
The Lugano-based start-up company Stagend.com has
developed a platform that brings together musicians and
organisers of parties, concerts and private events, quickly and easily.

The company name Stagend is a combination of stage and agenda. With its platform, this Lugano-based company firstly helps
musicians to find a concert stage, and secondly helps concert organisers to find musicians.
Martino Piccioli, the Stagend.com co-founder in charge of communication and business development, knows how hard it is to
get a gig. Like Marco Alberti, co-founder and CEO, he has been
a musician himself for twelve years. “Only the very famous are
regularly booked,” says Piccioli. The problem for these two band
musicians was that a simple booking service for musicians, which
would have enabled them to perform more often, was nowhere
to be found. Simultaneously, many clubs or private individuals did
not know where to get musicians for concerts or parties. “Today,
any journey can be booked quickly online. We wanted to enable
the same thing for musicians too,” says Piccioli.

MARCO ALBERTI, MARTINO PICCIOLI
Co-Founders

This four-person start-up company launched their booking service
Stagend.com in May. In just the first four months, 1000 bands and
clubs (50 % from German-speaking Switzerland) registered. In all,
60 artists have already been booked via Stagend.com. “This high
placement rate, still without any advertising at all, surprised us,”
says a delighted Piccioli.
Here is how Stagend.com works: artists may test the platform for
free. When they want to make real use of it, they pay 99 francs
a year for limited searching on the platform. For 299 francs, they
get full access, also to all requests for musicians. For example,
concert organisers or private individuals still seeking a band for a
wedding are sure to find what they want at Stagend.com. Once
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the organiser and musician have found each other, they can directly enter into a contract online.
Stagend offers the entire musical spectrum: from classical to
jazz, rock, folk and blues, right through to hard rock, from band to
acoustic duo, from the cantautori to the disc jockey (DJ) who mixes and plays music for dancing to.
The start-up company is conducting a financing round to raise
2 million francs. “We now want to improve our platform further
and to make it known internationally,” explains Piccioli. Apparently, business angels have already contributed 100,000 francs and,
to a certain extent, talks are underway regarding another 400,000
francs. The motto on the website is as follows: “Organising concerts should be so easy that everyone wants to do it again and
again…”
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Swissto12

Leading the way
for terahertz waves
SWISSto12, an EPFL spin-off company, has developed
components that enable the transmission of terahertz
signals.

The co-managing directors of SWISSto12, Alessandro Macor and
Emile de Rijk, always appear together. The two physicists met
each other at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL). They are united by a shared passion: terahertz.
Terahertz rays are short-wave rays, which have an astonishing
property: they penetrate almost any material, be it walls, plastics,
textiles or ceramics. Used in body scanners, they shine through
people, down to the skin. They reveal tumours in medical diagnostics and defects in chemical material analysis. Unlike X-rays,
terahertz rays are of no danger to people, as they have no ionising effect.
The fact that terahertz waves have seen little use to date, is because they cannot be transported via cables. For transmission,
SWISSto12 has developed a metal hollow conductor, which is
segmented with rings on the inside. “These segments give the
rays a direction,” explains Alessandro Macor. “Thus, they are guided from one place to another without major energy loss,” adds
Emile de Rijk. By using terahertz frequencies, the company is exploiting the electromagnetic spectrum between microwaves and
infrared waves. “We fill the last gap between electronics and optics,” say the physicists.
The meaning of the name SWISSto12 is not immediately apparent to the layperson. SWISS stands for Swiss high-tech quality:
the little metal rings installed in the hollow conductor (thousands
of which are required) are manufactured within the Swiss watch
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EMILE DE RIJK, ALESSANDRO MACOR
Co-founders, Co-CEOs

industry. The number 12 refers to the number of oscillations: one
terahertz equals 1012 hertz or one trillion oscillations per second.
Terahertz waves would be great for medical diagnostics, for example in the field of tumour detection. SWISSto12 is currently
developing standard components for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.
Body scanners with terahertz technology represent another market: they detect weapons, drugs or explosives carried on the
body. Also, in telecommunications, terahertz waves can be used
to transmit data over short distances up to 50 times faster than
conventional wireless networks (WLANs). “In ZKB and a number of private shareholders, we have found investors who are
also convinced that the future belongs to terahertz,” say Macor
and de Rijk.
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Uepaa!

Guardian angel app for
mountain sports enthusiasts
Uepaa! has launched a mobile application that even triggers an alarm in dead zones and becomes active if an outdoor sportsperson who has suffered an accident is unconscious.

For the Zurich start-up company Uepaa!, entering the market was
eventful: on the 5th of July, its “emergency call app for friends
of the outdoors” came onto the market. Two days later, it was
already the second-highest-selling app in Switzerland. After another three days, the first acid test came: a paraglider crashed,
leaving him lying with a broken leg. Luckily, he had installed the
Uepaa! app on his smartphone. Using this, he alerted the Uepaa!
emergency call centre, which informed Rega (Swiss Air Rescue).
The accident victim was flown to Nidwalden Cantonal Hospital
by helicopter.
For mountaineers all over Europe, Uepaa! has developed an
emergency call application that is being very well received, because unlike other emergency call apps, it can also send an alarm
outside the mobile phone network. This is then forwarded to other Uepaa! users nearby. Thus, the emergency call finds its way
out of the dead zone and back into the mobile phone network,
through which it reaches the operations centre. The alarm also
contains data for locating the accident victim.
The 41-year-old CEO Mathias Haussmann found the core technology for Uepaa! at the ETH Zurich. It gets smartphones to contact each other and to forward information. Haussmann explains
that this is to be imagined like a fire brigade: “If the hose is too
short, the water has to be passed on from firefighter to firefighter in buckets.”

Ueepa!
Zürich
Line of business
Foundation
Employees
Financing

Generated capital
Web address
CTI Start-up Coaching
CTI Projects
Venture Leader
Venture Kick
De Vigier Prize
Additional Awards

Mobile application technology
2012
12
Founder, private & corporate investors,
ZKB, CTI project, donations, loans and
prize money
> 2.5 mio.
www.uepaa.ch
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Venture, Top 100 Start-ups, IMD Startup Competition, Volkswirtschaftsstiftung
Zürich, Swiss & Zurich Equity Fair.

MATHIAS HAUSSMANN, FRANK LEGENDRE
CEO, CTO

The Uepaa! basic version can be downloaded for two francs from
Apple’s and Google’s app stores. The premium version also includes automatic accident detection and rescue. It even seeks
help if the mobile user is unconscious and cannot request help
themselves. For example, if a biker falls, the app registers this and
(so as to avoid false alarms) first asks the mobile phone owner
if everything is OK. If the user does not respond, the app seeks
Uepaa! users in the proximity and gives them the position of
the unresponsive mobile user. Then, if necessary, these users
can confirm the alarm, thus alerting the rescue centre. “The app
watches over a person like a guardian angel,” says Haussmann,
who adds that the goal is to accelerate the rescue.
This ETH spin-off has strong partners on its side, such as Rega,
Mammut and Swisscom, and next year the app will be involved
in the Patrouille des Glaciers ski mountaineering race for the first
time.
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Visionarity

Electricity consumption
playfully reduced
Visionarity has developed “Kelvin”, a measurement device and software program with “game” elements, enabling companies to reduce electricity consumption “playfully”. With “Kelvin”, Google Zurich and Roche are already
making cost savings of 20 percent.

Visitors to Visionarity’s website will notice that a creative team is
at work here. The fun of game-playing has already yielded two attractive orders for this Basel-based start-up company, which was
only founded beginning of 2012. With “Kelvin”, the company has
developed an electricity measuring device and a software that
playfully motivate a company’s staff to reduce their electricity consumption. Google Zurich and Roche in Basel are successfully using the device already.
“Kelvin” is an individual electricity meter combined with software, featuring game elements. The electricity meter is connected upstream of electric devices and measures electricity consumption per work area. The program determines which staff
member saves the most, and each employee sees on their computer how much electricity they consume. The software developed by Visionarity lets company staff compete against one another for the lowest electricity consumption, either individually or
in groups. “Companies could even compete against each other,”
says CEO Daniel Bermejo, who together with Carl Woffenden, a
former developer of software for computer games, founded Visionarity GmbH last year. The 38-year-old IT specialist from Spain
is convinced that this will soon happen, “because today, sustainability equals value on the stock exchange.”
It was also the high cost of electricity that led Bermejo to “Kelvin”.
“For a 24-square-metre room at Technopark, the two of us were
spending around 1,000 francs a year on electricity alone, despite
switching off the computer every evening,” he says. The problem
was that the small firm also shared other firms’ electricity costs,

Visionarity GmbH
Basel
Line of business
Foundation
Employees
Financing
Generated capital
Web address

Clean technology, energy efficiency,
corporate social
2012
4
Founders, Business Angels, customers
1.1 mio.
www.visionarity.com

CTI Start-up Coaching Yes
CTI Invest Appearance Yes

DANIEL BERMEJO
CEO and Co-Founder

as there was no individual metering or billing. Bermejo also noticed that many people pay attention to electricity consumption at
home, but not at work. This bothered the father of two kids. “After all, we must think of future generations!”
Purchasing “Kelvin” seems to pay off for companies: Bermejo
says that Google and Roche have already reduced their electricity costs by more than 20 percent, and that their staff enjoyed
the game immensely. This may also be because those that save
the most are rewarded. Bermejo hopes that a few more large
firms will also purchase “Kelvin” in the coming year. His dream:
a competition for the lowest electricity consumption between
UBS and CS.
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Xovis

A sensor against the queue
Xovis has developed a person-counting sensor that helps
to optimise the flow of operations: it analyses movements and calculates waiting times. This sensor is in
great demand among airport operators.

The modern individual travels a lot. The number of passengers at
Zurich Airport, for example, has risen from 15 million in the year
1995 to 24.8 million last year.
Anyone transporting so many passengers must ensure an optimal flow of operations, because long waits are expensive and
harmful to one’s image. David Studer, CEO of Xovis AG in Bern,
knows that “whether or not a passenger catches their connecting flight depends primarily on a smooth flow of operations”. This
start-up company has developed an intelligent person-counting
sensor that enables flows to be optimised. Not only does it count
the passengers who are moving towards the security check at
the airport, for example, it also registers passenger behaviour,
such as how long they stay in a zone, or their changes of direction. “The airport can use the data for automatic control of passenger flow,” says Studer.
This is how it works: if the sensor registers an accumulation of
people in a particular zone, signals can be used to divert subsequent passengers to other zones that are still vacant, or to newly
opened counters. What makes this person-guidance system special is that it is actually based on 3D video recordings and therefore, according to Studer, achieves almost 100-percent counting
accuracy. However, instead of images, the sensor transmits anonymous numerical data. The images are deleted less than a second after being recorded, so there are no problems regarding
data privacy.
The idea of developing a person-counting system was originally
struck upon by the CEO’s brother, sales director Christian Studer,

Xovis AG
Bern
Line of business
Foundation
Employees
Financing
Generated capital
Web address

Sensor technology
2008
9
Business Angels
1.2 mio.
www.xovis.com

CTI Start-up Coaching
CTI Projects
De Vigier Prize

Yes
Yes
Yes

MARKUS HERRLI, CHRISTIAN STUDER,
DAVID STUDER
CTO, Sales Director, CEO
who worked on a project for controlling passenger flows at Zurich Airport.
Thus, Zurich Airport also became the first customer. Today, 65
sensors measure capacity utilisation in front of the security
checks and assist the control of passenger flow. The company is
currently working on ten projects, including orders from airports
in Vienna and New York. Xovis has also started to win projects via
calls for tenders. “This shows that we can compete,” says a delighted Christian Studer.
Thanks to a private investor, Xovis was able to increase its capital by 800,000 francs at the start of the year. “Now we also want
to tap into other markets next year, with partners,” says Christian
Studer, because the sensor suits all places where people have to
wait: railway stations, museums, trade fairs…
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Gibt es dafür
ein Kundenbedürfnis?

Findet sich
ein Investor?

Ist die Technologie
schon marktreif?

Bei welcher Frage können
wir Ihnen weiterhelfen?
Welches ist das geeignete
Vertriebsmodell?

Wie gross ist das
Geschäftspotential?

i-net innovation networks switzerland
i-net innovation networks switzerland ist die gemeinsame Innovationsförderung der Nordwestschweizer Kantone Aargau, Baselland, Basel-Stadt sowie Jura. i-net bietet Unternehmen
in den Technologiefeldern ICT, Life Sciences, Medtech, Cleantech sowie Nanotechnologien
individuelle Beratung sowie weitreichende Möglichkeiten zum Erfahrungsaustausch und Wissenstransfer. Mit rund 50 Veranstaltungen pro Jahr spricht i-net ein Netzwerk von über 4000
Personen und Unternehmen an – vom Start-up bis zum Weltkonzern. www.i-net.ch

i-net wird unterstützt von
Kanton Basel-Landschaf
Basel-Landschaft
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CTI Project

From science to market
Embroidered electrodes and conductive synthetic fibers embedded in clothing article for muscle simulation. Breeding of Siberian sturgeons with warm water streaming out of the Swiss alps.
Oil field characterization based on listening to the natural murmur of the earth. Clever microneedles for the precise administration of drugs.
Those are only a few examples of innovations the Swiss Agency for Innovation Promotion CTI supported recently under its applied research and development program. In fact in 2012 no less
than 441 projects could be financed by CTI with 155 million CHF
public money completed by 181 million CHF private investment.

The benefits for industry are twofold: arising from both the project results and the new generation of researchers with marketled training. The work of CTI demonstrates an excellent leverage
effect: for every Swiss franc from the federal government, industry invests another 1,4-plus francs. In the past ten years, CTI has
considered more than 6000 applications and, of those, supported more than 3.500 projects. More than 5.500 companies were
involved in those as industry partners, 80% of which SMEs. The
projects generated a turnover of nearly 2 billion Swiss francs in
research and development, with industry assuming approximately 60% of the costs, the Swiss government 40%.

Promotion of applied R&D

How does CTI project promotion work?

“Science to market”.That is the central idea behind CTI’s support
for research-based innovation projects carried out by companies
together with universities.
CTI supports innovative entrepreneurs. You are an entrepreneur with a brilliant innovative idea. But, to implement it successfully, additional research is required, which a university can
provide. Would you like to work with universities and use their
know-how and resources for your innovation? CTI helps you to do
this: it finances the contribution of university partners up to half
of the total project costs.
The CTI supports market-oriented scientists You are a scientist
and your research has great market potential. You want to work
with the industry in order to bring your innovation to the mar- ket?
The CTI supports you: for further research work conducted with
a partner company, it pays your salary up to half of the total project costs.

CTI assistance is available to all scientific disciplines. The project
partners define their projects themselves. This is the bottom-up
approach. The main assistance criteria are innovative content and
expected economic impact. Both companies and universities can
apply for CTI assistance for research and development projects
but CTI money will go only to universities. CTI accepts pre-proposals from companies even before any university partner is involved and can, on request, suggest potential partners. The applicants then choose their partners and go together with them
through the CTI promotion process. CTI facilitates easy access
to research resources at Swiss universities, in particular for SMEs
that lack sufficient R&D capacity and network. Applications are assessed by a top-class team of qualifi ed experts from industry and
science and feedback is provided within short time.
Whether entrepreneur or researcher: use CTI assistance for
your research-based innovation.

CTI Project

Contact

Effingerstrasse 27, CH-3003 Bern
Internet

www.kti.admin.ch

Mission statement

From Science to Market

Andreas Reuter
Depupty Director, Head of Division
R&D-Project Promotion and KTTSupport, Tel. +41 31 324 42 77
andreas.reuter@kti.admin.ch
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CTI Start-up c/o Commission for Technology & Innovation CTI

Guilding science-based start-ups
to success
New ideas are the future. That’s why the CTI, the federal
agency, supports innovative business ideas and encourages entrepreneurial thinking among young people in
science and business.
To do this, it has created a special series of programmes:
CTI Entrepreneurship runs specific training courses for prospective entrepreneurs, CTI Start-up provides professional coaching to new businesses and the CTI Invest public-
private partnership helps them find venture capital.
The CTI start-up coaching is based on a structured, 4-phase coaching priocess.
Start-up companies are given an initial assessment and feedback
on their business plan (Phase 1&2). Once accepted into the CTI
Start-up program the company is assigned a professional business coach (Phase 3).
The CTI’s coaches have a proven track record in growing startup
companies and are able to draw on a wide network of business
contacts. They support the company for up to two years and stay
in regular contact with them. In parallel, workshops are offered to
give companies a specific boost in fields such as intellectual property rights, financing, business modeling, sales, etc.
With CTI Invest companies are able to benefit from a large
network of investors. In collaboration with swissnex, CTI offers
CAMP programs which give access to a huge business network
and can even be provided with temporary office space to conduct
business development. Currently, HUBs in New York, Boston, San
Francisco and Shanghai are supported.
The process culminates with the award of the CTI Startup label. The label is based on an extended assessment of the com-

CTI Start-up

pany by an independent board of experts and demonstrates the
start-up›s readiness for sustainable growth, whether independently or with additional venture capital. This award can be a real
asset when it comes to securing future financing from the market. Even after the label, CTI provides some “post label support”
for another 3 years if needed and keeps the companies in the
network.
Since 1996 around 300 companies have been awarded with
the CTI Start-up label. Over 85% of them are still in business.
They are directly responsible for the creation of around 4000 highly-qualified jobs and have raised more than CHF 1,2 billion in external financing. A study carried out by the University of Basel in
2010 compared the performance of CTI label companies with a
test group from the same technology fields that had not benefitted from such coaching. CTI label companies showed a substantially higher survival rate. They had also grown twice as fast and
had been successful in acquiring more venture capital.
Conditions
To be eligible for this support, companies need to conduct their
business activities in Switzerland. We look for market-driven projects with a strong technology base and adequate intellectual
property protection. Projects need to be scalable with a strong
market potential and are expected to generate a multi-million turnover within five years. And best of all: Our services are free. All
we expect is a committed and motivated team with enough diversity to cover the key competencies needed in a start-up.
If you want to set up a strong start-up, contact us and become
part of the CTI Start-up program.

Contacts

Effingerstrasse 27, CH-3003 Bern
Internet

www.ctistartup.ch

Mission statement

CTI Start-up: Coaching for startups and young entrepreneurs
Highly qualified coaches with
considerable professional experience
support young entrepreneurs in
developing their business, right up to
market launch.

Prof. Dr. Lutz Nolte
President of the Start-up
and Entrepreneurship
+41 79 663 65 45
lutz.nolte@ctistartup.ch
Dr. Vital Meyer
Head of Division Start-up CTI
+41 31 324 19 14
vital.meyer@kti.admin.ch
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CTI Entrepreneurship c/o Commission for Technology & Innovation CTI

From academia to business:
CTI trains entrepreneurs
CTI offers in the framework of CTI Entrepreneurship the
consulting and training programme. The programme is
targeted for potential and existing young entrepreneurs
and sensitizes since 2004 students primarily from the
technological sectors with tailor-made training modules
for the topic of entrepreneurship and trains startups for
success.
The vision of CTI is, to create a relevant contribution to the creation of new jobs in Switzerland in the high-tech environment with
high added value. This is done by motivating students in Universities to start their own company as an attractive and rewarding
career alternative and the other side to help young entrepreneurs
with highly experienced start-up experts in a step by step approach to set up an own company.
CTI Entrepreneurship is focusing on the best and most motivated potentials in order to bring promising business ideas into
reality which help to strengthen the competitive position and contribute to the future growth of the Swiss economy.
CTI Entrepreneurship offers a variety of training modules. This
includes:
yyModule 1: Venture idea: Regional sensibilization events at universities of applied sciences, Swiss engineering schools and
universities
yyModule 2: Venture challenge: Semester-long evening courses
for shaping spin-off projects at Swiss universities

CTI Entrepreneurship
Effingerstrasse 27, CH-3003 Bern
Internet

www.cti-entrepreneurship.ch
www.ctistartup.ch

Mission statement

CTI Entrepreneurship with its
national programme organizes
project-oriented training modules for
students and young entrepreneurs in
the technology field.

yyModule 3: Business creation: Five-day intensive course: jump-

start your venture, build a compelling business plan
4: Business development: Five-day mentoring and
comprehensive course. Grow your venture - define your action plan

yyModule

At the end of each training module, a jury of potential investors
and business angels judges the individual business idea and give
valid recommendation for improvements.
The programme is run by various providers. Module 1 & 2 by
IFJ Institut für Jungunternehmen and Module 3 & 4 by three different consortia. In Zürich-East it is Technopark, in the Western Part
of Switzerland it is the EPFL Science Park (PSE) and in the Central
Part of Switzerland, it is the North Eastern University of Applied
Sciences. The programme is also available in Ticino and Valais.
CTI Entrepreneurship is active at almost all universities, technical colleges and technoparks. At the expert level, it also works
closely together with CTI Start-up. The use of trainers with an entrepreneurial background is undoubtedly one of the success factors.
From 2004 up to 2013, more than 30’000 students and startups used the opportunity to further develop their entrepreneurial ideas. 26% of the participants have an educational background
from ETH/EPFL, 27% from other universities and 47% from the
universities of applied sciences. 18% of the participants are female.

Contact
Hugo Zimmermann
Head of Project CTI Entrepreneurship
+41 31 324 58 71
hugo.zimmermann@kti.admin.ch
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CTI Invest

Our mantra for the past 10 years:
from science to capital to market
In May 2003, CTI Invest was founded by Swiss investors with the
aim to become the leading financing platform for Swiss high tech
companies. At that time the Swiss venture capital scene was very
fragmented. We believe that in the meantime we have contributed to the better integration of all relevant players in this important
ecosystem for our country.
The number of the new investor members joining our platform
over the last ten years was significant and reflects the recognition
and visibility achieved by the work of CTI Invest.
The number of Swiss high tech companies that are presented
to the members at the four Swiss Venture Days at the SIX Swiss
Exchange in Zurich increased to more than 35 per year. Furthermore all these company pitches are made available on our webpage through our video podcasting service (live take) to all members.
Almost all of the presented investment cases where out of the
Swiss coaching program CTI Start-up and almost three quarters of
them were spin-offs from ETH Zurich or EPF Lausanne.
The resulting financing volume is impressive, especially the
fact, that on average half of the presented cases close a financing round thereafter.

CTI Invest

The most important networking event of CTI Invest, the CEO
Day, attracts more participants every year, reaching a new record
of more than 500 participants this year. For more information read
about it in the CEO Day cover story.
The best practice workshops are offered by our partners,
members and sponsors.
In addition the start-ups are engaging in a pitching competition (Dragon’s Den) and the investors are on stage. Also the 1to1
meetings with potential investors and industrial partners are a
highly appreciated service at the event.
The Innovation Roundtables, where Industrial Partners, Investors and Start-up companies meet to discuss an Industry relevant
topic, a new format found strong attention.
Besides the annual membership fee of the investor members,
CTI Invest is benefiting from the sponsoring from well-known
Swiss institutions and companies and from a very close and fruitful partnership with the Commission for Technology and Innovation CTI.
CTI Invest also co-initiated the www.startupticker.ch website
as well as the online version of the Swiss Venture Guide: www.
swissventureguide.ch.

Contacts

Seehofstrasse 6, CH-8008 Zurich
Internet

www.cti-invest.ch

Mission statement

The leading financing platform for
Swiss high tech companies.

Number of employees

3

Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier
Managing Director
+41 79 251 32 09
vui@cti-invest.ch

Martin Coul
Project Leader
+41 79 550 54 72
martin@cti-invest.ch

Veronika Riggauer
Assistant
veronika@cti-invest.ch
Swiss High
Tech
Companies
Coaches,
Specialists

CTI Start-up
Expertise
Preselection
"Sell Side"
– Due Diligence

Venture Capitalist
Corporate VC
CTI Invest
Platform

Industrial Partners
BA Clubs
Business Angels
Family Offices

Christian Brand
Deal Sourcing and Assessment
CTI Start-up Coach
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Linking Science and Business
ETH transfer is the dedicated technology transfer office at ETH Zurich
ETH transfer is an excellent point of entry for the industry and investors to
> Discuss collaborations

> License ETH technologies

> Establish contacts with spin-off companies

ETH transfer manages a broad licensing portfolio that includes the following fields
> Advanced materials

> Biotechnology and pharmaceuticals

> Chemical processes and compounds

> Diagnostics

> Mechanical engineering and aerospace

> Information and communications

> Micro- and nanotechnology

> Electrical and electronics engineering
technology

View our licensing opportunities at www.transfer.ethz.ch

ETH Zurich has an impressive five-year track record
> More than 1200 new research agreements
> Over 300 new patent applications
> 110 new spin-offs

ETH Zurich
ETH transfer, HG E 43–49
Raemistrasse 101
8092 Zurich, Switzerland
phone +41 44 632 23 82
transfer@sl.ethz.ch
www.transfer.ethz.ch

> Medical technologies and devices
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ETH Zurich – ETH transfer

Linking science and business
ETH Zurich is a leading global natural science and engineering university. Its technology transfer office, ETH transfer, is
linking science and business and has a long tradition of supporting spin-offs.
The Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich) has an
impressive five-year track record in technology transfer with 111
spin-offs, more than 1200 new research agreements and over 300
patent applications. Founding of spin-off companies has been a
strong focus of the institution over the last 20 years. A lot of effort has been put into the encouragement and support of such
ventures and accordingly the number of newly founded spin-offs
has increased significantly over the last few years, with 22 in 2012
alone. And these companies are successful; 88% of ETH Zurich
spin-offs survive the first five years. Various spin-offs have gone
through a trade-sale such as Procedural (ESRI), Kuros-Therapeutics (Straumann), ISE (Synopsis) or GlycArt (Roche). A few are
even listed at the Swiss stock exchange (e.g. u-blox, Cytos). Others, such as GetYourGuide, Autoform, Sensirion and Supercomputing Systems have kept their independence and are to date

ETH Zurich – ETH transfer

established Swiss companies respected in the international markets. A study published in 2008 shows that investments in ETH
spin-offs pay off with an average pooled internal rate of return
(IRR) of more than 40%. National and international investors have
already recognized this and spent close to 170 M CHF over the
last 10 years on ETH spin-offs.
These positive results are based on an exceptional mixture of
excellent technologies, highly motivated and educated people and
a broad and professional fostering of the entrepreneurial spirit at
ETH Zurich. In 2012 a new initiative was launched, the Innovation
and Entrepreneurship Lab (ieLab). The ieLab will further intensify the support of young scientific talents with entrepreneurial
ambitions to become successful company builders. It fosters the
creation of hightech spin-off companies that are increasingly resilient, faster growing and more valuable. The ieLab will further
improve the transfer of ETH Zurich’s most promising research results to the market.

Contact

Raemistrasse 101, CH-8092 Zurich
Internet

www.transfer.ethz.ch
www.spinoff.ethz.ch
www.vpf.ethz.ch/ielab

Key numbers

• 111 Spinn-offs founded in 5 years
• 22 Spin-offs founded in 2012 alone
• Spin-off survival rate of 88%
• > 1200 new research agreements
in 5 years
• > 300 patent applications in 5 years

Dr. Silvio Bonaccio
Head of the Office, HG E43-49
+41 44 632 23 82
transfer@sl.ethz.ch

eth transfer
Linking Science and Business

Ingvi Oskarsson and Alexander Schläpfer

The performance of Spin-off companies
at the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology Zurich

A detailed study
on ETH Zurich spin-offs
and their economical
impact has been
published in 2008.
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Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

Support to entrepreneurs
EPFL is considering innovation and technology transfer as a critical mission of academic institutions. With its Garage, a building
for very early stage start-ups, the close-by PSE (Parc Scientifique)
and the Innovation Square for established companies, EPFL has
all the tools to welcome innovative companies. EPFL generated
12 new start-ups in 2012.
The Innogrants are an internal grant mechanism where the
school can support its entrepreneurs before they create their
company. Since 2005, 60 projects have been funded and despite
the obvious risky status of such projects, more than 30 companies have been founded: Aimago, Aleva, Attolight, Daav, Digital
Optim, Excellness Biotech, Enairys, Imina Technologies, Inocs, Jilion, Lemoptix, Madeinlocal, Minsh, Novagan, Ozwe, Prediggo,
Routerank, StereoTools, Swissto12. This tool has also an indirect
role: encouraging the entrepreneurial spirit. The MICS Spin Fund
is a similar tool which supported Scala or Kandou for example. Together with the College of Management of Technology and also

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale
de Lausanne
EPFL-VPIV Innovation Square, Buildung J, CH-1015 Lausanne
Internet

http://vpiv.epfl.ch/innogrants

Mission statement

EPFL is one of the two Federal Institutes of Technology in Switzerland.
Like its sister institution, ETHZ, it has
three missions: education, research
and technology transfer at the highest international level.

Number of employees

10.000 people on campus

ÉCOLE POLYTECHNIQUE
FÉDÉRALE DE LAUSANNE

with the help of the “innovation ecosystem” including PSE, CTI,
venturelab and many others, the Innogrants contribute to encourage young and dynamic people in trying, taking risks in facing uncertainty and sometimes failure.
The organization of the “venture ideas” events have been important as another encouragement tool. Role models, successful
entrepreneurs such as Franck Riboud (Danone) Marc Burki (Swissquote), Eric Favre (Nespresso), Aart de Geus (Synopsys), Pierre
Chappaz (Kelkoo) and even Daniel Rossellat (Paleo Festival) told
their daily challenges will hopefully create vocations among researchers and students. As a final word, the Innogrants would not
have been possible without the support of its generous “friends”:
Lombard Odier is the original partner of the Innogrants; in addition
KPMG, Helbling, CA Technologies and Ineos support outstanding
EPFL innovations.

Contact
Hervé Lebret
Head of Innogrants
+41 21 693 70 54
herve.lebret@epfl.ch
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venture kick

More than CHF 10m invested,
over 270 start-up projects financed
We kick-start your startup:
More than CHF 10m invested, over 270 startup projects financed,
CHF 365m in financing volume and 2.000 jobs created – this is
venture kicks track record since the private initiative was launched
in the fall of 2007 by private foundations!
Get CHF 130.000 for your startup:
venture kick is a philantropic three stage funding model initiated to support Swiss startups with enough funding to kick-start
their entrepreneurial success. Startups can qualify to receive up
to CHF 130.000 in start capital. After each individual stage, promising entrepreneurs are also offered professional guidance in developing their business through the 2-day kickers camps. In return, venture kick will gain participation in startups having passed
all three stages. All proceeds of any subsequent sale of shares
will be reinvested into the promotion of new startup projects.
CHF 10.000 for a brilliant business idea (non repayable grant)
Stage 1: You apply with a vision and a clear idea about how you
intend to turn your research project into a sustainable business.
8 projects are selected to present their business ideas in front
of a jury - 4 of these startups will enter venture kick and receive
CHF 10.000 each. That’s a 50% chance of getting through the
first stage!

presentation. You will then present your project again to a panel of
experts. 2 out of 4 presented startups will pass this second stage
and win CHF 20.000 each, another 50% chance!
CHF 100.000 for a successful startup (investment)
Stage 3: Six months later you are ready for the market. You wrote
a convincing business plan, created a team and secured your intellectual property. Now you only need to convince a panel of experts and investors to get the final CHF 100.000 in start capital.
Again, 2 out of 4 showcasing startups will receive funding!
A philanthropic initiative of a private consortium:
Turning scientific innovation into entrepreneurial activity and job
creation is the basis of societal and economical prosperity. In the
very early stages, startups bear very high risks that are neither
carried by public money nor by private investors. Supporting seed
stage startups fills a crucial gap and is therefore purely philanthropic.
Consortium: Gebert Rüf Stiftung, ERNST GÖHNER STIFTUNG,
AVINA STIFTUNG, OPO-Stiftung, FONDATION LOMBARD ODIER and Debiopharm Group

CHF 20.000 for a solid business case (non repayable grant)
Stage 2: During the next 3 months, you will have the time to
structure your business idea, target initial customers and strategic partners, collect feedback and work out a convincing investor

venture kick

Contacts

c/o IFJ Institut für Jungunternehmen,
Kirchstr. 1, CH-9010 St. Gallen;
Technoparkstrasse 1, CH-8005 Zürich;
PSE-C, CH-1015 Lausanne
Internet

www.venturekick.ch

Mission statement

Venture kick aims for an early
detection and promotion of promising
business ideas at Swiss universities
and schools of higher education.

Number of employees

6

Beat Schillig
Managing Director
(german part of CH)
+41 71 242 98 68
beat.schillig@venturekick.ch
Jordi Montserrat
Managing Director
(french part of CH)
+41 21 553 09 88
jordi.montserrat@venturekick.ch
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130’000 for your startup
10’000 for a great business idea
20’000 for a solid business case
100’000 for a successful startup

www.venturekick.ch
A philanthropic initiative of a private consortium:
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venture kick

Marc Gitzinger (CEO
and co-founder BioVersys):
“venture kick helped us to create out of a scientific project a
valid business model. The feedback from the coaching sessions
and the experienced jury takes
your project to the next level.”

Stephane Doutriaux
(founder and CPO Poken)
“One of the most valuable elements of the process is the opportunity it provides to pitch an
idea to a panel of experienced
judges.”

Sadik Hafizovic (CEO and cofounder Zurich Instruments):
“The 130k were a true boost
for our startup as the money
and support enabled us to leap
ahead of our competition without compromise.”

Jochen Mundinger
(founder routeRANK)
“More than the significant financial contribution, venture kick
helped establish a number of extremely valuable contacts for
routeRANK.”

Mark Blum
(co-founder Optotune):
“The venture kick funds allowed us to hire two engineers
in an early stage to accelerate
product development and thus
reduce time to market.”

Bettina Ernst (co-founder
Preclin Biosystems)
“venture kick has been of tremendous help in shaping us as
entrepreneurs and in guiding
our company through the startup phase.”
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W. A. DE VIGIER FOUNDATION
Promoting Young Entrepreneurs in Switzerland

5 x CHF 100.000

Every Year for Innovative
Business Ideas
The most valuable prize for Young
Entrepreneurs in Switzerland, since 1989
Application deadline: End of September

Winners:

Joël Jean-Mairet
Glycart 2001 (sold to Roche)

Yan Berchten
Snowpulse 2007 (sold to Mammut)

W.A. de Vigier Foundation
Support for young entrepreneurs in Switzerland

Patrice Neff, Dorian Selz
Nektoon 2010 (Memonic, Squirro)

Colin Sanctuary, Simone Rizzi
QGel 2012

www.devigier.ch
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W. A. de Vigier Foundation

The most valuable prize for young
entrepreneurs in Switzerland
“Switzerland needs entrepreneurs. It’s where the future lies”.
Such, in a nutshell, was the credo of William A. de Vigier (1912 –
2003), who established the foundation of the same name.
When he created the W.A. de Vigier Foundation in 1987, canton
of Solothurn-born William de Vigier wanted to provide something
that young entrepreneurs with good ideas so often lack, something
indeed that he had also lacked when setting up his own company
Acrow Engineers Ltd: the necessary start-up capital.
At the peak of his entrepreneurial activity, William de Vigier presided over a global steel conglomerate that employed more than
12’000 people.
The W.A. de Vigier Foundation is another success story. So far,
88 young entrepreneurs have won the prize, of whom more than
2/3 continue to be active in the market.
This must be considered as an excellent result given the number of entrepreneurs who start off successfully but then fall by the
wayside.

W. A. de Vigier Foundation
Sommerhaus, Untere Steingrubenstrasse 25,
CH-4501 Solothurn
Internet

www.devigier.ch

Mission statement

To award up to five times CHF
100’000 each to young entrepreneurs
in Switzerland every year

Number of employees

2

W. A. de Vigier Foundation
Support for young entrepreneurs in Switzerland

In the meantime the foundation also is organizing Alumni events
for the former prizewinners and Nominees and is supporting a
number of promising initiatives to foster entrepreneurship in Switzerland.
In 2010 the foundation introduced the award of the Supporter of
the Year, an honor dedicated to people that have contributed greatly to the entrepreneurship in Switzerland.
In the same year the foundation also co-initiated the launch of
the news website www.startupticker.ch.
The Foundation celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2012 with an
exhibition about the life of W.A. de Vigier at the Sommerhaus.
In 2013 a new generation of members joined the board of trustees and Dr. Daniel E. Borer succeeded Moritz Suter as Chairman.

Contacts
Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier
Managing Director
+41 79 251 32 09
jpvuilleumier@devigier.ch

Veronika Riggauer
Assistant
vriggauer@devigier.ch
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Be part of the
Swiss national startup team
Team 2008

Conquer international markets!
Benefit from a ten-day business development program in Boston (USA).

Apply now on:
www.venturelab.ch
The supporters of venture leaders:
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venture leaders

The national startup team
What former venture leaders say about the program:

Alexander Ilic,
co-founder of Dacuda
“In sum you get so much inspiration and
perceptions in a short period of time. A lot
of us did follow-up meetings and took valuable inputs for business development back
home.”
www.dacuda.com

Paul E. Sevinç, Co-Founder of Doodle
“I was worried that we would waste time
on chitchatting and sipping cocktails. But
venture leaders is an intense business-training program that helps me much better face
various challenges that lie still ahead for our
company.”
www.doodle.com
Giovanna Davatz, Co-founder of Arktis
Radiation Detectors
“In venture leaders 2007 we were a group
of four women. The exchange among us was
intense and fruitful. It gave me a real energy
boost! venture leaders is crucial to encourage women to become entrepreneurs.”
www.arktis-detectors.com
Jan Lichtenberg,
Co-founder of InSphero
“Exceeding contacts and Swissnex Boston
– I was positive surprised about it! By participating I came in contact with Novartis for
a sales pitch. Everybody there walks an extra mile for us!”
www.insphero.com

Every year, 20 carefully selected scientific entrepreneurs
get a unique chance to give their startup business a
boost. As winners of the venture leaders prize, they form
the swiss national startup team and participate in a 10day business development program in the Boston area
(USA).
The venture leaders program is run by venturelab, a national startup training program by the Commission for Technology and Innovation CTI, with the support of the international Entrepreneur of
the Year Award by Ernst&Young. Eligible to participate in the venture leaders prize are scientists pursuing a concrete business opportunity based on their research and startup entrepreneurs with
global growth ambitions.

Arnaud Bertrand,
Founder of House Trip
“venture leaders is one of the best experience I had since I started HouseTrip.com.
Spending two weeks at the heart of the
Bostonian entrepreneurial community with
other project leaders taught me a lot and
also started many friendships.”
www.housetrip.com

venture leaders

Contacts

c/o IFJ Institut für Jungunternehmen,
Kirchlistrasse 1, CH-9010 St. Gallen;
Technoparkstrasse 1, CH-8005 Zürich;
PSE-C, CH-1015 Lausanne
Internet

www.venturelab.ch/vLeaders.asp

Mission statement

We offer 20 highly selected startup
entrepreneurs (The Swiss National
Startup Team) a unique 10-day
business development program in
Boston (USA).

Number of employees

4

Beat Schillig
Managing Director
(german part of CH)
+41 71 242 98 68
beat.schillig@venturekick.ch
Jordi Montserrat
Managing Director
(french part of CH)
+41 21 553 09 88
jordi.montserrat@venturekick.ch
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IMD

IMD startup competition
IMD is recognized as one of the world’s top business schools.
Every year in October we search for 20 startups to work with
our MBA and EMBA students. The IMD Startup Competition provides a unique opportunity for Swiss technology startups to benefit from the help and insights of a team of dedicated, experienced
IMD participants from two of our flagship programs, the fulltime
MBA and the Executive MBA. These participants, screened to
participate in one of the most selective business programs in
the world, represent some of the sharpest brains around. Do
you want to benefit from their concentrated help to crack some
of your most resistant business challenges? Do you need some
fresh thinking to refine and validate your business model, or provide some new momentum to your fund raising efforts? Do you
want outsiders to test your concepts and help you develop the
most appropriate development routes? Then consider applying for
the IMD Startup Competition with your company.

Selection criteria
We are looking for early-stage companies that have a solid chance
of market success, have a team that is curious and willing to
open themselves up to a small group of management “students”,
can provide a good learning opportunity for our participants and
whose timing fits with the IMD programs.

Qualities we are looking for

months at least. The venture must have at least one person working on it fulltime.
A demonstrated willingness to work with the MBA students,
and communicate freely with them. A 3-year standard NDA can
be requested of the students, but there must be a willingness to
be open with the students about the company, its finances and its
technology.
The new venture should ideally be locally based. Ventures with
bases further away (Paris, Lyon, Grenoble, Frankfurt, etc.) will be
considered but they have to incorporate the need to travel to Lausanne in their budgets and time agendas.
Preference will be given to technology-based enterprises,
though this is not a formal requirement. The quality of the opportunity and the commitment of the team will be determining factors.
Ability to cover minimal costs. There is no cost for the startup
(except for travel expenses for the Silicon Valley expedition for the
EMBA projects), apart from a requirement to cover the incidental
expenses incurred by the participants on behalf of the startup (for
example phone calls if an industry survey is conducted, printing of
reports, etc.). This will be discussed with the startup before any expenses are incurred.
Previous winners have included: Abionic, AC Immune, Aeon Scientific, Axovan, Bcomp. BeamExpress, BioVersys, Cidway, Dacuda,
Delta Robotics, Doodle, DeskNet, Endosense, Exalos, Flisom, Glycart Biotech, SourcingParts.com, Kooaba, nanotion, Pix4D, Primequal and id Quantique.

A real venture, with an established team and demonstrated resources in place in November to take it forward over the next 9

IMD

Contact

CH. de Bellerive, 23, C.P. 915, CH-1001 Lausanne
Internet

www.imd.org/startups

Mission statement

Practical and hands-on support for
Swiss entrepreneurs from the experienced MBA and EMBA students
of one of the world’s top business
schools. Our MBAs have 5 to 7 years
of experience, and our EMBAs are
practicing managers with an average
of 15 years of experience.

Number of employees

300

Jim Pulcrano
Member of the
EMBA Teaching Team
+41 79 212 92 00
jim.pulcrano@imd.org
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»venture foundation»

Business plan competition
»venture» 2014 – Companies
for tomorrow
»venture» is an initiative of ETH Zurich, Knecht Holding, the innovation promotion agency CTI, and McKinsey & Company Switzerland. This biennial Swiss business plan competition aims at
unleashing innovation potential by encouraging entrepreneurial
minds to found their own business. »venture» 2014 – like all previous »venture» editions since 1998 – is supported by renowned
Swiss industrial and commercial companies.
100+ experienced coaches support »venture» participants in
the development of their business ideas, the preparation of their
business plans, and the search for suitable partners and required

»venture foundation»
Hauserstrasse 65, CH-5210 Windisch
Internet

www.venture.ch

Mission statement

Support young entrepreneurs to
create companies for tomorrow

Winners
1998
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012

Sensirion
Xitact
AXSionics (cod-It)
Molecular Partners
Arktis Radiation Detectors
Optotune
Blueshift Pharma
SWISSto12

capital. Participants’ business ideas and business plans are evaluated by approximately 80 highly qualified jurors. These jurors are
either entrepreneurs, who evaluate the commercial potential of
an idea, or investors, who evaluate its financial attractiveness.
»venture» 2014 offers prize money of more than CHF 150,000 for
the winning teams.
Participants can also benefit from a series of founders’ knowledge seminars and workshops, where they have the opportunity
to meet coaches and investors. Further information on founding a
business is provided in the »venture» book “The New Venture Adventure – Succeed with Professional Business Planning.”

Contact
Venture Office
+41 58 332 23 30
office@venture.ch
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Euresearch

Euresearch – swiss guide to
european research and innovation
Euresearch offers Swiss Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) access to several opportunities along the
value chain of innovation.
We offer
yyTargeted information on European R&D and Innovation funding and cooperation opportunities
yyHands-on training and advice to access and manage EU R&D
and Innovation projects
yyPersonalized support to establish European Technology and Innovation cooperation
We facilitate international partnering:

yyPartner searches for R&D co-operation
yyTechnology co-operation Offer / Request
yyJoint Venture Offer / Request
yyAccess to funding
yyLicensing Offer / Request
yyManufacturing Offer / Request
yyDistribution Offer / Request
100% bottom-up and fitting the needs of SMEs:
Find cooperation partners to sell or license your technology, to
manufacture your product, to acquire a technology you need or
to find a research partner. Via the Enterprise Europe Network we
offer you personalized support to find the right partner through
technology offers & requests, pre-arranged face2face meetings,
or direct contacts to potential partners abroad.
www.swisseen.ch/innovation

Euresearch

changes

yyCollaborative research projects and development projects
yyCollaborative applied development projects
yyInnovation projects for SMEs
Funding SMEs for R&D and innovation projects:
Horizon 2020, the European Framework Programme for Research
and Innovation, offers various funding opportunities to SMEs.
yyBottom-up Innovation projects for SMEs (new: application also
possible for single SME!)
yyCollaborative R&D projects in multidisciplinary consortia
(mostly in defined domains)
yyFellowships for industry-academia exchanges (bottom-up)
www.euresearch.ch/en/european-programmes/
horizon-2020

Contacts

Effingerstrasse 19, CH-3008 Berne
Internet

www.euresearch.ch

Mission statement

Euresearch is the Swiss network
mandated by the State Secretariat for
Education, Research and Innovation
providing targeted information, handson advice and transnational partnering
related to European research and
innovation programmes.

Number of employees

We provide access to European funding for:

yyIndividual basic research projects
yyFellowships for research projects and industry-academia ex-

25

Cédric Höllmüller
Coordinator Enterprise
Europe Network in Switzerland
+ 41 31 380 60 05
cedric.hoellmueller@euresearch.ch
Gerhard Gass
National Contact Point for Small
and Medium sized Enterprises
+41 31 380 60 15
gerhard.gass@euresearch.ch
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Switzerland Global Enterprise

Launching pad for start-ups
with international ambitions
Working on behalf of the State Secretariat for Economic Affairs
SECO, Switzerland Global Enterprise (formerly Osec) uses its expertise in internationalisation to help Swiss companies, especially SMEs, identify and develop new business potential on a worldwide basis. It provides regular information about relevant trends
in the global markets, as well as professional advice and support
in finding contacts and partners and recognising new business
opportunities.

How we can help you evaluate
your export potential
During a basic consulting session, we will examine your export
idea specifically and individually. You will receive initial information and answers to your questions or a second opinion. Our basic consulting service is part of our public service and is therefore
free of charge. During our country consultings, you get the opportunity to meet a local country expert, discuss your plans and ask
questions in a larger group. Country consultings take place several times a year in Zurich, Lausanne or Lugano. Further services include market analyses and evaluation, contacts to business partners, and participation in major international fairs abroad under
the SWISS Pavilion roof. Born International and Born Global companies can specifically benefit from the free consulting meetings.
You may challenge your business idea, gain insight into a market,
and familiarise yourself with local business rulings which are essential succeeding in a foreign market.

How access to an international network
expands your horizon
Switzerland Global Enterprise (S-GE) is represented abroad by
Swiss Business Hubs. The majority of these local teams is based

Switzerland Global Enterprise
Stampfenbachstrasse 85, CH-8006 Zürich
Internet

www.s-ge.ch

Mission statement

Enabling new business for Born
International and Born Global
companies

at a Swiss Embassy or Swiss Consulate-General. Following an initial consulting session in Switzerland, the Swiss Business Hubs
are the next point of contact with S-GE in the export country concerned. All hubs have a first-rate network of contacts abroad on
account of their official status. In addition, these hubs are responsible for promoting Switzerland as a business location abroad.

Going international – and looking
for reliable partners?
In addition to its export promotion mandate, working on behalf
of the State Secretariat for Economic Affairs SECO, S-GE supports SMEs from selected partner countries, facilitating market
access and opening up new business opportunities in Switzerland
and the European Union. In this way, S-GE helps to strengthen
the competitiveness of the companies concerned and foster cooperation and trade relations between Switzerland, the EU and
the partner countries. Importers in Switzerland and Europe benefit from contacts with reliable suppliers in the partner countries.
As part of its remit from SECO and the cantons, S-GE provides
potential foreign investors with information about the particular
strengths and operating conditions of Switzerland as a business
location. Its services for foreign companies include assessing the
potential of their projects before they are presented to the cantons. S-GE assists the cantons with the relocation of foreign companies, providing market and trend analyses and coordinating the
activities of all the bodies involved in the promotion of Switzerland as a business location.

Links:
Test your export fitness with the Online Tool WarmUp2Export:
www.s-ge.com/warmup2export.

Contacts
Monika Remund
Senior Product Manager
+41 44 365 57 19
mremund@s-ge.ch

Clément Graf
Head of Membership + Alliances
cgraf@s-ge.ch
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swissnex Boston – Consulate of Switzerland

Two swissnex offices in the USA
“Connecting the Dots”
Facilitate strategic dialogue and help anticipate opportunities
through our networks of experts; connect relevant and innovative people; develop ideas and partnerships; organize public
events and study tours; and provide networking opportunities. All
of these activities and more make up the basis of the swissnex
mission to promote Switzerland’s excellence in science, education, art and innovation.
Established in 2000, the swissnex network is an initiative of
Switzerland’s State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI), managed in cooperation with the Department of
Foreign Affairs. Vital financial support is provided by donors and
sponsors.
The two swissnex offices in North America are operating as
public-private ventures and constitute a key component of Switzerland’s strategic promotion of education, research and innovation. They are part of a network with outposts in Boston, San Francisco, Singapore, Shanghai and Bangalore, and individual science
and technology counselors around the world.

swissnex Boston – Consulate
of Switzerland
420 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02138 (USA)
Internet

www.swissnexboston.org

Mission statement

swissnex – Connecting the dots
between Switzerland and North
America in science, higher education,
art and innovation.

Number of employees

9

The swissnex offices are located in the heart of San Francisco (West Coast) and the Greater Boston Area (East Coast) with
an outpost in New York City - the vibrant crossroads for scientific,
entrepreneurial and artistic activity.
In the field of innovation, we facilitate access to new ideas and
the latest technological development through events and targeted
connections. Our network of contacts provides a unique opportunity to learn about the management of innovation and engage in
discussions about collaborative opportunities.
Through our partnership with CTI, we offer workspace and tailored support for startups entering the US market (US Market Entry CAMP) and provide assistance to entrepreneurs interested in
learning from the US entrepreneurial model. In addition, we coorganize and host educational programs for entrepreneurs from
Switzerland (venture leaders).

Contacts
Dr. Felix Moesner
Consul, Director swissnex Boston /
Consulate of Switzerland
+1 617 876 30 76 ext. 110
felix.moesner@swissnexBoston.org
Niccolo Iorno
Project Leader for Innovation
swissnex Boston
+1 617 876 30 76
niccolo@swissnexBoston.org
Pierre Dorsaz
Senior Project Leader,
swissnex Boston outpost New York
+1 646 797 64 51
NYoutpost@swissnexBoston.org
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swissnex San Francisco

Connecting the dots between
Switzerland and North America
We facilitate strategic dialogue and help anticipate opportunities
through our networks of experts. We connect relevant and innovative people. We help develop ideas and partnerships. We host
organizations and visitors interested in leveraging the unique dynamism of Silicon Valley/San Francisco and the Greater Boston
Area. We organize public events and study tours, provide networking opportunities, and promote Switzerland’s excellence in
science, education, art and innovation.
The two swissnexes in North America are operating as publicprivate ventures and constitute a key component of Switzerland’s
strategic promotion of education, research and innovation. They
are part of a network with outposts in Boston, San Francisco, Singapore, Shanghai, Bangalore and Rio de Janeiro, and individual
science and technology counselors around the world.
Our offices are located in the heart of San Francisco (West
Coast) and Cambridge near Boston (East Coast), two vibrant
crossroads of scientific, entrepreneurial and artistic activity.

swissnex San Francisco
730 Montgomery Street, San Fracisco, CA 94111 (USA)
Internet

www.swissnexsanfrancisco.org

Mission
statement

swissnex is a network with nodes in the
world’s most innovative hubs, where the future is being shaped. We take an active role
in strengthening Switzerland’s leadership as
a world-class location for science, education,
and innovation.

Number
15
of employees

The swissnex network is an initiative of Switzerland’s State
Secretariat for Education and Research (SER), managed in cooperation with the Department of Foreign Affairs. Vital financial support is provided by partners and sponsors.
In the field of innovation, we facilitate access to new ideas and
the latest technological developments through events and targeted connections. Our network of contacts provides a unique opportunity to learn about cutting edge innovation management and
engage in discussions about collaborative opportunities.
Through our partnership with CTI, we co-organize and host educational programs for entrepreneurs from Switzerland (Venture
Leaders), we offer workspace and tailored support for Start-Ups
entering the US market (CTI Market Entry Camp USA) and we
provide assistance to entrepreneurs interested in learning from
the US entrepreneurial model.

Contacts
Dr. Christian Simm
Executive Director
+1 415 912-59 01
Christian@swissnexSF.org

Cyril Dorsaz
Senior Project Manager,
Startup+Innovation Services
+1 415 912-59 01 ext. 113
Cyril@swissnexSF.org
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Technopark® Zurich

Technopark® Aargau

Technopark-Allianz (1)
The TECHNOPARK® Zurich is the leading Swiss centre for both
Entrepreneurship and knowledge and technology transfer. As a
competence centre for leadership and entrepreneurial spirit its
impact extends way beyond the borders of the economic zone
of Zurich. It offers the ideal environment for people to be able to
think and act in an entrepreneurial manner supported by the Technopark Academy and CTI Entrepreuneurship. With its dynamics it
encourages ideas, innovations and business and contributes actively to the success of its companies. Close partnerships wit the
ETH Zurich, University of Zurich, EMPA, CSEM, KTI Start-up and
Investors support the selective transfer of knowledge and complete the comprehensive and proactive in house service offering. Attractive rental space and a choice of different conference
rooms, as well as above-average infrastructure, make the TECHNOPARK® Zurich an attractive location for companies.

The Foundation TECHNOPARK® Aargau (TPAG) is the address at
the Canton Aargau providing infrastructure in two locations (Kunzareal, Windisch and Badenerstrasse 13, Brugg) and services in
particular in the fields of coaching, networking and professional
development for start-up companies and nascent Entrepreneurs.
TPAG hereby supports the transfer of knowledge and technologies from science to business as well as from company to company in closed partnership amongst others with Canton Aargau, University of Applied Sciences in North-Western Switzerland, Paul
Scherrer Institute and Berufs- und Weiterbildungszentrum Brugg.
Technopark Aargau will be an important partner in the strategic
campaign “Hightech Aargau” and is a strategic partner of the new
initiative SWISSupSTART.
The two offered office buildings are located in Windisch (Kunzareal) and Brugg (in the area of Campus Brugg-Windisch).

Rental area: 47.300 m2;
Tenants: more than 280;
Founder and Member of the TECHNOPARK®-Alliance

Rental area: 2.000 m2 + 4.000 m2 (Technopark Windisch +
Technopark Brugg)
Tenants: 35;
Member of the TECHNOPARK®-Alliance

Technopark® Immobilien AG Zurich

Technopark® Aargau

Technoparkstrasse 1, CH-8005 Zurich

Badenerstrasse 13, CH-5200 Brugg

Internet

Internet

www.technopark.ch

Contacts

www.technopark-aargau.ch

Contact
Henning Grossmann
CEO, Foundation Technopark Zurich
+41 44 445 10 10
henning.grossmann@technopark.ch

Karin Looser
CEO, Technopark Real Estate AG,
Zurich
+41 44 445 10 00
karin.looser@technpark.ch

Christina Loosli Thoenen
Director
+41 56 560 50 10
christina.loosli@technopark-aargau.ch
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Technopark® Winterthur

Tecnopolo® Lugano SA

Technopark-Allianz (2)
The TECHNOPARK® Winterthur has established itself in the region of Winterthur as the address for innovation and entrepreneurship. It is managed as a financially independent public private partnership SA. Shareholders are the City of Winterthur, the
Canton for the Zurich University of Applied Sciences ZHAW, the
Chamber of Commerce and business partners, such as AXA Winterthur, Rieter, Sulzer, Credit Suisse and ZKB. The TECHNOPARK®
Winterthur offers a stimulating environment for innovators. Startups, established companies and research institutions from many
different industries all work under one roof. They exchange ideas
and experiences, and take advantage of the direct connection to
the ZHAW. Talks, seminars and events, such as the InnovationsApéro, provide opportunities for encounters, inspiration and the
exchange of knowledge. The new conference room can accommodate up to 200 people.
Rental area: 10.000 m2;
Tenants: 45 SME, 2 large institutions, among which the
ZHAW;
Member of TECHNOPARK®-Alliance and SwissParks.ch

In 2013 Fondazione Agire, the agency of Innovation of Canton Ticino, took control of Tecnopolo Lugano SA. The aim is to further
develop Tecnopolo offerings, with a central hub providing all services, and multiple locations in Ticino, each with its dedicated
technology segment.
In September 2013, Tecnopolo opened a location dedicated to
multi-media and digital technologies in the city of Chiasso. The
expansion of the central hub nearby Lugano and the opening of
new locations dedicated to other segments are planned in 2014.
Tecnopolo SA is supported financially by the City of Lugano, The
BSI Bank, BancaStato (the Ticino Cantonal Bank) and B-Source
Inc. It is open to additional partnerships with private and public
Institutions sharing similar goals.
Rental area: 2.700 m2;
Tenants: 19;
Member of the TECHNOPARK®-Alliance

Technopark® Winterthur AG

Technopark® Lugano

Technoparkstrasse 2,, CH-8406 Winterthur

c/o Fondazione AGIRE, via Cantonale 2A, CH-6928 Manno

Internet

www.tpw.ch

Internet

www.tecnopolo.ch

Mission statement

We cultivate networking

Mission statement

To bolster the development of innovative companies in Ticino, enhancing
the international business appeal of
Southern Switzerland.

Contacts

Contacts
Dr. René Hausammann
CEO
+41 58 934 57 30
haae@zhaw.ch

Dr. Paolo Orsatti
CEO
+41 91 610 27 10
info@tecnopolo.ch
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BIO-TECHNOPARK® Schlieren-Zurich

TechnoparkAllianz (3)
A nationally and internationally respected science park has grown
up at Schlieren-Zürich, in close collaboration with real estate partners and the public authorities. Through stringent selection,
coaching and mediation, more than 30 successful start-up companies are located here. Some have been acquired by large corporates, but are still active in Schlieren. Together with research
groups from the University of Zurich and University Hospital Zurich, an innovative mix of very young and established companies
and academic research groups has emerged.
The rental of laboratory space is provided by two real estate partners, led by the industrial and commercial center GHZ
Schlieren AG, which in recent years has invested tens of millions
in the development of an exemplary laboratory infrastructure. The
strict division between the rental by the real estate companies
and the support through the BIO-TECHNOPARK® prevents potential conflicts of interest and ensures the company’s caliber,
demonstrated by the high survival rate of the start-ups – in excess of 90%.
The BIO-TECHNOPARK® works with regional and international start-up promoters and cluster organizations. It is, inter alia, a
co-founder and member of the Life Science Zurich Business Network, which promotes networking and collaboration between the
various institutions in the Zurich area, and their interaction with

universities, industry, government agencies and other organizations and individuals in Switzerland and abroad (www.lifesciencebusinessnetwork.ch).
The principle activities of the BIO-TECHNOPARK® include:
yyProvision of laboratory, office and storage space, including
specialist infrastructure and used equipment
yyAdvice and support on a company’s foundation and its search
for finance
yyOngoing coaching to support a company’s development
yyPromotion of exchange between start-ups and with academic
research groups to identify and maximize synergies
yyProvision of contacts with industry, academia and network
partners
yyTechnical support for location promotion agencies in the establishment of foreign companies
yyEvent organization
yyPR and lobbying support for members
BIO-TECHNOPARK® Schlieren-Zurich hit the headlines with the
sale of the young start-up Glycart to Roche for 235 million CHF in
2005, the takeover of ESBATech by the Novartis company Alcon
in 2009 for about 600 million USD, and the extension of the R&D
agreement between Molecular Partner and Allergan for up to 1.4
billion USD in 2012.
Rental area: 30.000 m2;
Tenants: 37;
Member of TECHNOPARK®-Alliance, Life Science Zurich
Business Network, Swiss Biotech Association and the EU
consortium HealthTIES

BIO-TECHNOPARK® Schlieren-Zurich
Wagistrasse 23, CH-8952 Schlieren
Internet

www.bio-technopark.ch

Mission statement

BIO-TECHNOPARK® Schlieren-Zurich, in close collaboration with its
network partners, offers professional
support for life science companies in
the setting up and expansion of business activities and promotes interaction between start-ups, established
companies and university research
groups.

Contacts
Mario Jenni
CEO
+41 44 730 83 29
mario.jenni@bio-technopark.ch
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Technopark® Luzern

Technopark-Allianz (4)
The companies of Technopark Lucerne clearly demonstrate above
average success rate. This is the result of
yyadmitting only companies with both convincing management
team and business case.
yycoaching the entrepreneurs to systematically increase the value of their company.
yyproviding the necessary network to lead customers, the financial community, expert advice and universities.
yyenabling companies to concentrate on their customers and
business due to the availability of state-of-the-art infrastructure services.
So far, around 50 selected companies have started and grown
their business in the Technopark Lucerne.
The blended mix of companies in the different entrepreneurial
stages from start-up to early growth to stable on-going business
“under one roof” creates an inspiring environment.
In this environment, Technopark companies are profiting from
the active exchange of ideas and experience with colleagues facing the same entrepreneurial challenges.
Specially valuable to the Technopark community are the experiences of serial entrepreneurs who have already successfully
started and sold a business and have chosen Technopark Lucerne
to start their new ventures.
As Technopark Lucerne is embedded in the famous D4 Business Village Luzern with more than 100 established internationally successful companies with more than 2000 people such as
Nielsen, Geistlich, Sage, Siemens, Noser, Sealed Air, Zurich Financial Services, Technopark Lucerne companies are not isolated in an only start-up environment, but positively exposed to the
reality of daily pulsating business.

Technopark® Luzern
D4 Platz 4, CH-6039 Root Längenbold
Internet

www.technopark-luzern.ch

Mission statement

The place to grow

Number of employees

3

Technopark Lucerne companies are successfully serving important customers such as Siemens, Schindler, Swisscom, SBB,
Post Finance, Nokia, BKW, Migros, Coop, Bayer, Atel, Securitron,
Puma, CSS, etc.
Technopark Lucerne Companies have the advantage to have access to the partner companies supporting the Technopark such
as Schindler, Swisscom, SUVA, Maxon Motor, Luzerner Kanto
nalbank, CKW, Sage, ALSO, Bison, etc., be it as potential customers or just to get valuable feedback on important business issues.
As far as financing is concerned, Technopark Lucerne companies profit from TPL´s cooperation with SFN (Stiftung zur Förde
rung von Neuunternehmen) and AKS (Albert Koechlin Stiftung) in
the startup phase as well as with WKAG (Wachstumskaptial AG
LUKB) in the early-growth phase. Too, TPL eases fiancing by its
membership of CTI Invest and BAS Business Angels Switzerland, among others.
Technopark Lucerne´s CORNERSTONE startup model comprises nine cornerstones and is based on the credo that longterm
fiancially successful companies can be built up, if startups are
built on a fundament with stable cornerstones. Important cornerstones among others are
yyEarly proof of quantified customer value.
yySystematically learning from business experiments to test the
business model hypothesis before premature scaling.
yyElimination of the risks in the right order. Each time a risk is
eliminated, the company value increases accordingly, hence
enabling additional financing.

Rental area: ca. 5.000 m2;
companies: ca. 50; member of the TECHNOPARK®-Alliance

Contact
Hansruedi Lingg, CEO
+41 41 455 21 24
Hansruedi.Lingg@
Technopark-Luzern.ch
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EPFL support to entrepreneurs
EPFL is considering innovation and technology transfer as a critical mission of
academic institutions. With its Garage, a building for very early stage start-ups, the
close-by PSE (Parc Scientifique) and its new Start-up Forge, EPFL has all the tools to
welcome innovative entrepreneurs. EPFL generated 14 new start-ups in 2012 and
as importantly, nearly 100 million Swiss Francs have been raised by EPFL spin-offs
last year. The Innogrants are an internal grant mechanism where the school can
support its entrepreneurs before they create their company. Since 2005, 57 projects
have been funded and despite the obvious risky status of such projects, more than
33 companies have been founded including Aimago, Aleva (which raised CHF14M
since its inception), Attolight, Imina Technologies, Lemoptix, LESS, Prediggo, Routerank, StereoTools, Swissto12.

with the support of:

The organization of the “venture ideas” events has been important as another encouragement tool.
Role models, successful entrepreneurs such as Edouard Bugnion (VMWare) Marc
Burki (Swissquote), Eric Favre (Nespresso), Aart de Geus (Synopsys), Pierre Chappaz
(Kelkoo) and even Daniel Rossellat (Paleo Festival) told their daily challenges and
will hopefully create vocations among researchers and students. EPFL began to
support the “Lausanne Startup Weekend” in 2011. As a final word, the Innogrants
would not have been possible without the support of its generous “friends”: Lombard Odier is the original partner of the Innogrants, KPMG, Ineos, Helbling and CTI
are its recent sponsors.

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne | Hervé Lebret | Head
of Innogrants | herve.lebret@epfl.ch | +41 21 693 70 54 |
http://vpiv.epfl.ch/innogrants
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EPFL Innovation Park Foundation (PSE)

Your partner to launch
your high-tech start-up
Acting as a hands-on incubator, the PSE supports innovative technology companies and projects in their early years, taking science
to market. To date, over 350 projects have been supported, CHF
1 billion funding raised and over 2’000 jobs created. To qualify to
join the PSE, tenants must have active collaboration with a Swiss
academic institution.
The PSE hosts approximately 130 companies within its 15’000
sqm site and admits 15 to 20 new projects each year. Tenants
have access to flexible office space, extensive coaching services
and a network of service providers. The Science Park’s proximity
to the EPFL, CHUV and UNIL also gives start-ups access to cutting edge technologies and to faculties of biology, medicine, IT,
human and social sciences, economics and management.
Since 2013, the PSE, together with key players in the entrepreneurship ecosystem, runs the CTI Entrepreneurship Training program in Western Switzerland. The Business Creation and Business Development courses are designed for new and confirmed
entrepreneurs.
The PSE provides a professional team for hands-on coaching
in business planning, business development, and fund raising.
Coaching services are provided free of charge to the start-ups
through collaboration with CTI Start-up, EPFL Innovation and Tech
Transfer, and the Platinn network. Over 80 projects, on-site or in
the area, benefit from this service annually.

Science Park Foundation
on EPFL campus (PSE)
CH-1015 Lausanne
Internet

www.parc-scientifique.ch

Mission statement

The first-choice incubator for
innovative high tech companies
linked to universities.
>350 companies supported.

Number of employees

12

To help start-ups raise funding, PSE has strong links with
several foundations, such as Fondation pour l’Innovation Technologique (FIT) and the Liechti Foundation that provide capital for
innovative projects, as well as with several seed capital firms including Polytech Ventures, VI Partners and Vinci Capital.
To help companies expand internationally , the Science Park
has launched the Prix Vittoz; an annual prize of CHF 100’000 divided amongst 4 start-ups which are ready to enter the US market. This prize may be used to evaluate their market strategy, find
strategic partnerships, and set up in the USA.
The PSE is in the midst of the EPFL Innovation Park where
large corporations such as Cisco, Constellium, Debiopharm, Logitech and Nitto Denko have set up ‘Innovation cells’. These corporate teams lead research projects in collaboration with the EPFL
and other regional institutes. This rich eco-system provides fertile ground for start-ups to have their technology assessed or create joint projects.
In the midst of this wealth of academic institutions, cutting
edge technologies and multinational companies, the PSE is the
smart choice for innovative business projects in western Switzerland.

Contacts
Jean-Philippe Lallement
Managing Director
+41 21 693 83 82
lallement@parc-scientifique.ch
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Basel Inkubator

Start-up Center of the University
of Basel and the FHNW
The BASEL INKUBATOR opened its doors in January 2010. In the
first year, 12 start-up projects joined in.
BASEL INKUBATOR is a venture of the University of Basel,
the University of Applied Sciences of Northwestern Switzerland
FHNW, the Canton of Basel-Stadt, and “EVA - the Basel life sciences start-up agency”. It was established to support high-tech
spin-offs of the Universities in the region. Other applicants are
welcome as long as there is space available. The location at the
Stücki Business Park ensures an optimal access with public transport as well as by car.
Start-up projects are supported already in a very early phase.
Typically, the first contact is already established before the decision to create a start-up is made. The BASEL INKUBATOR provides an affordable infrastructure (offices and laboratories) and
coaching in various fields. A start-up company can stay up to three
years within the BASEL INKUBATOR. The aim is that a company can successfully build up in this environment until either first
sales are established or a major investment round is successfully
closed which provides the financial resources to further develop.
Currently the BASEL INKUBATOR houses 5 Biotech, 4 MedTech, 4 ICT and 1 Nanotech companies. 9 are spin-offs of the university and/or FHNW, and 3 have another background. There is
apparently a positive trend to convert research result into an own

Basel Incubator

business. The common infrastructure fosters a productive interaction where the start-up companies profit from each other’s experiences.
Currently the companies in the BASEL INKUBATOR are Advanced Osteotomy Tools AOT AG (laser tools for surgery), Allocyte
Pharmaceuticals AG (Integrin Modulatoren), BioVersys AG (drug
development, breaking antibiotic resistance), Cardiolynx AG (new
drugs for CVS and diabetes), Ennar Pharma AG (drugs to treat psoriasis), HighDim GmbH (high performance signal data processing), INOFEA GmbH (environmental analytics using nantechnology), Joe Security GmbH (IT security), KORING (prevention of
hernia), Mimedis (patient specific customized implants), mininavident AG (miniaturized navigation for dental implants), Spheroidals
GmbH (Nanomaterials for medical diagnosis and therapy), useKit
AG (internet productivity) and Vizago Research GmbH (imaging).
The BASEL INKUBATOR is part of an interwoven network in
the Basel area which is pushing the spirit of innovation in all domains. Additional needs of start-up companies like e.g. financing
are covered within this network.
Please feel free to contact the BASEL INKUBATOR via info@basel-inkubator.ch.

Contact

Hochbergerstrasse 60c, CH-4057 Basel
Internet

www.basel-inkubator.ch

Mission statement

We support high tech spin-offs in
Northwestern Switzerland.

Number of employees

1

Dr. Peter E. Burckhardt
CEO
+41 61 283 84 85
info@basel-inkubator.ch
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Blue Lion Incubator

BlueLion – Zurich‘s complete incubator for ICT and Clean Tech start-ups
BlueLion is an initiative to increase the success chances
of early stage ICT and Clean Tech projects. The BlueLion
Incubator was opened in 2012 and has already established
itself with success cases, a unique in-house coaching programme and an extensive partnership network.
Zurich is an important center for innovation and technology research in Europe. A vibrant startup community and excellent
universities generate a steady stream of high-quality innovations. The vision of BlueLion is to support, incubate and coach
promising high potential startup projects to success in two industries: ICT and Clean Tech.
The BlueLion Foundation was created by the City of Zurich,
ZKB Zurich Cantonal Bank, Swisscom, the foundation Effort for
Zurich and Dr. Christian Wenger, and in partnership with ETH Zurich and the University of Zurich.
A state-of-the-art facility in booming Zurich-North, half-way between the city and the airport, provides the basis for the incubation: Completely furnished desks or offices, shared office services such as a personal secretarial team, meeting and event rooms
and networking events promote a creative and productive environment for product development.
In-house coaches provide tailor-made coaching to the startup
teams. BlueLion’s coaching programme is based on agile meth-

Blue Lion Incubator
Luegislandstrasse 105, CH-8051 Zürich
Internet

www.bluelion.ch

Mission statement

ICT and Clean Tech made in Zurich

Number of Employees

5

ods and fully embraces the Lean Startup approach. A strict entry
policy and structured coaching process ensure high quality and
accelerate projects towards the goal of market entry within three
to twelve months after admission.
A network of media partnerships enable startups to present
market-ready products at “Demo Days” to create awareness and
growth of sales. To match startups with investors, BlueLion works
with existing investment networks including CTI Invest, business
angel groups, crowd-funding platforms and business plan competitions.
In summer 2013 BlueLion received approval as an official incubator from CTI, the federal Commission for Innovation and Technology as an official incubator, and joined Climate-KIC, the programme of the European Union to support startup companies
with innovative business ideas to address the challenge of climate
change. BlueLion’s role within Climate-KIC Switzerland is the incubation and coaching of startups in the commercialization phase.
The unique approach of BlueLion is successful and produces
results: In the first 12 months since the opening, startups from
BlueLion have won several prizes, were able to successfully raise
funding or achieve an exit. Currently there are over 30 startup
companies in the BlueLion Incubator.

Contacts
Gert Christen
CEO
+41 43 299 60 66
gert.christen@bluelion.ch

‘‘
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‘‘

Do you have an
innovative project
in mind ?

We support your
business creation !
Contact us for more informations
www.creapole.ch

Creapole SA
Route de Moutier 109
2800 Delémont
Switzerland

T +41 32 420 37 40
info@creapole.ch
www.creapole.ch
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Creapole

Connecting ideas
Innovation centre and start-up booster
Issued by a public-private partnership (PPP) and created in 2007,
Creapole SA, the innovation centre and start-up booster from the
canton of Jura aims to develop high value-added activities in the
region, especially in the fields of ICT, Medtech, Micro-/Nanotechnologies and Cleantech.
According to the needs of the customer, our services can be
offered from the early stage of the project to its final phase. Creapole works within a network of recognized experts and partners,
able to provide complementary services and key competencies
in specific sectors like organization, strategy, business innovation, IP strategy or quality systems and regulation affairs for medical devices.
Our company is also working in partnership with a seed financing foundation named FITEC and a real-estate company named
Société Jurassienne d’Equipements SA (SJE SA). According to
specific conditions, these extended services can be provided to
accelerate the development of your project.
The media.lab, dedicated to ICT activities, is based in Le Noirmont and is hosting a dozen of innovative companies and a Datacenter dedicated for sensitive data.

Creapole

Contacts

Route de Moutier 109, CH-2800 Delémont
Internet

www.creapole.ch

Mission statement

Creapole promotes the diversification
of the economic fabric in Jura,
innovation and business creation.
We developed particular skills in
sectors with strong economic
potential such as medical technology,
micro-technology and ICT.

Number of employees

The medtech.lab is based in Delémont and is tailored to medtech activities. Over time, it will become a centre of excellence
in the development of medical devices. This new building counts
1’500 sq/m of surface area available for lease (core and shell and
adjustable according to customer needs). Hosted are the Swiss
Institute for Computer Assisted Surgery (SICAS), start-ups and
established local companies. This building offers a place for startups and spin-off wanting to develop medical devices and 7 companies are now settled in the building.
The construction of a new building annexing the CEJEF, Technical Division, is underway in Porrentruy. The parter of Creapole,
SJE SA, will have 300 sq/m to offer developers of innovative projects a surface to install their micro-technology workshops.
This initiative aims to support activities related to medical technologies by bringing together majors in the sector within an industrial skills centre and offering targeted services.
Please feel free to contact us and get more information about
our activities!
Creapole is supported by the Swiss Confederation, State Secretariat for Economic Affaires (SECO), the Republic and Canton
of Jura and is partner of the Economic Promotion of the Republic and Canton of Jura.

7

Daniel Rüegg
Dep. Management
+41 32 420 37 32
daniel.ruegg@creapole.ch

Fabian Käser
Project Manager
+41 32 420 37 35
fabian.kaeser@creapole.ch
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Eclosion

From discovery to patients
A public-private partnership to translate
science into products
Eclosion was created in 2004 in Geneva as a platform to translate inventions in the field of life sciences into economic value and
jobs. Eclosion offers a platform where scientists can access the
know-how, operational resources and funding required to perform
a first proof-of-concept (POC) of their discovery. Once POC is established, Eclosion helps incorporate, structure and staff a startup to pursue the development of the application, facilitating access to seed capital and subsequent financial rounds all the way
to clinical trials.
Eclosion is set-up as an “open innovation platform”, integrating the strengths of the State, Academia, Industry and Investors
to create the best possible development environment to make a
project succeed. Alone, infrastructure, equipment, knowledge or
capital cannot ensure success. It is the combination of all these
elements within the Eclosion management process that has ensured the success of the companies launched through Eclosion.

From Proof of Concept to clinical trials
Each life-science project requires its own extremely specific set
of scientific skills and specialized infrastructures to select, validate and successfully launch a product development. As an example, a discovery in molecular biology may provide a potential
new therapeutic target; yet validating this target and defining the
right product development strategy require many contributions,

Eclosion

including for example experienced clinicians with hands-on research expertise in the target indication; bioinformatics specialists, medicinal chemists; pharmacologists, intellectual property,
regulatory experts, etc,
Eclosion accesses the specific know-how and infrastructures
that are needed to validate and launch successful projects. While
it has facilities in Geneva to provide a physical hub for researchers,
it success comes from its network to access knowledge, and its
process to perform step by step hands-on validation of projects.
Eclosion was founded in 2004, and in 9 years it has created
some of the most promising start-ups in the biotech field. Companies such as GeNeuro or GenKyoTex, which were breakthrough
scientific concepts in 2004, made their POC with Eclosion, have
developed their drugs with and are now into clinical trials.

Working with Eclosion
Eclosion is open to all scientists working in the field of human
medicine that have great science and want to test its potential applications. No business plan needed, just scientific excellence and
the potential to develop breakthrough applications that change
the life of patients.
The Eclosion team will work with you to define the POC that
may demonstrate this potential, assemble the resources required
to perform it, and help you create a well structured and funded
company to develop it.

Contacts

chemin des Aulx 14, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates (Genève)
Internet

www.eclosion.com

Mission statement

Converting breakthrough discoveries
into life-altering drugs

Number of employees

5

Jesus Martin-Garcia
Director
+41 22 880 10 10
jmg@eclosion.com

Dr. Benoit Dubuis
Director
+41 22 880 10 10
bd@eclosion.com
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EMPA

Closing the gap
To bridge the gap “from science to business” is one of the hallmarks of Empa, the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology. Empa is an interdisciplinary research and
service institute for materials science and technology development. It is part of the ETH domain and as such is an important element in science, technology and innovation in Switzerland. Empa
is pursuing an “integrated” knowledge and technology transfer
strategy, that is, it is employing numerous routes to actively transfer its know-how and research results into the market.
An important one – but by no means the only one – is the creation of business incubators on Empa’s premises where Empa
spin-offs and high-tech start-ups find ideal conditions through,
among other things, intense collaborations with Empa staff scientists, coaching in all things related to entrepreneurship and administration, services, access to Empa’s high-tech infrastructure
and professional networks and, last but not least, support in finding (pre-)seed money. By promoting start-up companies – and entrepreneurial spirit in general – Empa contributes to creating value for the Swiss economy and society alike.
For more than 13 years now Empa operates the tebo technology center in St. Gallen (“Technologiezentrum für die Euregio
Bodensee”). Meanwhile, tebo hosted over 35 companies offering employment for more than 150 staff members. Many of the
start-ups in tebo have expertise in the field of textiles and fibers.
Since 2010 tebo cooperates with the University of St.Gallen (Institute for SME KMU-HSG), the University of Applied Sciences
of St.Gallen (Innovation Centre IZSG) and the city of St.Gallen to
jointly promote innovative start-up projects. For this purpose they
founded the platform “Startfeld” on 2010.

EMPA

Contacts

Überlandstrasse 129, CH-8600 Dübendorf
Internet

www.empa.ch,
www.glatec.ch

Mission statement

Technology transfer through business
incubators tebo and glaTec at Empa,
the leading use-inspired research
institute for materials science &
technology

Number of employees

In 2008, tebo got a “twin sibling” – glaTec, Empa’s technology center on its main premises in Dübendorf. Based in the Zurich
metropolitan area – the hotbed of science and technology in Switzerland – glaTec is collaborating closely with start-up supporting
organizations to help scientists-turned-entrepreneurs in “getting
started”. Besides Empa and Eawag spin-offs, glaTec is targeted
towards external start-ups that are expected to show a significant synergy with Empa’s R&D efforts, out-sourced R&D departments of large (inter-)national enterprises and public-private partnerships. Over the past years 13 start-up projects were launched
and 5 were given support. A majority of them have already successfully launched their first products onto the market.
For every start-up the most challenging phase in its “life cycle”
is to try and bridge the financial gap between seed and start-up
funds. It is here that Empa’s business incubators are lending support by entertaining a network of and offering access to a number
of funding institutions such as foundations, banks, business angels and the like. What’s more, Empa’s extensive network of (industrial) customers and collaborators can serve as a door opener
for start-ups to establish new business relations – and thus secure the longterm survival of the company.

930

www.tebo.ch,

Mario Jenni
Managing Director,
glaTec business incubator
+41 58 765 40 25
mario.jenni@empa.ch
Peter Frischknecht
Managing Director,
tebo business incubator
+41 58 765 71 85
peter.frischknecht@empa.ch
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STARTFELD

Platform for promoting innovations
and start-ups
in eastern Switzerland
STARTFELD is the first point of contact for all those who want to
realise a business idea and implement it in Eastern Switzerland.
Executive management is made up of representatives from the
City of St. Gallen, the University of St. Gallen (HSG), the FHS St.
Gallen and Empa, and STARTFELD thus offers a competence network from the areas of business, science and politics. This broad
network will be made available to company founders for advice,
coaching, events and lectures. Strong sponsors such as St. Galler
Kantonalbank and the cantons of St. Gallen, Appenzell Ausserrhoden and Appenzell Inerrhoden provide a solid start to setting up
business. STARTFELD offers services in the three areas of Advice
& Coaching, Financing and Space & Infrastructure.
With free initial advice, STARTFELD offers a competent assessment of the opportunities and risks of the project by a proven professional. Founders receive initial information on the founding process and suitable promotion options as well as tips for the
way forward.
Every year STARTFELD gives away several promotion packages to innovative start-ups in Eastern Switzerland. These services give young start-ups assistance in successfully launching their

STARTFELD

business idea. They include a project mentor, optionally a start-up
coach and vouchers that can be redeemed with accredited service providers.
Particularly innovative start-up projects with convincing market
potential and an understandable business plan can compete for
interest-free loans in a clearly defined evaluation process.
STARTFELD offers start-ups appropriate space in an innovative environment in St. Gallen and supports them in their searches in other locations. Start-ups in particular are largely dependent
on an infrastructure tailored perfectly to their needs with practical workspaces, high flexibility and good networking. The spatial proximity to universities and research institutions, reinforces
knowledge and technology transfers and provides the setting for
valuable exchanges.
Since its founding at the beginning of 2010, STARTFELD has
conducted over 250 initial advice sessions and has given out 30
support packages as well as six loans to innovative founders in
Eastern Switzerland. With the STARTFELD live! and STARTFELD
start-up meet-up events held several times a year, STARTFELD
supports the transfer of knowledge and networking between and
among founders, and with partners from business, science and
politics.

Contacts

Zürcher Strasse 204f, CH-9014 St. Gallen
Internet

www.startfeld.ch

Mission statement

We support founders in realising their
innovative business ideas in Eastern
Switzerland

Peter Frischknecht
Geschäftsführer Verein STARTFELD
+41 71 277 20 40
peter.frischknecht@startfeld.ch

Dr. Urs Guggenbühl
Sekretär Stiftung STARTFELD
urs.guggenbuehl@startfeld.ch
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Innovaud

Innovaud – accelerating innovation
Innovaud’s founding members are the canton of Vaud, FIT (Fondation pour l’Innovation Technologique), AIT and the seven Innovation Parks in Vaud. Relying on its members and via partnerships
with all the key organizations, Innovaud is welcoming high-tech
and high-growth projects at SMEs, startups at all stages.
Innovaud and its members and partners have been successfully supporting companies and individuals for over 20 years.
yyFinancing: interest-free loans, direct subsidies, loan guarantees, help in finding investors;
yyCoaching: business model challenging and elaboration, business strategy support, IP strategy, sales strategy, etc.;
yyHosting: finding the ideal location at innovation parks / incubators;
yyNetworking: organizing events and meetings where participants of the innovation ecosystem can meet each other;
yyPromotion: helping the projects to get known in the media and
on different channels; celebrating successes;

Innovaud

Innovaud is the one-stop-shop for innovation in the canton, acting
as the compass for the innovators, helping them optimize their
time applying to support mechanisms.
A major novelty in the Innovaud Platform is the FIT Early loan,
which can be attributed to a startup reaching a growth phase. This
loan of up to 500 kCHF requires a simultaneous matching investment in equity.
Equally important is the support to grant mechanisms at Universities, such as Innogrant, Bourse Start-up HEIG-VD and Innopacct.

Contacts

Av. d’Ouchy 47, CH-1006 Lausanne
Internet

www.innovaud.ch

Mission statement

Innovaud is the innovation
support agency for the canton
of Vaud. Offering neutral, free of
charge support for high potential,
innovative projects, we are focused
on technology-based innovations
or with very novel approaches.
Support includes financing, access
to innovation parks, coaching and
promotion/networking.

Number of employees

4

Patrick Barbey
Director and ICT Advisor
+41 21 601 64 25
patrick.barbey@innovaud.ch
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The Ark

grow – Gründerorganisation Wädenswil

The foundation
for innovation
The Ark Foundation organises and coordinates various activities to
help both new (start-up) and existing companies become established and expand in the Valais. It creates the appropriate framework conditions for the canton’s economic players to develop
their creativity and innovation.
To achieve this, The Ark promotes the development of new
knowledge originating from Switzerland’s universities of applied
sciences and from cantonal and national research organisations.
It also draws together different networks of excellence at local,
national and international level.
The Ark is the product of the local authorities’ strategy of creating a science and technology park in the Valais. The particular
features of this park are that it is spread across six different sites,
and focuses on three specific areas: Information and communication sciences, Life sciences and Engineering sciences.
The Ark responds to these specific needs and expectations via
its three services: Incubator, Accelerator and Innovation. Each of
these services offers targeted, practical support to innovative entrepreneurs within the Foundation’s three chosen specific fields.

Grow primarily focuses on business ideas and companies in Life
Sciences (Biotechnology, Chemistry, Food Technology, Environmental Engineering, Pharma, etc.), Facility Management and Informatics. These areas belong to the fields of competence of the
University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW) in Waedenswil. Technology companies in other fields are also welcome, particularly those
working on technologies with potential use in the above mentioned areas. Grow has grown considerably since 2010, further
growth is envisioned.
Grow companies have been very succesfull in establishing active collaborations with university institutes, including ZHAW, and
have obtained major financial support for such collaborations. As
a result of the close collaboration between grow and the ZHAW
the companies can profit from the expertise of the ZHAW and
can get access to the first-class infrastructure and equipment of
the ZHAW.
In addition, grow can offer excellent office and laboratory
space for rent for very competitive prices, thanks to the collaboration with Tuwag Immobilien AG. Typically, laboratories are specifically adapted to suit the needs of the future user.
Optimizing the chances on success for the individual grow
companies is the primary goal of all activities.

The Ark

grow Gründerorganisation

c/o CimArk, Rte du Rawyl 47, CH-1950 Sion

Einsiedlerstrasse 29, CH-8820 Wädenswil

Internet

www.theark.ch

Internet

www.grow-waedenswil.ch

Mission statement

The Ark Foundation provides practical
assistance to help enterprises
increase their competitiveness.

Mission statement

Grow Waedenswil helps you to
realise your business idea. Grow
offers support and coaching,
affordable offices and labspace,
financial support in form of loans
and access to experts and start-up
Networks.

Number of employees

3

Contacts
Paul-André Vogel
Coach CTI
+41 27 606 88 60
pandre.vogel@cimark.ch

Contacts
Prof. Dr. Dolf van Loon
CEO
+41 44 680 16 37
dolf.van.loon@grow-waedenswil.ch
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Basecamp

A new start-up incubator for
hightech launched in “Espace M“
BaseCamp4HighTech is a public private partnership to
boost hightech startups with an innovative business idea
and good market potential.
The Berne Economic Development Agency, the University of
Berne and the University of Applied Science of Berne launched in
2012 BaseCamp4HighTech (BC4HT), a new incubator to help hightech startups in the region of “Espace Mittelland“.
The success of startups can be very much accelerated by
a well functioning local ecosystem, supporting startups with a
network of experienced mentors, with resources such as office
space, laboratories and qualified human capital and with the necessary financing. BaseCamp4HighTech uniquely supports high
potentials to successfully start and grow their businesses, of-

BaseCamp4HighTech
c/o innoBE AG, Wankdorffeldstrasse 102, Postfach 261,
CH-3000 Bern 22
Internet

www.bc4ht.com

Mission statement

BaseCamp4HighTech wants to
initiate a unique ecosystem to boost
hightech startups in the “Espace
Mittelland”. This will feature fast and
efficient processes and outstanding
services for high potentials and will
take off through a clever networking
with the industry.

fering a tailor made startup coaching, a network for all stages
of financing and appropriate workspace around “Espace Mittelland”. Through an active local partner network BaseCamp4HighTech also interlinks startups with key service providers such as
law firms, accounting offices, marketing agencies, banks & investors and with key industries such as Telecom, IT, Engineering, Health and Food. To further encourag0e potential startup entrepreneurs to start their own business we also plan a series of
events around the “Espace Mittelland” providing networking, inspiration and practical advice.
If you have a good and innovative idea and you want to take
this idea to business please call us up on info@bc4ht.com or +41
31 335 62 62.

Contacts
Dr. Urs Guggenbühl
CEO
+41 79 401 37 20
urs.guggenbuehl@bc4ht.com
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Centro Promozione Start-up (CP Start-up)

Turn an innovative idea or project
into an entrepreneurial activity
The Start-up Promotion Center (CP Start-up) aims to support
Swiss and foreign graduates who have the intention to start a
business in Ticino, by offering them the access to a free coaching
program. In a first stage, the CP Start-up helps them to clearly define their business project and to verify its technical and commercial feasibility. Successful projects receive then further support in
the business plan preparation.
More in detail, the Center supports the potential new entrepreneur in the following phases:
1. Project conception
2. Business Model and Business Plan preparation and analysis
3. Project launch
4. Project realization
5. Project consolidation and development

Centro Promozione Start-up
via Maderno 24, CH-6900 Lugano
Internet

www.cpstartup.ch

Mission statement

The Start-up Promotion Center
assists people or teams intending
to turn an innovative idea or project
into an entrepreneurial activity, by
supporting them in the conception
and development of their own
project. CP Start-up is the strategic
partner of CTI Start-up in Ticino.

Number of employees

4

The Start-up Promotion Center supplies its services both directly,
by means of direct consultancy to potential new entrepreneurs,
and as an intermediary between them and the centers of expertise which can address the technical, management and financial
questions arising from the analysis and deepening of the proposed idea or project.
The CP Start-up also offers the opportunity to access to its Incubator, that is an ideal complement to the coaching program. In
fact, it strengthens support for the creation of new enterprises
by hosting them and giving them access to all the infrastructure,
connections and assistance that are essential for the success of
each individual entrepreneurial project.

Contacts
Roberto Poretti
Coordinator
+41 79 620 92 50
poretti@cpstartup.ch
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Eidg. Stiftung zur Förderung Schweizerischer Volkswirtschaft durch wissenschaftliche Forschung

Today‘s Swiss technology start-ups
create tomorrow‘s jobs!
The Volkswirtschaftstiftung is a long-established Swiss Foundation granting financial assistance to technology start-ups spun out
of Universities and Research Institutions in Switzerland. Each year
we support 4 to 6 promising start-ups with interest free loans as
seed financing. Our Board of Trustees is composed of well respected individuals from government, industry, academia, other
foundations as well as successful entrepreneurs.
In order to be considered for a loan from the Volkswirtschaftstiftung the venture must meet three key criteria:

Eidg. Stiftung zur Förderung Schweiz. Volks
wirtschaft durch wissenschaftliche Forschung
c/o Bodmer & Partner Consultants AG, Mühlebachstr. 14
CH-8008 Zürich
Internet

www.volkswirtschaft-stiftung.ch

Mission statement

We provide Swiss start-ups,
commercializing a technology
developed at Swiss educational and
research institutions, with early stage
seed financing.

Number of employees

4

1. A technology transfer out of academia into the market must
take place
2. The venture must be based on a newly founded start up company
3. A viable and well thought through business plan must be presented
Twice a year, in June and November, we judge the submitted cases on their merits and pass decision on granting the sought after loan.

Contacts
Philip Bodmer
President
+41 43 355 04 04
philip.bodmer@bodmerconsultants.ch

Eidgenössische Stiftung zur Förderung
Schweizerischer Volkswirtschaft durch
wissenschaftliche Forschung
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Investor Profiles

Content

In this section we present portraits of domestic and international
venture capital investors and business angel networks.
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All oft them are members of CTI Invest, the leading Swiss financing platform, which regularly organizes match-making but also
networking events for Swiss high-tech companies and the investor members.
Today, CTI Invest has more than 80 members, most oft them
are profiled here, with the exception of some industrial partners
and individual investors (business angels) not portrayed for privacy reasons.
More information about CTI Invest, its members and events can
be found here: www.cti-invest.ch
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A3 Angels
Aargauische Kantonalbank
ABB Switzerland
ACTON Capital Partners
Affentranger Associates
Agire Invest
Aravis SA
Aster Capital
b-to-v Partners AG
BioMedPartners
BioValley Business Angel Club BioBAC
BlueOcean Ventures
Business Angels Switzerland (BAS)
c-crowd AG
Clariant International Ltd.
Creapole SA
Creathor Venture
Debiopharm Investment
Dow Europe
Earlybird
Eclosion
Emerald Technology Ventures
EVA – the Basel live sciences start-up agency
FITEC
Fondation FIT
Fongit Seed Invest SA
Go Beyond Investing
Google Switzerland
Healthcapital
High-Tech Gründerfonds
IBM Switzerland
Initiative Capital Romandie (ICR)
Innovationfund of the Schwyzer Kantonalbank
investiere | Verve Capital Partners AG
Johnson & Johnson Development Corp. (JJDC)
Mountain Club AG
National Instruments
Nobel Biocare Services AG
Novartis Venture Funds
Onelife Advisors SA
paprico ag
Polytech Ventures
Redalpine Venture Partners
Ringier Digital AG
SBB AG
SHS Gesellschaft
für Beteiligungsmanagement mbH
StartAngels Network
Stiftung für Technologische Innovation (STI)
SVC AG für KMU Risikokapital
Swisscom Ventures
Tamedia AG
Target Partners
Venionaire Capital
Verium AG
Versant Ventures
VI Partners AG
Wellington Partners
Zeeder
Zühlke Ventures AG
Zürcher Kantonalbank
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Welcome to

Swiss Private Equity & Corporate Finance Association
Schweizerische Vereinigung für Unternehmensfinanzierung
Association Suisse des Investisseurs en Capital et de Financement

-

Professional Networking
Events & Conferences
Research & Statistics
Working Groups
Publications
eNewsletter
Lobbying
Website

Swiss Private Equity & Corporate Finance Association
T: +41 41 724 65 75
Grafenauweg 10 / P.O. Box 4332
F: +41 41 724 65 50
CH-6304 Zug
info@seca.ch / www.seca.ch

www.seca.ch z info@seca.ch
Grafenauweg 10, CH-6304 Zug
+41 41 757 67 77
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Claude Florin
President

A3 Angels
EPFL Rolex Center, CP 122
CH-1015 Lausanne
Phone +41 22 366 10 00
www.a3angels.ch
Active since 2008
Volume range (in CHF) 50.000  – 200.000
Industry sectors
Medtech, ICT, Micro- & Nanotechnology,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest investments
Abionic, Antlia, Akselos, Azbooka,
Fastree3D, Lemoptix, Sophia Genetics,
Scientific Visual, Vivamea

Rudolf Dellenbach
Direktionspräsident

Aargauische Kantonalbank
Bahnhofplatz 1, CH-5001 Aarau
Phone +41 62 835 75 92
www.akb.ch
Active since 2008
Volume range (in CHF) max. 0,5 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, ICT, Micro- &
Nanotechnology, Cleantech, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest investments
greenTEG, Credentis, attolight, pearltec,
BioVersys, yourehab, Creoptix

The Business Angels and Men
toring Club on EPFL campus
A3 Angels was founded in 2008
under the auspices of the Alumni Association from Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL). We have since then
supported over 35 start-ups and
executed 10 investments. The
Seed Night at EPFL Rolex Learning
Center is the largest seed start-up
event in Suisse Romande.
A3 Angels has received 60 members, mostly EPFL alumni, with strong
motivation and career accomplishments. This allows us to contribute
mentoring services and seed investments. We have regular collaboration
with EPFL, CTI startup program and
Venturelab. Since 2009 we have regular exchanges with MIT Venture Mentoring Service and several other campuses.

A3 Angels contributed to raise 10
MCHF seed money syndicated with
regional business angel networks.
A3 Angels sponsors deal flow, due
diligence, investment administration
and education. We help new investors
to pool smaller investments under fiduciary representation by a lead shareholder. From 100 applications we invited 50 companies and performed 100
hours of screening and due diligence.
A3 Angels unique offering is mentoring teams who assist young entrepreneurs by volunteering their experience. Over 800 hours of mentoring will
be delivered in 2013.
In 2012 we organized 2 investor
education sessions and initiated the
Swiss Business Angel Days program.
In 2013 our Seed Night attracted 300
participants and featured 25 startups.

Anchor for Aargau start-ups
A fund backed by the regional Aargauische Kantonalbank aims to
help promising entrepreneurs to
achieve their dreams. Capital is
available for companies in any
economic sector, and even beyond
cantonal frontiers to neighboring
regions.
The publicly held Aargauische Kantonalbank (AKB) offers a plethora of services dedicated to freshman companies,
ranging from external training courses
to hands-on help in writing business
plans.
Besides this, AKB has founded an
Argovia branch of business angels
formed by regional investors interested in investing new technological startups. Aargauische Kantonalbank is the

primary sponsor of Technopark@Aargau. The facilities provide the kind of
hardware and support young companies need.
AKB owns a specific risk fund for
investments in technologically high
standing start-up companies whose
business models allow a high scalability. Recently this fund has been increased to CHF 10m in connection
with the high tech strategy of Canton
of Aargau.
AKB invests via loans, equity and
various types of mezzanine capital. The
main driver of all investment decisions
made is the support of the local economy. Close collaborations exist with the
very active FHNW.
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Marc Suter
Business Development
ABB Switzerland

ABB Switzerland
Brown Boveri Strasse 6, CH-5400 Baden
www.abb.com
Active since 1891
Industry sectors
ICT, Cleantech, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Global

ABB Switzerland
ABB is a global leader in power
and automation technologies that
enable utility and industry customers to improve their performance while lowering environmental impact. A major portion
of ABB’s business is related to energy-efficient products or services that help customers save energy, therefore reducing costs and
greenhouse gas emissions.
ABB operates in around 100 countries.
Within the ABB Group, ABB Switzerland has global responsibility for many
products and systems, such as power
electronic systems, medium voltage

Frank Seehaus
Managing Partner

ACTON Capital Partners
Widenmayerstrasse 29
D-80538 Munich
Phone +49 89 24 21 88 70
www.actoncapital.de
Active since 1999
Volume range (in CHF) 5 – 25 mio.
Industry sectors
ICT/Internet
Regional focus
Europe
Latest three investments
Momox, Frontlineshop, Mytheresa
Latest three exits
Zooplus (IPO), Abebooks, Holidaycheck

drives, turbochargers, power semiconductors, gasinsulated switchgear, traction transformers for railways or generator circuit breakers.
ABB’s success has been driven particularly by a strong focus on customers and on research and development,
the latter supported by seven corporate research centers around the world
– one of them located in Switzerland.
The result has been a long track record
of innovation. A century of technological leadership has equipped ABB with
a broad portfolio of products and systems that will be called upon to build
and operate the smart grids of the 21st
century.

Investors in internet
Acton Capital Partners provides
growth capital for internet companies. Its current 150m fund is
focused primarily on consumerand SME facing businesses such
as media, e-commerce, online
marketplaces, and SME s ervices.
Acton invests worldwide, with
Europe as main focus.
Since 1999, the Acton team has been
a passionate investor into internet entrepreneurs: first as manager of Burda
Digital Ventures, the corporate VC of
Hubert Burda Media, and since 2008
as manager of a 150m growth equity
fund backed by over 30 international
private and institutional investors. With
investments in over 40 companies, the
team has a unique track record in consumer-oriented digital media, e-commerce and platform businesses. For-

mer and existing portfolio companies
include Abebooks, Ciao, Holidaycheck,
Elitepartner, and Zooplus.
Acton invests into entrepreneurs
that have established a successful
business based on internet and mobile
technologies, and still provide substantial growth potential. Acton seeks to
turn such companies into national and
international champions by supporting
growth and enhancing profitability, for
instance through international expansion, implementation of roll-out strategies, or acquisition of competitors.
Acton invests into companies that
are sizable enough to demonstrate the
growth potential and profitability of its
business model.
Envisaged deal sizes range from
CHF 5 to 25mn, for growth equity and
share purchase.
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Lukas André
Managing Partner

Affentranger Associates
Uraniastrasse 26, CH-8001 Zürich
Phone +41 44 575 28 28
www.aasa.com
Active since 2002
Volume range (in CHF) 1 – 10 mio.
Industry sectors
ICT, Micro- & Nanotechnology,
Cleantech, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland and surrounding countries
Latest three investments
SIRS-Lab, SELFRAG, inflaRx
Latest exit
Dunes

Lorenzo Leoni
Director

Agire Invest
Stabile Q2000, via Cantonale 2A,
CH-6928 Manno
Phone +41 91 610 27 10
www.agire.ch
Active since 2011
Volume range (in CH) 100.000 – 500.000
Industry sectors
All
Regional focus
Canton Ticino
Latest three investments
99 Technologies, LifeLike, CHLS, Hoosh

Value creation is our business
Affentranger Associates is a
business platform focused on
the theme of value creation with
its core competency in hands-on
management and the ambition
to achieve sustainable long term
returns through a symbiosis of
capital and labour investments.
Founded in 2002, Affentranger Associates is a value creation hub for companies in transition phase. We believe
that the congruence of leadership, financial commitment and day-to-day
management - this symbiosis of capital and labour - are necessary contributions to the creation of sustainable
corporate value. Affentranger Associates actively drives the value creation

process by defining and implementing a clear business strategy. To that
effect our team is a mix of personalities and skills in leadership, management, technology, production, marketing and finance, paired with hands-on
mindset and respecting highest professional and ethical standards.
We invest in companies with novel
technologies or products, a global market opportunity and the potential for exceptional growth. The focus is early or
later stage companies active in cleantech, technology or specific areas of biotech & life science that are based in
Switzerland and the surrounding countries. Prominent investments include
Dartfish, SELFRAG, InflaRx and forteq.

AGIRE, the innovation
agency of canton Ticino
AGIRE is a public/private initiative actively involved in transfer of
knowledge and technology, AGIRE
INVEST is a seed fund that finances innovative entrepreneurial
companies with high potential for
growth.
AGIRE is the Ticino innovation agency with the financing of Department
of Economy and Finance of Canton
Ticino, and the participation of Ticinobased universities (USI and SUPSI), the
local chamber of commerce, the industry association, the city of Lugano and
the regional agencies for economic development. AGIRE has the mission to
boost innovation in Ticino. Our main objective is to encourage the collaborations between universities and companies for the development of innovative
products.

Our fund, AGIRE INVEST, performs
early stage equity investments in companies based in Ticino, with a range of
100’000 – 500’000 CHF. We generally
take a lead position and act as active investors, with participation to the board
of directors. From start of operations
in late 2011, AGIRE has financed more
than 12 companies for a total of > 5M
CHF of direct investments and >10M
CHF co-investments from private investors and business angels. The mission of AGIRE INVEST is not to pursue
a strict financial return of investment,
but a “territorial” ROI, fostering the
creation of a new generation of innovative growth-oriented companies located in Ticino.
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Simon Nebel
Managing Partner

Aravis SA
Merkurstrasse 70, CH-8032 Zürich
Phone +41 43 499 20 00
www.aravis.ch
Active since 2001
Volume range (in CHF) 1 –  40 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech, Renewable Energy
Regional focus
Europe
Latest three investments
Ardin Management GmbH (Energy),
Morewind Holding AG (Energy),
RuiYi (Biotech)
Latest three exits
Powerwind Holding (Energy),
Omeros (Biotech), Evolva (Biotech)

Alexander Schlaepfer
Partner

Aster Capital
7, boulevard Malesherbes
F-75008 Paris
Phone +33 1 45 61 30 95
www.aster.com
Active since 2000
Volume range (in CHF) 0,5 to 5 mio.
Industry sectors
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech
Regional focus
Worldwide
Latest three investments
Optireno (FR), loxus (US), Avantium (NL)
Latest exits
CPower (US), Semisouth (US)

ARAVIS – creating value
Founded in 2001 and located in Zurich, Aravis is the first independent Swiss on-shore private equity
house. With a track record of investment in the renewable energy and life science spaces, Aravis
is currently managing more than a
quarter of a billion Swiss francs.
Aravis’ funds have a track record of success in the service of over 30 leading
investors including corporate, pension
funds, government funds, insurance
companies and family offices. Aravis
has a cumulative history of investments
in over 100 companies.
An established investor in renewable
energy, the Aravis ENERGY team have
demonstrated their ability to attract syndicate, structure and divest complex
projects producing close to 300 Giga
Watt hours in renewable energy.
With a long track record in life sciences and two life science investment

funds (ARAVIS Biotech I and ARAVIS
Biotech II), Aravis has held an early
stage stake in some of the more eyecatching Swiss life science companies
and has had over the years some notable exits through reverse takeover, IPO
or acquisition.
Aravis has a distinct and crafted approach to investment, taking a “hands
on” approach that balances between
finance, commercial assets and people. This approach transcends industry
sector and with years of collected experience and expertise, Aravis has established a comprehensive investment
platform that also incorporates accounting, regulatory and reporting expertise
specific to Switzerland but also more
widely. This means that Aravis is well
placed to manage external funds for clients and institutions as well as putting
together further internal funds focused
on current and new industry sectors.

Aster Capital
Early stage capital and business
partnerships with large
corporates in clean-energy,
mobility, smart infrastructure
and new materials.
Aster Capital is a Paris-based venture
capital firm with a new EUR 120m
Fund (Aster II) sponsored by Schneider
Electric, Alstom, Rhodia Solvay as well
as the European Investment Fund EIF.
We have a 10 year track record as
early-stage investors in technologies
and services that find application primarily along the energy value chain.
At Aster, we look for entrepreneurs
with a strong track record of building
companies and for technologies or service business models that give you a
sustainable competitive edge.

We will invest between EUR 0.5
to 5 million per portfolio company and
normally co-invest with other VC firms.
Our special value proposition is our
access to our corporate sponsors. Post
investment, we dedicate much time to
create business opportunities for our
portfolio companies with our investors.
We see these large groups as opportunity for your business to develop a new
potential application for your technology, to supply your product into a system or solution provided by them or as
your sales channel in markets where
you do not have own coverage.
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Florian Schweitzer
Partner

b-to-v Partners AG
Blumenaustrasse 36, CH-9000 St. Gallen
Phone +41 71 242 20 00
www.b-to-v.com
Active since 2000
Volume range (in CHF) 30 mio. p.a.
Industry sectors
Internet & mobile, medTech, cleanTech,
retail & services
Regional focus
German speaking Europe
Latest three investments
urbanara, service company,
mobile payment company
Latest three exits
trading company, zynga, nanda technologies

Gerhard Ries
General Partner

BioMedPartners
Elisabethenstrasse 23, CH-4051 Basel
Phone +41 61 270 35 35
www.biomedvc.com
Active since 2003
Volume range (in CHF) 1 – 10 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech
Regional focus
Europe
Latest three investments
Sequana Medical AG, imetric SA,
TRI Dental Implants Int. AG
Latest three exits
Esbatech, Evolva, Okairos

b-to-v: venture capital firm
and investor network
b-to-v is a venture capital firm investing the capital confide to its
funds in start-ups and fast-growing medium-sized companies.
b-to-v is also a service firm providing investment services and making direct investments available to
private investors, and the investors’/entrepreneurs’ qualities and
resources available for start-ups.
There are two key sources for (private)
start-up capital: business angels and
venture capital firms. b-to-v combines
the best aspects of both worlds and has
developed a unique value proposition to
both, investors and entrepreneurs.
We enable our members, the b-to-v
Investors and the Members of the b-tov Circle of Investors, to get access to bto-v’s generic dealflow of about 1’800
investment opportunities per year plus
the dealflow of the other members of
about 200 opportunities per year. And

we manage the entire investment process for our members (with the option
to be involved), i.e. preliminary screening, extended screening, deal negotiation and structuring, due diligence,
post-investment monitoring of portfolio companies, preparation of follow-on
rounds of funding and/or exit.
We give entrepreneurs access to
smart capital – and that is not just a
claim: We make the qualities of b-tov’s members and of b-to-v itself available to our portfolio companies. Our
members bring a unique set of entrepreneurial experience, network contacts, intelligence, creativity, and exit-know-how to the table. b-to-v itself
brings a track-record of more than 10
years VC investment experience and a
strong network in the venture capital/
private equity world to the table which
stems from more than 60 investments
and more than 200 rounds of funding.

BioMedPartners is a Swissbased venture capital company
BioMedPartners is a Swiss-based
venture capital company investing
in private start-up, early stage and
spin-off companies in the biotechnology, emerging pharmaceuticals, healthcare and medical technology sector in Switzerland and
neighboring European countries.
BioMedPartners offers an unique positioning:
yyExperienced team with multidisciplinary and complementary industry
know how and extensive operating

experience in biotech and pharmaceutical companies
yyWorld-class Scientific- and Business
Advisory Boards with special expertise in transforming basic research
into pharmaceutical products
yyPro-active lead investor approach in
cultivating promising young companies
yyHigh-quality deal flow through strong
networking within academia, industry and finance community.
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Peter E. Burckhardt
President

BioValley Business Angel Club
BioBAC
c/o EVA – the Basel start-up agency
Hochbergerstrasse 60c, CH-4057 Basel
Phone +41 61 283 84 85
www.biobac.ch
Active since 2007
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech
Regional focus
Worldwide

Emmanuel de Watteville
Founding Partner

BlueOcean Ventures
3, chemin du Pré-Fleuri
CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates/Geneva
Phone +41 22 552 30 06
www.blueocean-ventures.com
Active since 2007
Volume range (CHF) up to 2 mio.
per company
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest three investments
DistalMotion, Abionic, Viroblock

Where Business Angels and
Life Sciences start-ups meet
Bio Valley Business Angels Club
BioBAC gives start-ups in the area
of life sciences the opportunity
to pitch in front of a knowledgable audience interested in life sciences. For investors it is the ideal platform for carefully selected
presentations.
Founded in 2007, BioBAC is the only
BA-Club in Switzerland focussing exclusively on projects in life sciences
(biotech, platform technologies, MedTech, etc.). The club meets bimonthly
over lunch, usually the first Wednesday of the even months. The meetings

start with a presentation of general
interest followed by three pitches of
start-up companies in an early phase.
BioBAC acts as a platform. It unites
about 30 business angels. It doesn’t
perform due diligencies nor form syndicates.
In the past years about CHF 40 mio.
have been invested in 31 start-up companies.
There is no geographical focus for
projects, however, Swiss based companies have priority.
BioBAC is open to all interested persons, willing to invest in life sciences
projects in a very early phase.

BlueOcean Ventures:
investors & entrepreneurs
BLUEOCEAN VENTURES is
providing capital, operating and
value adding support (mentoring,
company management and
divestment experience, network,
negotiation support …) to
entrepreneurs in Switzerland.
BlueOcean Ventures has offices in
Geneva (Switzerland).

yyPrimary focus on Swiss high tech-

nology: medtech and sectors with
clear advantage for Switzterland
yyFocus on start-up/first stage investments with great potential and team
yyFirst round investment typically
250 – 500K Swiss Francs

yyPre-money

company value (first
round) typically 2 – 10M Swiss Francs
yyTotal investment up to 2M Swiss
Francs per company. BlueOcean will
act as co-investor or syndicator for
higher amounts.
Our Investors are primarly private individuals attracted by our deal-flow, selection process, the potential and reputation of Swiss-developed products
and family offices eager to benefit from
a high-return asset category in a saferthan-usual environment.
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Jan Fülscher
Director of BAS

Business Angels Switzerland
(BAS)
Anton Higi-Str. 20, CH-8046 Zürich
Phone +41 79 358 54 70
www.businessangels.ch
Active since 1997
Volume range (in CHF) 0.1 – 2.5 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Whole of Switzerland and Lake of
Constance Area (Southern Germany,
Western Austria, Liechtenstein)
Latest three investments
SMIXIN, DAHU, ABIONIC

Smart money
for smart innovators
The leading business angel club in
Switzerland:
yy30 Dinner Meetings per year
yyup to 70 start-up presentations
per year
yy70 members
yyattractive for newcomers to startup financing as well as experienced investors
BAS is the largest and most active business angel club in Switzerland. The association was founded in 1997. Its goal
is to present attractive investment opportunities to investors. BAS is active
in the German-speaking part of Switzerland, in the Romandie (the Frenchspeaking part) and in the Lake of Constance area. The 70 members can
participate at up to 30 Dinner Meetings
where start-ups are presented.

BAS is a market place where investors and start-ups meet. The association is not involved in the investments
and doesn’t charge any transaction
fees, finder fees, etc.
Investors interested in joining BAS
can participate at one or two dinner
meetings. If they like the unique atmosphere at our Dinner Meetings,
they can apply for a membership.
BAS does not require its members
to invest a specific minimum amount
but they are encouraged to participate
in due diligences and investments.
For further information about the
association, please consult www.businessangels.ch or contact the management.

Latest three exits
Snowpulse, Degradable Solutions, SVOX

Philipp Steinberger

c-crowd AG
Luegislandstrasse 150, 8051 Zurich
Phone +41 79 405 64 09
www.c-crowd.com
Active since 2011
Volume range (in CHF)
100.000–1.000.000
Industry sectors
ICT, Cleantech, Interdisciplinary,
Medtech
Regional focus
Equity based crowdfunding: Switzerland
c-crowd marketplace: International

A dedicated platform where
entrepreneurs and investors meet
On c-crowd.com, every entrepreneur has the opportunity to present himself/herself to potential
investors and raise capital either
via equity-based crowdfunding or
the c-crowd marketplace.
c-crowd is Switzerland’s leading online
platform bringing together entrepreneurs and investors. It supports entrepreneurs to raise capital with the following possibilities:
yyEquity based crowdfunding for
Swiss limited companies (AG/SA)

who wish to raise money from various investors who not only support
“their” company with capital, but
also by becoming clients, marketing
ambassadors and multipliers.
yyThe c-crowd marketplace is the ideal place for all entrepreneurs (Swiss
or international) who either cannot
or do not wish to raise money via
equity based crowdfunding, giving
them the opportunity to present
themselves to and initate direct contact with potential investors.
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Martin Winter
Senior Manager Corporate
New Business Development

Clariant International Ltd.
Rothausstrasse 61
CH-4132 Muttenz 1
Phone +41 61 469 51 11
www.clariant.com
Active since 1995
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Micro- &
Nanotechnology, Cleantech,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Worldwide

Daniel Rüegg
Dep. Management

Creapole SA
Route de Moutier 109
CH-2800 Delémont
Phone +41 32 420 37 40
www.creapole.ch
Active since 2007
Industry sectors
Medtech, ICT, Micro- & Nanotechnology,
Cleantech, Interdisciplinary, SF start-up
Regional focus
Jura and jura region
Latest three investments
Geosatis SA, Helvedis SA, Perfusal Sàrl

Backing investment
with know-how
Clariant backs investment with
know-how for innovative start-ups
committed to a sustainable future.
As one of the world’s leading specialty
chemical companies, Clariant contributes to value creation with innovative
and sustainable solutions for customers from many industries. Our portfolio is designed to meet very specific
needs with as much precision as possible. At the same time, our research
and development is focused on addressing the key trends of our time.
These include energy efficiency, renewable raw materials, emission-free
mobility, and conserving finite resources. Our business units are divided into

four Business Areas: Care Chemicals,
Natural Resources, Catalysis & Energy
and Plastics & Coatings.
Clariant offers solid, global expertise
as a leading technology partner in the
chemical world. It is this expert knowledge of related chemistry and chemical
technology issues, and understanding
and access to downstream markets
that makes Clariant a stand-out partner
for start-ups looking for more than just
financial backing. Specialized support
functions, such as intellectual property management (patents), up-scaling
and piloting of chemical processes, and
supply of raw materials, add to its support capabilities.

Connecting ideas
Center of innovation and start-up
creation from the Canton of Jura.
Creapole promotes the diversification
of the economic fabric in Jura, by supporting primarily projects for business
creation but also businesses already
established and that wish to develop
an innovation within their production
process.
While we are able to support projects in all kinds of economic activity,

we have developed particular skills in
sectors with strong economic potential such as medical technology, microtechnology and information and communications technology (ICT).
Creapole is working in partnership with a seed financing foundation
(named FITEC) to help innovative startup bridge the “valley of death”, alongside other seed investors.
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Gert Köhler
CEO

Creathor Venture
Schipfe 2
CH-8001 Zurich
Phone +41 44 271 13 58
www.creathor.ch
Active since 2003
Volume range (in CHF) 0,5 – 10 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Europe, Nordic Region
Latest three investments
BitBar, Chundsell Medicals, Toroleo
Latest three exits
Jaron, Doodle, Living online

Alexandra Le Coz Sanchez
Associate Director,
Private Equity Department

Debiopharm Investment
Chemin Messidor 5-7, CH-1002 Lausanne
Phone +41 21 331 29 30
www.debiopharm.com/about-us/debio
pharm-group/debiopharm-investment-sa.
html
Active since 2011
Volume range (in CHF)
100.000–2.000.000
Industry sectors
ICT, Cleantech, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland, Neighboring France
Latest investments
Smallrivers (Paper.li), Key Lemon, Skiioo
Latest exits
Tweasy

Quarter century quarterback
Dr. Gert Köhler has been active
venture capitalist for 28 years.
Before founding its current
company CREATHOR VENTURE
he was managing director of
3i Europe PLC and founder
and managing director of
Technologieholding.
As a leading European Venture Capital
firm, Creathor Venture invests in technology-oriented companies and entrepreneurs. The focus is particulary on
mobile, e-, m-, s-commerce, media,
cloud, life science, mobile health and
diagnostics. Regional focus is on Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Scandinavia. The current portfolio of more
than 30 companies is actively supported in development, growth and internationalization by our team of 15 staff.

The management team of Creathor
Venture consists of the founder of the
former Technologieholding VC GmbH,
Dr Gert Köhler as well as Ingo Franz,
Cédric Köhler and Karlheinz Schmelig.
The team has built more than 200 technology companies successfully, conducted more than 20 international IPOs
and has achieved exceptional returns
for fund investors and the financed entrepreneurs in the past.
Creathor Venture manages funds of
more than CHF 221 million (USD 240
mio) and currently has four Offices in
Germany (near Frankfurt & Munich), in
Zurich and in Stockholm.
As the largest investor in Creathor
the management underlines its entrepreneurial orientation.

An entrepreneurial experience
for innovative start-ups
The mission of Debiopharm Investment SA is to diversify investments made by Debiopharm
Group, a Swiss-based global biopharmaceutical group. This diversification occurs particularly with
the Private Equity branch taking
minority stakes in innovative IT,
Cleantech and ‘Services for Individuals’ startups.
Buoyed by the strong entrepreneurial
spirit of the owners, the Private Equity
activity is currently developed via direct
equity funding in companies not related to the core business in order to enhance investment diversification.
When evaluating investment opportunities, firstly the team and its project
are considered.

The investment philosophy entails:

yyMinority participation (up to 25% of
the capital).

yyLong term investment, without ho-

rizon output preset but in respect of
certain conditions (Strategy, Business Plan, Milestones).
yyActive mode: through a presence
in the Board of Directors and an involvement in the monitoring of the
business.
yySpirit of partnership focusing on exchange, dialogue and experience
sharing.
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Mark Felix
Investment Manager

Dow Europe
Bachtobelstrasse 3, 8810 Horgen
Phone +41 44 728 28 36
www.dow.com/venture
Active since 1993
Volume range up to $ 25 mio.
Industry sectors
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech
Regional focus
Worldwide
Latest three investments

Global corporate strategic
investment partner
Dow is a science and technology
company with an industry-leading
portfolio of specialty chemical,
advanced materials, agrosciences & plastics businesses delivering products & solutions into high
growth sectors such as electronics, water, energy, coatings & agriculture with annual sales of
US$60 B.
Dow Venture Capital invests in promising start-up companies in North America, Europe and Asia. We support our

portfolio with capital, technology, and
a global network of potential development partners. We are active in sustaining these companies throughout
their early critical years, from seed to
later stage investment.
Areas of interest include among
others, Cleantech, Materials, Water, &
Industrial biotechnology.
Dow Venture Capital is located in
company headquarters in Midland, MI;
in European headquarters in Zurich;
and in Gotemba, Japan.

Blade Dynamics, Stablcor, Synpromics

Latest exits
CFT

Christian Nagel
Partner

Earlybird
Münzstrasse 21,
D-10178 Berlin
Phone +49 30 46 72 47 00
www.earlybird.com
Active since 1997
Volume range (in Euro) 1 – 10 mio.
Industry sectors
ICT, Medtech
Regional focus
Europe
Latest three investments
THE Football App, Versus, EyeEm
Latest three exits
BridgeCo, Scoreloop, Bmeye

Earlybird
Earlybird is one of Europe’s leading venture capital technology investors investing in early stage
technology companies with a
large business perspective. With
over €650 million under management, Earlybird has achieved an
outstanding track record.
Established in 1997 Earlybird currently manages over €650 million ($800
million) in assets. We have backed
100 companies, some of which have
sparked significant innovations in business and technology and resulted in

large scale ($1bn+) IPOs and trade
sales. Earlybird backs European companies with global ambitions and our
active portfolio currently includes 27
companies across the consumer Internet and enterprise services space.
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Jesus Martin-Garcia
Director

Eclosion
14, ch des Aulx, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Phone +41 22 880 10 10
www.eclosion.com
Active since 2004
Volume range (in CHF) up to 10 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences
Regional focus
Lyon–Geneva–Berne area
Latest three investments
GeNeuro SA, GenKyoTex SA, Depgen SA

Philipp Hasler
Investment Director

Emerald Technology Ventures
Seefeldstrasse 125
CH-8008 Zürich
Phone +41 44 269 61 28
www.emerald-ventures.com

Transforming discoveries
into products
Eclosion offers solutions to transform academic discoveries into
products, from the bench to early
clinical trials.
Eclosion offers management support, financial resources and infrastructure solutions from proof-ofconcept to successful start-up.
Eclosion was created in 2004 to convert breakthrough academic discoveries into life-altering therapeutic products, economic value and jobs. Since
its inception, Eclosion selects promising projects and tests their potential
applications in Eclosion’s state-of-theart facilities. The hands-on validation of
early stage projects is an effective selection process, where Eclosion feder-

Cleantech investor
Emerald Technology Ventures is a
global leader in clean technology
venture capital. Founded in 2000,
Emerald has been a venture capital pioneer in the areas of energy,
water and materials.

Active since 2000
Volume range (in CHF) 2 – 10 mio.
Industry sectors
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech
Regional focus
Europe, North America, Israel
Latest three investments
Metgen (SF), TaKaDu (IL),
Azzurro Semiconductors (D)
Latest three exits
Agraquest, inge watertechnologies,
Ruggedcom

ates existing resources in the Lyon-Bern
area, the leading biotech cluster in continental Europe. The surrounding leading
academic and hospital centers provide
high-tech infrastructures and medical
expertise, while industrial companies
contribute their development insights.
The State of Geneva supports Eclosion’s facilities costs in Plan-les-Ouates.
Eclosion works in partnership with Eclosion2, an early-stage investment fund,
that provides seed capital to launch
promising companies and after a first
round, co-funds with industrial and other VC partners the subsequent development stages. Eclosion team brings
complementary entrepreneurial, scientific and financial experience and skills.

From offices in Zurich, Switzerland and
Toronto, Canada, Emerald manages
three venture capital funds and two
venture capital portfolio mandates totaling over EUR 340 million (USD 450
million). Our investors include leading
financial institutions, family offices and
multinational corporations.
We are committed to support energetic and passionate entrepreneurs
building world-class clean technology companies. The foundation of Em-

erald Technology Ventures is based on
our conviction that to be a successful
sector focused venture capital investor requires not only business and deal
transaction experience but significant
technical & market knowledge about
the sectors in which one invests. With
this principle in mind we have assembled a truly unique investment team.
Emerald manages one of the largest clean technology venture portfolios across Europe and North America
and has achieved outstanding returns
investing in AgraQuest (acquired by
Bayer CropScience), RuggedCom (TSX
and recently acquired by Siemens), Evergreen Solar (NASDAQ), Schmack Biogas (FSE), Pemeas and inge watertechnologies (both acquired by BASF).
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YOUR ANNUAL REPORT ONLINE
Save money with user- and eco-friendly online
company reports, provide additional information
and track user interests.

Call for a demonstration +41 44 250 47 25
or visit www.endurit.com/reports

endurit - the web application company
wilfriedstrasse 12, ch-8032 zurich
t +41 44 250 47 25
www.endurit.com, info@endurit.com

web engineering
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Peter E. Burckhardt
CEO

EVA – the Basel live sciences
start-up agency
Hochbergerstrasse 60c, CH-4057 Basel
Phone +41 61 283 84 85
www.eva-basel.ch
Active since 1996
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences,
Micro- & Nanotechnology
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest three investments
AOT AG, BioVersys AG, mininavident AG

Daniel Rüegg
Dep. Management

FITEC
c/o Creapole SA, Route de Moutier 109
CH-2800 Delémont
Phone +41 32 420 37 40
www.fitec.ch
Active since 2007
Industry sectors
Medtech, ICT, Micro- & Nanotechnology,
Cleantech, Interdisciplinary, SF start-up
Regional focus
Switzerland, Jura and jura region
Latest investments
Geosatis SA, Helvedis SA, Perfusal Sàrl

Enabler not investor
Located in the life science cluster
of the Greater Basel region,
EVA – the Basel life sciences startup agency was founded by the
Cantonal Banks of Basel-Stadt
and Basel Landschaft and two
visionary entrepreneurs. It helps
start-ups to be launched.
At a time when the life sciences industry consolidated, a coaching partner for start-ups seemed necessary.
EVA was founded in 1996 as a limited
company, supported by the two Cantonal banks as major shareholders. The
focus of EVA is on projects in life sciences who have their base in NW-Switzerland. The first contact is usually established in a very early phase. EVA
offers coaching and brings in its pres-

tigeous network to shape the company. Finally EVA can even provide seed
funding to a certain extent which is normally given for equity. Since 2010 EVA
has in addition the mandate to run the
BASEL INKUBATOR, a venture of the
University, the FHNW, the Canton BS,
and EVA to provide an affordable infrastructure and coaching to spin-offs of
the University and the FHNW. “EVA
the Basel life sciences startup agency” wants to express with its name,
that it is a key enabler for start-ups in
one of the world’s most important life
sciences cluster. EVA helped 27 companies to be formed and created over
250 jobs in the greater Basel area. 23
of the start-ups are still active, 9 are
still in EVA’s portfolio.

Fondation d’Implusion Technologique et Economique
FITEC works in collaboration with
Creapole SA and is in charge to
analyse, evaluate and select the
supported projects for the funding
of its activities.
To realize its objectives FITEC engages itself financially in the local start-ups
to contribute to their development and
to achieve their goals, helping with different options of funding. The choosen
projects contribute to the diversification of the economic fabric of the canton of Jura and presents significant innovation.
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Julien Guex
Secretary

Fondation FIT
avenue d’Ouchy 47 – case postale 315
CH-1001 Lausanne
Phone +41 21 613 35 35
www.fondation-fit.ch
Active since 1995
Volume range (in CHF) 4 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Western Switzerland
Latest three investments
Attolight, Dermosafe,
Advanced Sport Instrument

Pierre Strübin
Manager

Fongit Seed Invest SA
Chemin des Aulx 18
CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Phone +41 22 552 30 00
www.fongitseedinvest.ch
Active since 2005
Volume range
100 kCHF to 500 kCHF
Industry sectors
Medtech, ICT, Micro- & Nanotechnology,
Cleantech, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest three investments
Abionic SA, Creoptix AG,
Medimaps Group SA
Latest three exits
AutoDose SA, Acqiris SA, Suriasis SA

Foundation for the
technological innovation (FIT)
The Foundation pour l’Innovation
Technologique, or FIT, is supporting innovative projects showing technological and commercial
promise. FIT support is granted
to projects developed in collaboration with one of the Swiss academic institutions in the Swiss
Romande region. FIT makes a contribution to project funds, gives
access to resources at the PSE
The FIT mission is to help turning selected technology projects into successful enterprises
FIT will bridge the financing gap between institutional help such as, CTI
or Venture Kick and Venture Capital in
Western Switzerland.

The FIT gives start-up companies a
financial support in the form of longterm loans (100K – 500K) and supports
them at the same time with business
coaching measures also.
Technological innovations with a
promising economic potential and a
collaboration with a Western Switzerland university (EPFL, UNIL, HES-SO…)
can benefit from this support.
The FIT will consider projects in all
technological and life science sectors
provided opportunities are compatible
with the strategy and financial resources of FIT.
A dedicated selection process will
enable PSE coaches and FIT’s selection
committee to capture the most promising projects.

Seeding successful
high-tech start-ups
Fongit Seed Invest, FSI, is a leading Seed Money Fund for young
Swiss high-tech start-up companies. It provides smart seed money capital and it actively assists
and supports their venture by leveraging its strong network of partners and experts. Geographical
focus: Switzerland, in particular
region of Geneva and occasionally
in other parts of the country.
Fongit Seed Invest (FSI) targets earlystage, technology-driven companies
that are based in Geneva region. The
fund focuses especially on medtech,
ICT, cleantech and mechatronics, although it is not restricted to these industries. FSI is known throughout the
Swiss network of universities, venture
capitalists, business angels and spe-

cialized organizations, both in the private and public sector. FSI operates
as a lead investor exclusively in the
french-speaking part of Switzerland,
but also co-invests in other regions of
Switzerland. When FSI takes the role
of lead investor it requires that the ventures also enroll in a coaching program.
Office space and coaching are available
in the Fongit High-Tech Incubator. FSI
provide funding and due diligence to
smaller, early-stage investments that
are not regularly considered by venture
capitalists. Financing is usually done in
equity. Most of the invested capital
comes from previous successful exits.
In this way, FSI believes it can positively contribute to the local and national
economy by creating high value jobs
and economic growth.
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Brigitte Baumann
co-Founder & CEO

Go Beyond Investing
Technoparkstrasse 1, CH-8005 Zürich
www.go-beyond.biz
Active since 2005/06 Angel Investing
Academy & 2007 European Business Angel
Network & 2009 US presence
Volume range (in CHF)
300 – 700k for Business Angels
and up to 5 mio. for family offices
Industry sectors
Medtech, ICT, Cleantech, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Europe and US
Latest three investments
Arktis, Sensimed, Sensima
Latest exit
Charitic, Shadow Government

Patrick Warnking
Country Director

Google Switzerland
Brandschenkestrasse 110, CH-8002 Zurich
Phone +41 44 668 18 00
www.google.ch
Active since 1998
Industry sectors
ICT
Regional focus
Worldwide

Cross border early
stage investing
Go Beyond Investing enables novice to sophisticated investors to
build, manage and exit diversified
portfolios of direct investments in
young, fast growing companies.
Close to 200 angel investors are
members. Operating in Switzerland, France, the UK, Belgium, Italy, Malta and the US through Go
Beyond Network, its team is comprised of seasoned entrepreneurs
and general managers who are
now business angels.
Go Beyond Investing offers cross border investment opportunities, syndication, investment /pooling for tickets
starting at 5000CHF per deal/round,
due diligence, investment monitoring
services, and training and personalized investing/coaching to individual
investors, family offices, professional
groups/associations and corporations.

The training and coaching services
are open to entrepreneurs.as well as
investors. The curriculum is comprised
of an overview of early stage investing/
financing and 10 in depth modules. Go
Beyond’s landmark offer is its Investor
Groups, a one year program where 10
to 20 investors with the support of a
professional business angel, pool their
knowhow and money to evaluate, select and monitor investments. In addition to general Groups some are industry specific such as ICT, Healthcare and
Impact. Go Beyond offers personalised
venture services for families and corporations.
Go Beyond funds itself through fees
from investors and entrepreneurs. As
a company it is passionate about Sustainable Angel Investing, i.e. investing
in triple bottom line startups and Go Beyond’s group investing includes chapters with the focus on impact investing.

Google
Google is a global technology
leader focused on improving the
ways people connect with information. Google’s innovations in
web search and advertising have
made its website a top Internet
property and its brand one of the
most recognized in the world.

Google is a trademark of Google Inc.
All other company and product names
may be trademarks of the respective
companies with which they are associated.

IBM is looking for global entrepreneurs
to build a smarter planet.
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Whether you’re looking for a single point of contact
to technical expertise, or you need mentoring and
business development support to help grow your
company, IBM can help you make your business
smarter with IBM Global Entrepreneur. With access
to software, knowledgeable people and promotion
support, it’s like adding more people to your business
and extending the size and reach of your company.
Team with technology leaders to drive your
business forward.
Participate now:
ibm.com/isv/startup

IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, Smarter Planet and the planet icon are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. A current list of
IBM trademarks is available on the Web at www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml. © International Business Machines Corporation 2013.

130308_IBM_Ins_Entrepreneur_210x145_SP_e.indd 1
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TECHNOPARK® LuCERNE – THE PLACE TO GROw
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Jochen Gnädinger
Business Development
BSc. Eng./ MBA-HSG
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Davide C. Gai
Managing Director

Healthcapital
Via F. Pelli 2, CH-6900 Lugano
Phone +41 91 911 84 15
www.healthcapital.ch
Active since 2009
Volume range (in CHF) up to CHF 10 mio.
per investment
Industry sectors
Biotech, Medtech
Regional focus
Worldwide

Healthcapital
Healthcapital is the biotech investment and advisory company
of BSI Bank, which in turn belongs
to the Generali Insurance Group.
The company was founded in 2009, by
Davide Gai, with the scope of managing Generali’s and BSI’s investments
in the Biotech and Medtech sectors.
Since inception it has executed 4 investments for a total of roughly 30 million Swiss Francs.

The company’s focus areas are oncology, metabolic deseases, inflammation,
CNS, and Medtech. In order to reduce
risk, the Company tends to target later stage invetments with a rather short
(3 years) lag time between investment
and exit. Its focus is worldwide. More
information about Healthcapital can be
found at www.healthcapital.ch.

Latest three investments
SEP Pharma (GB), Globeimmune (US),
Visioncare (US)

Alex von Frankenberg
Managing Director

High-Tech Gründerfonds
Schlegelstrasse 2, D-53113 Bonn
Phone +49 228 823 00-102
www.htgf.de
Active since 2005
Volume range (in Euro) 0.5 mio. (initial
investment); 2 mio. max. per company
Industry sectors
all sectors
Regional focus
Germany and worldwide (companies
need subsidiary in Germany)
Latest three investments
exelonix GmbH, minubo GmbH,
Inventorum GmbH
Latest three exits
Windeln.de GmbH, tiramizoo GmbH,
Amedrix GmbH

Seed and speed
High-Tech Gruenderfonds invests
in young, high potential high-tech
start-ups. The seed financing provided is designed to enable startups to take an idea through prototyping and to market launch.
High-Tech Gruenderfonds invests in
young, high potential high-tech startups. The seed financing provided is designed to enable start-ups to take an
idea through prototyping and to market
launch. Typically, High-Tech Gruenderfonds invests EUR 500,000 in the seed
stage, with the potential for up to a total of EUR 2 million per portfolio com-

pany in follow-on financing. Investors in
this public/private partnership include
the Federal Ministry of Economics and
Technology, the KfW Banking Group,
as well as strategic corporate investors including ALTANA, BASF, B. Braun,
Robert Bosch, CEWE Color, Daimler,
Deutsche Post DHL, Deutsche Telekom, Evonik, Lanxess, media + more
venture Beteiligungs GmbH & Co. KG,
METRO, Qiagen, RWE Innogy, SAP,
Tengelmann and Carl Zeiss. High-Tech
Gruenderfonds has about EUR 573.5
million under management in two
funds (EUR 272 million HTGF I, EUR
301.5 million HTGF II).
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Siddhartha Arora

IBM Switzerland
IBM Innovation Center Zürich,
Vulkanstrasse 106, 8010 Zurich
www.ibm.com/isv/startup
Active since 2011
Industry sectors
Information & Communication Techology

IBM and IBM Global
Entrepreneur
IBM is looking for global entrepreneurs to build a smarter planet. Innovation is at the core of IBM’s
strategy. The company develops
and sells software and systems
hardware and a broad range of infrastructure, cloud and consulting
services.
Whether you’re looking for a single
point of contact to technical expertise,
or you need mentoring and business
development support to help grow
your company, IBM can help you make
your business smarter with IBM Global
Entrepreneur. With access to software,
knowledgeable people and promotion
support, it’s like adding more people to
your business and extending the size
and reach of your company. Team with
technology leaders to drive your business forward.

Regional focus
worldwide

Gabriel Gomez
Principal

Initiative Capital Romandie (ICR)
Boulevard de Grancy 1
CH-1006 Lausanne
Phone +41 21 614 34 44
www.definvest.com
Active since 2006
Volume range (in CHF) 0.2 – 1.5 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology
Regional focus
Romandie
Latest three investments
Aleva Neurotherapeutics, Anergis,
MyoPowers
Latest exits
Endosense, PicoDrill, HPL

IBM is a globally integrated technology and consulting company headquartered in Armonk, New York. With operations in more than 170 countries, IBM
attracts and retains some of the world’s
most talented people to help solve
problems and provide an edge for businesses, governments and non-profits.
Today, IBM is focused on four
growth initiatives – business analytics, cloud computing, growth markets
and Smarter Planet. IBMers are working with customers, business partners
and startups around the world to apply the company’s business consulting,
technology and R&D expertise to build
systems that enable dynamic and efficient organizations, better transportation, safer food, cleaner water and
healthier populations.
Participate now: ibm.com/isv/startup

Initiative for “seedlings”
Initiative Capital Romandie (ICR)
is one of five funds under management by DEFI Gestion SA, an advisory services provider for private equity funds. It operates in
both the buyout and venture capital sectors.
Initiative Capital Romandie (ICR) is a
typical local initiative. Four institutional investors, namely Banque Cantonale
Vaudoise (BCV), Retraites Populaires
Vie, Centre Patronal and Etablissement
Cantonal d’Assurances, wanted to support local start-ups by creating a network around existing academic centers, such as the EPFL, UNIL, CERN,
CHUV, and HUG, as well as incubators like the PSE, CSEM, Y-Parc, Eclosion and Biopôle. Within a short time,
a group of regular investors formed its

fi nancial basis. ICR now has 15.5 million CHF under management.
External management
Following a management buyout at the
end of September 2006, the share capital of DEFI Gestion SA is currently held
by its management, which is responsible for directing ICR. DEFI Gestion
has approximately 200 million CHF under management, including VDCapital
LP and DEFI EuroCap III, funds for the
buyout sector, while Initiative Capital
Romandie is the venture capital fund.
The regional banks and pensions funds
provide the support for ICR to kick-start
young regional enterprises. In French
its aim is “donner de l’engrais pour les
jeunes enterprises“, to provide enrichment to grow young companies.
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Markus Oswald
Managing Director

Innovationfund of the
Schwyzer Kantonalbank
Postfach 263, CH-6432 Schwyz
Phone +41 58 800 21 22
www.szkb.ch
Active since 2007
Volume range (in CHF) 300.000 – 2 mio.
Industry sectors
Medtech, ICT, Micro- & Nanotechnology
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest three investments
TrekkSoft AG, joiz AG, BoneArtis AG
Latest exits
BoneArtis AG, Doodle AG

Steffen Wagner
CEO

investiere |
Verve Capital Partners AG
Grafenaustrasse 9
CH-6300 Zug
Phone +41 44 380 29 35
www.investiere.ch
Active since 2010
Volume range (in CHF) 0.5 to 2.5 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest three investments
iMusician, DAHU, arviem

The doodler
With investments in companies
such as Doodle, Dacuda, joiz,
TrekkSoft or BoneArtis the
Innovationfund of the Schwyzer
Kantonalbank manages to be part
of some of the most compelling
entrepreneurial stories in
Switzerland.
The close cooperation with outstanding entrepreneurial teams is driving the
investment activity of the Innovationfund. Actively supporting and challenging the entrepreneurs on their path to
growth and profit, the Innovationfund
is not only facing but also taking the
risk of investing at an early stage of
the corporate development. Launched

in 2007 the Innovationfund was funded with CHF 20 Mio. by the Schwyzer
Kantonalbank and acts independently
from the Bank. An entrepreneurial and
experienced Investment Board underlines and supports this independence.
Investment highlights so far include
the compelling growth – and exit – of
the scheduling service Doodle, the international market expansion of Dacuda’s Scanner Mouse, the FDA approval and international partnering of
BoneArtis’ bone substitute technology
and the expansion of social TV joiz to
Germany. All investments performed
so far managed to attract other venture investors.

Democratizing
venture capital
investiere is a community of about
3’000 top investors and industry
experts focused on startup companies, as well as being one of
Europe’s leading online startup
investment platforms.
Since 2010, about 20 outstanding startups have used investiere to raise funds
from private investors who bring relevant industry expertise and networks.
Using the platform, the community itself identifies the most promising investment opportunities which are then
further reviewed by experts from the

relevant industry. A final selection is
made by the investiere team and its
partners after a careful due diligence.
After an initial approval, investors can
directly choose a specific startup and
become a shareholder with all voting
and property rights provided by the
law. investiere systematically combines private investors with selected
lead investors as well as institutional
co-investors. investiere is operated by
Verve Capital Partners AG with domicile Switzerland.
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Johnson & Johnson
Development Corporation (JJDC)
Johnson & Johnson
Development Corp. (JJDC)
1 Chapel Place, W1G 0GB London
www.jjdevcorp.com
Active since 1973
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences
Regional focus
Investors are based in California, Boston,
Israel, London but focus is global

Peter E. Braun
CEO Mountain Club AG

Mountain Club AG
Poststrasse 17, CH-9001 St. Gallen
Phone +41 78 776 84 92
www.mountain-club.ag
Active since 2010
Volume range (in CHF) 0.2 – 20 mio.
Industry sectors
all
Regional focus
Worldwide
Latest three investments
OTI Greentech AG, Identive Group, Inc.,
Schutzklick by simplesurance GmbH
Latest three exits
IKV++ technologies AG

Johnson & Johnson Development Corporation (JJDC) is the venture capital
subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson, with
investment activity in the medical device, diagnostic, pharmaceutical, and
consumer health areas. Our goal is
to create opportunities that meet the
strategic needs of our growing operating affiliates while providing visibility to innovative emerging technology, businesses and business models.
JJDC measures the success of an investment’s performance not only in financial returns, but also in the viability
of providing strategic growth opportunities for the Johnson & Johnson Fam-

ily of Companies. JJDC is interested
in opportunities that address significant unmet medical needs, have clear
competitive advantages, IP protection, an executable clinical and commercialization plan, and are led by experienced management. JJDC invests
in companies across the continuum
from early stage seed investments to
the advanced stages of series venture
management. Our investment teams
are based predominantly in Johnson
& Johnson Innovation’s four regional
centers in Boston, California, London,
and Shanghai. For more information,
please visit http://jjdevcorp.com.

Heaven for Business Angels
Mountain Club provides alternative investment opportunities to
a selected circle of private investors.
Mountain Club is the center of a selected circle of business angels, mainly private investors and high net worth
individuals with an entrepreneurial
background.
As investment professionals with a
proven track record we are composers
of exclusive club deals.
We offer our members a range of
selected and quality-assessed investment opportunities in companies of
various sizes and from all relevant industries providing the chance to build
and expand a diversified investment
portfolio.

Our online platform awarded as
“Breakthrough Tool of the Year 2012”
by European Business Angel Network
(EBAN) sets new standards in private equity transactions, granting club
members access to our qualified deal
flow.
Besides exclusive “members-only events”, Mountain Club hosts highclass public events for investors and
business angels such as the “Investors’ Summit” or the “Entrepreneurs
Day” throughout the year.
Mountain Club. For your investment,
your network, your responsibility and
for your commitment. Exclusive and
upon personal recommendation only.
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Christian Moser
Managing Director

National Instruments
Sonnenbergstrasse 53, 5408 Ennetbaden
Phone +41 56 200 51 51
www.switzerland.ni.com/startup
Active since 2011
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland, Europe
Latest three investments
Thelkin, Qualysense, Skope MR
Technologies, Ability, UrbanFarmers,
Fluxim
Latest three exits
Nanotion

Emmanuel B. de Haller

Nobel Biocare Services AG
Balz-Zimmermann-Strasse 7, 8302 Kloten
Phone +41 43 211 42 00
www.nobelbiocare.com
Active since 1981
Industry sectors
Medtech
Regional focus
Worldwide

NI Swiss Startup Program
National Instruments (NI) is committed to your success. For more
than 30 years, NI has helped engineers and scientists develop new
applications, processes and products in a better way. Better means
faster and more flexible at a lower
overall cost.
NI has vast experience in supporting
startups from the initial idea to the final product. The “NI Swiss Startup Program” (http://switzerland.ni.com/startup) supplies the basis for the success
of innovative startup firms by providing access to graphical system design
tools, technical training and coaching,
and an industry-proven hardware platform.

Most innovative break-throughs in
science and technology have been developed by small, entrepreneurial technology companies.
To foster their efforts, National Instruments Switzerland introduced a
program designed to provide significant sponsorship for Swiss companies
planning to use National Instruments
technology (Graphical System Design)
to develop their complex industrial or
scientific systems. The goal of this program is to accelerate the competitive
market readiness for those companies
and therefore increase their chance of
success and fast market adoption.

Pioneer in innovative implant
based dental restorations
Nobel Biocare is a world leader
in the field of innovative implantbased dental restorations. The
company’s portfolio offers solutions from single tooth to fully
edentulous indications with dental implant systems, biomaterials,
a comprehensive range of highprecision individualized prosthetics and digital dentistry solutions.
Nobel Biocare a world leader in the
field of innovative implant-based dental restorations. The company’s portfolio offers solutions from single tooth
to fully edentulous indications with
dental implant systems (including key
brands NobelActive®, Brånemark System® and NobelReplace®), biomaterials, a comprehensive range of highprecision individualized prosthetics and
CAD/CAM systems (NobelProcera®)

and diagnostics, treatment planning
and guided surgery solutions (NobelClinician™ and NobelGuide®). Nobel Biocare supports its customers through
all phases of professional development, offering world-class training and
education along with practice support
and patient information materials. The
company is headquartered in Zurich,
Switzerland, currently employs approximately 2,500 employees worldwide
and recorded revenue of EUR 580.5
million in 2012. Production takes place
at seven sites located in Canada, Israel,
Japan, Sweden, and the United States.
Products and services are available in
over 80 countries through subsidiaries
and distributors.
The shares of the parent company
Nobel Biocare Holding AG are listed at
the SIX SIX Swiss Exchange.

N OVA R T I S
VENTURE FUNDS
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Investing in innovative
life science concepts
for patient benefit creating
attractive returns
for entrepreneurs and
investors.

www.venturefund.novartis.com
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Reinhard Ambros
Executive Director – Head
Novartis Venture Funds

Novartis Venture Funds
Forum 1, CH-4002 Basel
Phone +41 61 324 32 67
www.venturefund.novartis.com
Active since 1996
Volume range (in CHF) 100.000 – 20 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech
Regional focus
North America, Western Europe, Asia
Latest three investments
Gensight, Intersection Medical, eFFECTOR
Latest three exits
Okairos, LigoCyte, Avila

Enrico Braglia
CEO

Onelife Advisors SA
Via Cantonale 1, CH-6900 Lugano
Phone +41 91 924 24 00
www.onelife.ch
Active since 2006
Volume range (in Euro) 3 – 5 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech
Regional focus
Europe
Latest investment
HeiQ, Elmove, APR Pharma, Arktis

Innovation, patient benefit,
superior returns
The Novartis Venture Funds developed into the largest corporate biotechnology Venture Fund world
wide. We manage about USD 800
mio and are invested in more then
50 companies in therapeutics, diagnostics and devices.
We invest in innovations which are strategic to the overall healthcare industry.
We are operating as a financially driven corporate life science investor offering support to those companies which
have the potential to lead the next innovation wave and explore new business areas that will be critical to patient
care. The broad and deep experience of
the fund management team will contribute to the success of our portfolio companies. We take an active role
in supporting our companies by having board representation and actively
working with the management teams.

Our primary focus is on the development of novel therapeutics and platforms for human health. We broaden
the therapeutics focus with investments in medical devices but also diagnostics or drug delivery systems. In our
investments we look for unmet need
and clinical impact, novel proprietary
science and understanding of mechanism, management and board experience and capital efficiency. We prefer
to have the initial investment at an earlier stage to build the company and follow with additional investment in line
with the company’s progress. As the
transition from academic research to
company formation is particularly difficult from a financial perspective, we intend to support such early ideas with
the plan to form companies if the “experimental phase” is successful.

A new approach to
investments
Onelife is an iadvisory company
offering services to companies,
financial institutions and family
offices.
Onelife unique virtual network of highly experienced adviosors is able to improve handling of complex projects.
Onelife advises several funds and
in particular: Prospera Senectute Fund
– SICAV-SIF, investing in public Lifescience companies and Bright Technolo-

gies Fund investing in high technology
private companies.
Onelife vision, team and company
culture together with unique handson approach and real experience in the
industry has demonstrated strong investment optimization for its clients.
Onelife also manage in-out licensing
projects, M&D, Strategic Advisory and
is involved in several professional and
no profit International (Swissbiotech,
UN-PRI, CTI, SECA etc.).
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Peter Letter
Managing Partner

paprico ag
Zugerstrasse 8a
CH-6340 Baar/Zug
Phone +41 43 344 38 00
www.paprico.ch
Active since 2000
Volume range (in CH) 1 – 20 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland, Germany, Austria
Latest three investments
Sensimed, Silentsoft, Swiss Medical
Solution

paprico – partners for
private capital & companies
paprico ag is a specialist for direct
investments in companies in the
private equity and venture capital markets in Switzerland and the
German-speaking region. We excel at providing an individualized
and tailor-made range of services to entrepreneurs, family offices and to private and institutional investors.
Investment in private companies:
We develop investment opportunities
for investors in the attractive segment
of direct investments in companies. We
focus on growth companies and established niche players in the segment with
sales of up to about CHF 200 million in
Switzerland and Germany.

Private equity advisory:
We provide support to investors in
building up, structuring and developing
new or existing entrepreneurial direct
investments and private equity portfolios. We regard active management
and a systematic exit plan as key success factors.
Capital for companies:
We provide entrepreneurs and companies with tailor-made solutions for
financing growth strategies and business successions using equity or equity-related financing.

Latest three exits
3S Industries AG, Swiss Medical Slution,
SAF

Davide Mauri
VP Medical Technologies

Polytech Ventures
c/o Parc Scientifique EPFL
CH-1015 Lausanne
Phone +41 21 693 92 10
www.eurofinventures.com
Active since 2008
Volume range (in CHF) 0.5 – 2 mio.
Industry sectors
Medtech, ICT, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest three investments
Abionic, NetGuardians, BeamExpress
Latest exit
Picodrill

Seed / early stage investor
Polytech Ventures & Cie SCPC is a technology seed fund launched by
several parties close to the EPFL. The fund invests primarily into earlystage technology companies located in Western Switzerland.
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Michael Sidler
General Partner

Redalpine Venture Partners
Pfingstweidstrasse 60, CH-8005 Zurich
Phone +41 44 271 15 30
www.redalpine.com
Active since 2007
Volume range (in CHF) 0.2 – 5 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, ICT,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Europe
Latest three investments
TrekkSoft, BonaYou, Onsite Lab/MedMira
Latest three exits
Trigami to eBuzzing, Quevita to Migros,
Triphunter to Brands4friends/Ebay

René Maeder
Head of Venturing

Ringier Digital AG
Industriestrasse 75, CH-3175 Flamatt
startup@ringierdigital.ch
www.ringierdigital.ch/ventures
Active since 2013
Volume range (in CHF) 100.000 – 400.000
Industry sectors
ICT, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland

Early stage venture capital
by entrepreneurs
Redalpine provides venture capital to highly scalable European start-ups. Our mission is to
help talented entrepreneurs turn
an ambitious vision into reality
by providing money, experience,
coaching and door opening.
Redalpine was established in 2006
by Nicolas Berg, Peter Niederhauser
and Michael Sidler, three of Switzerland’s most active and successful serial entrepreneurs, business angels and
coaches. Since the mid-eighties, they
have co-founded and supported some
of the most disruptive and successful European high-tech start-up companies.
Experience showed that in order
to take advantage of the attractive po-

tential of seed stage investments, a
broadly diversified portfolio as well as
intense work with the portfolio companies and the implementation of professional processes were the most important key success factors. This was the
basis to found Redalpine Capital I. By
2013, Redalpine Capital I has invested
in over 15 companies and is starting
the harvesting period. Within a short
time after its inception, Redalpine established itself as a successful Micro
VC corporation and a first choice partner with an excellent reputation for
start-up companies, fund investors and
later stage venture capital companies.
The second fund, Redalpine Capital II, targets again the most innovative sectors in continental Europe and
is expected to have its second closing
in Q4 2013.

Build brand awareness
and increase sales
We invest in promising start-ups
and support young companies in
Switzerland. Through concerted use of Ringier’s media channels, we raise the profile of young
companies and help them develop
their brands rapidly.
Ringier Digital, a division of Ringier
AG, unites the most important digital
capabilities under one roof. Its portfolio includes Switzerland’s leading online marketplaces and innovative ecommerce platforms. Ringier Digital
also provides integrated marketing solutions and has extensive experience in
the development and operation of online platforms with high transaction volumes.
Our venture arm offers start-ups an
easy way to increase their media reach,

something which would otherwise be
unaffordable for most new businesses. With Ringier’s media reach, startups can develop their brands in an efficient and sustainable way by taking
selective advantage of Ringier’s channels that include print, online, radio
and TV. At the same time, we use our
own experience in the development of
online business models to ensure an
optimum environment with numerous
connection points, such as process,
technology and marketing expertise.
We not only pursue interesting investments in the digital sector (classifieds,
e-commerce and digital marketing),
but for our publishing and entertainment business units as well.
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Manuel Gerres
Head of Start-up Relations

SBB AG
Wylerstrasse 123/125, CH-3000 Berne 65
Phone +41 79 879 03 95
www.sbb.ch
Industry sectors
ICT
Regional focus
Switzerland

SBB – another kind
of incubator
Useful services during a journey for
our customers are broadening by
partnering with start-up companies.
Foreseeing the potential in the digital industry, which could develop
attractive services, SBB is setting
its sights on digital commerce, big
data, interactive media and mobility.
SBB is looking for start-up companies
with innovative technologies and business models. These start-ups should
be able to develop attractive, novel and
scalable services, which can be further
developed into an existing core competence, or can be set up as a new service.
Although SBB will not be an active
investor, we do offer broad customer coverage, many years of business
know-how, access to a substantial network, brand power, and, in some cas-

Hubertus Leonhardt
Managing Partner

SHS Gesellschaft für
Beteiligungsmanagement mbH
Bismarckstrasse 12, D-72072 Tübingen
Phone +49 7071 91 69 0
www.shsvc.net
Active since 1993
Volume range (in CHF) 2 – 8 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life sciences, Medtech
Regional focus
Germany, Austria, Switzerland (D-A-CH)
Latest three investments
Miracor, Spiegelberg, phenox
Latest three exits
ProBioGen, Novosis, Vita 34

es, centrally located co working spaces in Zurich.
A preset innovation process will enable SBB to take a qualified decision on
the possible collaboration. The process
consists of different phases, starting
with getting in touch with the start-up
company and finishing by a jointly market rollout.
It is advantageous if the start-up
companies already have a product and
an existing business. You can find the
application form and detailed criteria for
a collaboration on www.sbb.ch/startup.
Business models as GoodBox, the intelligent m-commerce locker or from
“park it” (sales partner from the up until
now offline parking space marketing at
P+Rail) were tested within the first year.
SBB’s goal is to benefit from our potential jointly with our partner.

About SHS
Accelerating growth of young
medical device or diagnostic is
the core competence of the SHS
partnership. SHS invests in small
and middle sized life science companies in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland.
The SHS funds target companies with
marketable products and technologies in life sciences. The German Venture Capitalist has more than 100 million in capital under management. SHS
is helping to develop companies by a
deep understanding of regulatory and

reimbursement environment as well as
strategic market access. Investments
are made with an holding timeframe
of 4 to 7 years til exit. Investors in SHS
funds are family offices, fund of funds,
pensions funds and banks. In general, SHS acts as lead investor and aims
for a qualified minority stake (25,1% to
49,9%). The financings structure is flexible and adjusted to the situation of the
target company. SHS sees itself as coentrepreneur and investor, offering deep
sector expertise along with capital.
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Accelerating start-ups
StartAngels Network
Zürichbergstrasse 150, CH-8044 Zürich
Phone +41 44 820 18 88
www.startangels.ch

The business angels club
“StartAngels Network” was
founded to provide its members
with attractive investment opportunities in early stage enterprises.

Active since 2000
Volume range (in CHF) 500K – 2 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Cleantech, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest investments
Leman Micro Devices, Attolight (B round),
AOT

Bärbel Selm
CEO

Stiftung für
Technologische Innovation (STI)
c/o Berner Fachhochschule – Technik
und Informatik HTI
Seevorstadt 103b, CH-2501-Biel/Bienne
Phone +41 32 321 62 35
www.sti-stiftung.ch
Active since 2004
Volume range (in CHF) up to 0.5 mio.
Industry sectors
Technological innovation
Regional focus
Switzerland – region of Espace Mittelland
(Canton BE, NE, SO, FR, JU)
Latest three investments
Triflo Medical, AIONAV, Muvacon

StartAngels Network is a platform for
business angel investors. Our mission
is to present our members investment
opportunities in early-stage Swiss companies. Our network consists of over
70 members, who are or were active
in various functions and industries.
Our angel investors participate directly in the respective start-ups and assist them with coaching and contacts.
StartAngels Network is a non profit organization and does not make any investments.

We organize 3 presentation events
per year, in part, together with partner organizations such as Bank Vontobel and AKB (Aargauische Kantonalbank). Usually one or two companies
per event is financed by lead-investors
and/or co-investors from StartAngels
Network.
The combination of a lead and several co-investors is crucial to realize investments and support the companies
therafter.
Examples of investments with SA
lead or co-investors: Leman 
Micro
De
vices, Attolight (B round), AOT,
Bcomp, Malcisbo, Credentis, Attolight,
Greenteg, Pearltec, Virtamed, Arktis,
Kooaba, CovalX, Viroblock, Idencom, Selexis, Newave (IPO 2007), Xeltis, Swiss
IT Bridge, Colorant Chromatics etc.

Seed finance
for technological innovation
Technologically oriented projects
are in the focus of the foundation
STI. Typical projects that will be
supported are characterized by
promising innovation for existing
as well as arising markets.
The foundation STI provides a start
capital in the form of refundable loans
to founders of companies that are technology-oriented and promise a high
growth potential. The aim is to support
new high-tech industries in the socalled Espace Mittelland region, the industrialized flatlands between the Jura
and Alps. STI provides the capital at the
early developmental stage of the startup company (seed money) for a period
of up to eight years.
Early stage decisions influence future success substantially. Therefore,
business coaching in technical and financial aspects is essential, especial-

ly when lacking management experience. A personal STI-coach supports
the project he/she is responsible for
with basic questions relevant for product, busines model and commercial
feasibility. Progress and milestones
are discussed regularly. Furthermore,
a beneficial network towards a startup branch in Switzerland is established.
Especially technology oriented projects out of Universities, such as Universität Bern or Berner Fachhochschule
are welcomed.
“Stiftung für Technologische Innovation” (STI) was co-founded by the
Berner Kantonalbank (BEKB I BCBE)
and Berner Fachhochschule – Technik
und Informatik (BFH-TI) with a capital base of 3.5 million CHF, which has
increased to 10 million CHF. Financial
support is given to founders of startup companies by means of long term
credits without interest.
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Eric Gisiger
Investment Director

SVC AG für KMU Risikokapital
IKV, Tessinerplatz 7, CH-8070 Zürich
Phone +41 44 333 43 46
www.svc-risikokapital.ch
Active since 2010
Volume range (in CHF) 1–5 mio.
Industry sectors
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest three investments
Temmentec, Bäckerei-Konditorei Hug,
ASIC Robotics
Latest three exits
agrofrucht-Inn, Eulitha,
Aeschbach Chocolatier

Stefan Kuentz
Investment Officer

Swisscom Ventures
Pfingstweidstrasse 51, CH-8005 Zürich
Phone +41 58 221 44 72
www.swisscom.com/ventures
Active since 2005
Volume range (in CHF) 0,5 – 5 mio.
per investment
Industry sectors
Communications, Internet, Digital Media
Regional focus
Worldwide
Latest three investments
Key Lemon, Arviem, Piston Cloud
Latest three exits
Sequans, Solvaxys, Evolva
(both via Mona Lisa Fund)

The Swiss Art
of SME investing
By founding SVC – Ltd. for Risk
Capital for SMEs in 2010, Credit
Suisse has committed up to CHF
100 million of proprietary capital to make sustainable investments in innovative Swiss based
SMEs with a primary focus on later stage, expansion and buy-outs.
Founded in May 2010, SVC-Ltd. for
Risk Capital for SMEs (SVC) has built
up a portfolio of almost 30 Swiss based
SMEs in various industries and stages
of development.
Backed by Credit Suisse, the Swiss
Ventrue Club and investment decisions
taken by an independent investment
committee consisting of entrepreneurs and industrialists, SVC strongly believes that it brings a convincing
partnership proposition for private capital seeking Swiss-based SMEs to the
table.

Led by its investment guidelines, SVC
covers a broad range of the SME lifecycle starting off with later stage VC investments, through to development/
growth capital opportunities and concluding with financing buy-outs/-ins
and carve-outs. In all of its investments, SVC focuses on the sustainability of the business model, active in
attractive markets and led by a convincing entrepreneurial team. By bringing in its industrial network and investment expertise, SVC wants to actively
contribute to its SME partners’ business success.
SVC invests in minority equity stakes,
either taking the lead or the role of a
co-investor, latter in situations where
the total required investment amount
outstrip SVC’s investment volume. In
addition, SVC provides for financing solution in various forms of hybrid (mezzanine) capital.

Ecosystem for ICT
Swisscom Ventures is the corporate
venturing department of Swisscom
Group. It was founded in 2005 within the Strategy and Business Development division. To-date, Swisscom
Ventures has invested CHF 80m in
24 companies directly and in 3 Venture Capital funds, including CHF
20m in Mona Lisa Fund/Vinci Capital (8 companies).
The purpose of Swisscom Ventures
is to create an ecosystem of growth
companies in the telecommunications,
information technology, media and entertainment sectors, leveraging Swisscom assets, such as its customer base,
franchise, partner network and technologies.
Its investment scope is broad geographically (50% outside Switzerland)
and sector wise, ranging from telecom
to online and digital media companies.

The key investment objective is to deliver a strategic contribution to Swisscom operations, on top of financial returns. Swisscom Ventures operates as
an evergreen fund, reinvesting the proceeds from portfolio exits.
Door opener
Swisscom Ventures creates a bridge
between early-stage companies and
Swisscom’s research laboratories,
product marketing and commercial
units. Examples of this cooperative
approach include Quantenna (Silicon
Valley semiconductor company behind the Swisscom Wifi Connectivity Kit) and iConcerts (music channel
on Swisscom TV). Swisscom Ventures
makes both equity and convertible
debt investments. Swisscom generally co-invests as a minority shareholder
alongside other Venture Capital firms.
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Christoph Brand
Chief Digital Officer

Tamedia AG
Werdstrasse 21, CH-8021 Zürich
Phone +41 44 248 41 11
www.tamedia.ch
Industry sectors
ICT
Regional focus
Switzerland, Europe
Latest three investments
Starticket
Joint Venture Piazza/tutti.ch/car4you
Premium Publisher Networks PPN

Dr. Berthold von Freyberg
Partner

Target Partners
Kardinal-Faulhaber-Strasse 10
D-80333 München
Phone +49 892 07 04 90
www.targetpartners.de
Active since 1999
Volume range (in CHF) 1– 5 mio.
Industry sectors
Medtech, ICT, Micro- & Nanotechnology,
Cleantech, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Germany, Austria, Switzerland
Latest three investments
Finanzchef24, So1, Falcon Social
Latest three exits
Scoreloop, ubitexx, JouleX

Media power for startups
Tamedia is a Swiss media company
based in Zurich. Tamedia’s daily and
weekly newspapers, magazines,
online platforms, together with its
newspaper printing facility make it
one of Switzerland’s leading media
enterprises.
The media published by Tamedia AG
and its subsidiaries − Tamedia Publications romandes and Espace Media
Groupe − play a key part in shaping
opinion through independent reporting
and critical investigative work, and their
entertaining stories from every walk of
life provide plenty of talking-points.

Additional to print Tamedia AG has
invested and built up a wide portfolio
of leading internet companies in the
segments of online classifieds, advertising and services such as jobs.ch, homegate.ch, Olmero, Zattoo, 
Doodle
and many more. We invest in ambitious entrepreneurial teams and help
them build leading businesses in the
internet and mobile sector. Once we
have made an investment we support
the management and leverage our media know-how together with the know
ledge of our network and the synergies
to our portfolio companies.

Capital meets ideas
With 225 million Euro under management, Target Partners is one
of the leading early-stage venture
capital firms in Germany.
The partners of Target Partners have
years of collective experience as successful managers, entrepreneurs and
venture capital investors in Europe and
the USA. We founded or led companies
ourselves, developed or sold technology products ourselves. We have seen
numerous companies through to IPO
and beyond. We understand the challenges an entrepreneur faces and that
the road to success often isn‘t simple
and straight. Both in Europe and the
USA Target Partners has a large net-

work in industry and venture capital.
We open doors for you to customers,
business partners, experienced managers and financial markets. We support
you in business development, in international expansion, in closing OEM or
distribution contracts, and in acquisition decisions. Target Partners invests
predominantly in the German speaking
markets. In some cases we already invest when there is little more than an
idea or a prototype. But often our portfolio companies already have a finished
product or even first customers. All of
them target high-growth markets with
revenue potential of several hundred
million Euro.
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www.pwc.ch/hrs

Hire and higher
As the world of business gets more complex, the business of human resources needs to get simpler.
The way to do this is by innovation. We at PwC’s Human Resources Services can help you in your efforts.
We can draw on more than 6,000 experts worldwide to guide you through staff-related issues, from
mobility and compensation packages to your HR organisation, talent and change management.

PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Birchstrasse, P.O. Box, 8050 Zurich
Telephone 058 792 44 00, Telefax 058 792 44 10
© 2011 PwC. All rights reserved. “PwC” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, which is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal entity.

Hire and higher_210_145.indd 1
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AVOCATSATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

Your Success is Our Success
We are a fully integrated team of entrepreneurs at the
service of corporations and entrepreneurs, with a
passion for original, simple and effective solutions

General CorporateCorporate TransactionsBanking & FinanceNew Technologies
Strategic RestructuringArbitrationCompetitionTax

11bis, rue Toepffer - CH-1206 Geneva  T + 41 22 704 37 00  F + 41 22 704 37 77
www.taverniertschanz.com  Contact: Jacques Bonvin (bonvin@taverniertschanz.com)
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Berthold Baurek-Karlic
Managing Director (CEO)

Venionaire Capital Ges.m.b.H.
Fischhof 3/6, A-1010 Wien
Phone +43 6991 790 82 41
www.venionaire.com
Active since 2012
Volume range (in CHF) 50.000 to 3 mio.
Industry sectors
ICT, Cleantech, Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Austria, Switzerland, Germany
Latest three investments
System 7 Railsupport GmbH, Business Angel
Institute, EGO Sports GmbH

Latest three exits

Venionaire Capital
Venionaire Capital is a Vienna
(Austria) based company, which
has specialized in the fields of angel capital, venture capital and
business development / corporate
finance and collaborates within a
strong network in ASG (Austria,
Switzerland and Germany).
Venionaire Capital is a Vienna (Austria) based entrepreneurial partner for
startups and corporates. We operate
in three fields, which play together like
a swiss clockwork. The offered mix of
advisory services allows us to support
companies in different stages of their
life-cycle.
We offer following services:

System 7 Railsupport

Angel Capital: We are an institutional Business Angel and collaborate with
national and international angel organizations.

Matthias Huber
Managing Partner

Verium AG
Seehofstrasse 6, CH-8008 Zürich
Phone +41 44 269 60 60
www.verium.ch
Active since Verium Ltd. in January 2011
Volume range (in CHF) 10 mio. onwards
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
German speaking regions

Venture Capital: We provide local startups with smart money, managerial support, transactions- and development
services. Our risks are managed with
care, literally “hands-on”. We search for
targets with international scalability.
Corporate Finance: We support and
advise organizations in german speaking countries in executing financiallycritical transactions such as exits, restructuring, mergers and acquisitions
and raising of equity and debt-capital.
Our keys to success are:

yyWe are entrepreneurial to the core,

maintain international partnerships
and offer a bidirectional network.
yyWe feel “hands-on” responsible for
our clients and investments.
yyWe address individual cases, with
tailored solutions.
yyWe believe hard work will pay off.

Verium – the family office
Established in 2011, Verium Ltd.
took over the management of numerous portfolio companies of a
single family office and opened
the platform as an independent
multi family office to a wider circle of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial families.
Investment philosophy and offering
We offer our clients a holistic approach
to wealth management optimizing the
risk return profile over various asset
classes such as bankable assets (asset management), real estate, direct
and indirect private equity and liquidity.
Our typical client has or aims to
have direct participations equivalent to
20% – 40% of its total assets.

Our extensive network enables us
to offer our clients interesting investment opportunities in direct private equity in medium-sized non-listed Swiss
companies as well as attractive Swiss
real estate.
We provide a state-of-the-art reporting and controlling platform and
can consolidate all investments across
a variety of asset managers/banks and
all asset classes such as liquidity, asset management, direct and indirect
private equity, real estate and other assets.
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Carlo Rizzuto
Operating Principal

Versant Ventures
Aeschenvorstadt 36, CH-4051 Basel
Phone +41 61 225 46 00
www.versantventures.com
Active since 1999
Volume range (in CHF) 1–15 mio.
Industry sectors
Biopharmaceuticals and Medical Devices
Regional focus
North America, Europe
Latest three investments
Audentes, Gensight, Novira
Latest three exits
Okairos, Amira, Lutonix

Alain Nicod
Managing Partner

VI Partners AG
Baarerstrasse 86, CH-6302 Zug
Phone +41 41 729 00 00
www.vipartners.ch
Active since 2000
Volume range (in CHF)
100.000  – 7 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech
Regional focus
Switzerland
Latest three investments
JenaValve, deal united, Ventaleon
Latest three exits
Picodrill, Neocutis, Endosense

Early-stage
healthcare investors
Versant Ventures is a leading venture capital firm that specializes in
investments in game changing medical devices and biopharmaceuticals.
Founded in 1999, the firm consists
of an experienced team of managing
directors committed to helping entrepreneurs build successful companies that impact healthcare and improve quality of life.

yyOur focus is medical devices, biop-

harmaceuticals, and other life sciences opportunities
yyWe have $1.6 billion under management and are currently investing our $500 million fund raised in
July 2008
yyOur team is composed of 11 Managing Directors and six Investment

Professionals and we benefit from
the work and counsel of several
Venture Partners and Entrepreneurs
in Residence
yyWe are managing over 75 companies in our portfolio
yyInitial investments have been as
small as $250 thousand and total
investments have been as large as
$30 million
yyWe are board members of almost all
of our portfolio companies
yyYou can locate us at one of our two
offices in the San Francisco Bay
area, Newport Beach, Minneapolis,
or in Basel, Switzerland
yyWe invest throughout the United
States, Western Europe and Canada

The Evergreen Fund
Ten blue-chip enterprises from industry and finance created VI in
2000. They have been guided by
McKinsey and the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology in Zürich,
who are strategic partners.
VI is an evergreen fund investing in
promising technology based companies in Switzerland. It covers all industries and focuses on early stage companies. Proceeds from trade sales are
reinvested in portfolio companies or in
new investments.

Between June 2002 and September 2013, VI has invested CHF 139m in
35 companies. 16 of them have been
sold for a total consideration of CHF
92m plus some further proceeds of
CHF 28m which are expected from escrow accounts and earnout clauses.
Historically, VIP has invested most
of its money in the form of equity. In
80% of the cases VIP has been the first
institutional investor. In most cases, VI
has teamed up with other investors to
provide its portfolio companies with
the cash required.
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Bart Markus
General Partner

Wellington Partners
Theresienstrasse 6, D-80333 München
Phone +49 89 219 94 10
www.wellington-partners.com
Active since 1998
Volume range (in CHF) 1– 5 mio.
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, ICT
Regional focus
Europe
Latest investments
Hailo, Yplan, import.io, Wool and the Gang
Latest exits

The truly pan-european
venture investor
With an international partnership
and investment offices in Munich
and London, Wellington Partners
is a pan-European investor. We
support European digital media,
software, and life science companies at the seed and early stages.
Wellington Partners (www.wellingtonpartners.com) ranks among the most
successful pan-European venture capital firms. With >€ 800 million under
management and offices in London,
Munich, Palo Alto and Zurich, the firm
invests into opportunities throughout
Europe that have the potential to become global leaders, mainly in the ar-

eas of digital media, software, and life
science. Since 1998, Wellington has established a worldwide network complemented by expert Venture Partners to
aid its entrepreneurs in building companies on a global scale.
Wellington Partners has invested in
more than 100 companies in Europe and
Israel. Exits include publicly traded Actelion, SAF and XING, as well as privately acquired companies like Alando (acquired by eBay) and ImmobilienScout24
(acquired by Deutsche Telekom) as well
as current portfolio companies like Adconion, Spotify, Livebookings, GLO,
Azzurro, Enecsys, Tru, Hailo, and Yplan.

360T (Summit Partners),
mtm laboratories (Roche)

Eric Schmid, Myke Näf,
Dr. Thomas Dübendorfer, Luzius Meisser

Zeeder
Luegislandstrasse 105, CH-8051 Zürich
eMail info@zeeder.ch
www.zeeder.ch
Active since 2012
Volume range (in CHF) up to 100.000
per start-up
Industry sectors
Information & Communication Technology
Regional focus
Switzerland with a focus of Zurich
Latest three investments
Frontify AG (frontify.com) and others

Seeding the earliest stage
Zeeder identifies founders with disruptive business ideas for Internet driven
products in a rapidly expanding market.
Together we define strategic goals and
seed fund a company. We have a focus
on teams working in the greater Zurich
area and require the team to have at
least one full-time engineer. We prefer technical over marketing innovation.
The Zeeder team combines a broad
range of experiences:
Eric Schmid co-founded C-ATS (sold
to Misys), e-Motion (sold to Open Text)
and Privada (sold to nConfidence)
in Palo Alto and Spontacts (sold to
Scout24). He holds an MBA from the
University of Chicago.
Luzius Meisser holds a master in
computer science from ETH Zurich.
He co-founded the secure online-stor-

age service Wuala and served as its
CTO. Wuala was acquired by LaCie in
2009. Luzius serves as board member
of quitt.ch.
Michael Näf is founder and CEO of
Doodle, the leading online scheduling
service. Before founding Doodle, he
worked as an engineer, consultant,
and lecturer in various organizations in
Switzerland, the US, Bhutan and the
Philippines.
Thomas Dübendorfer holds a Ph.D.
and master in computer science with
honors with distinction from ETH Zurich. He worked as software engineer
in the Silicon Valley and then for seven years at Google in Zürich, receiving
three Google OC awards.
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Empowering
Entrepreneurs.
Starting up a high-tech firm? Connect with Zühlke Ventures. We provide you with earlyphase capital in order to accelerate your success. And the value of our support goes far
beyond pure financing: As experienced entrepreneurs in the field of product and software
engineering, we can help you avoid product risks, sharpen your business strategy and
shorten your time-to-market. And as a leading technology group, we also hook you up with
our powerful network of partners.

zuehlke.com/ventures

We support promising companies in transforming
their ambitious plans into solid businesses.
Alain Nicod
Arnd Kaltofen
Daniel Gutenberg
Diego Braguglia
Joe Mächler

www.vipartners.ch
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Patrick Griss, Martin Rutishauser, Walter Hürsch
Partners

Zühlke Ventures AG
Wiesenstrasse 10a, CH-8952 Schlieren
Phone +41 44 733 66 11
www.zuehlke.com
Active since 2010
Volume range (in CHF) 0.2 – 1 mio.
Industry sectors
Medtech, ICT, Micro- & Nanotechnology,
Interdisciplinary
Latest investments
Tenon Technology AG, Leman Micro
Devices SA, Distalmotion SA

Erika Puyal Heusser

Zürcher Kantonalbank
Bahnhofstr. 9, CH-8010 Zürich
Phone +41 44 292 24 64
www.zkb.ch
Active since
Bank incorporated in 1870
Volume range (in CHF)
300.000–1.000.000
Industry sectors
Biotech & Life Sciences, Medtech, ICT,
Micro- & Nanotechnology, Cleantech,
Interdisciplinary
Regional focus
Greater Zurich Economic Area
Latest three investments
BioVersys AG, arviem AG, faceshift AG

Empowering entrepreneurs
Zühlke Ventures is a specialist in
the financing and acceleration of
technology startup companies in
an early phase. We work as equals
with the entrepreneurial team and
offer complementary skills and expertise in management and technology.
Startup companies in the high-tech
sector are the real drivers of innovation
in our society. Entrepreneurs make a
lasting contribution to the competitive
environment in their economic areas.
However, they are faced with high financial needs, considerable technical
challenges and a complex market environment.
Zühlke Ventures assists startups
well beyond financial support. Our experts can also actively help entrepre-

neurs plan strategies, mitigate technical risks, structure their businesses
and secure follow-up financing. This
powerful partnership results in a shorter time-to-market and better chances
of achieving success.
Zühlke Ventures works with selected financing, market and technology
partners in order to provide optimal assistance. This cooperation further accelerates the startup and co-investors
profit from shorter investment cycles,
and thus better profitability and yields.
The drivers behind the capabilities
of Zühlke Ventures are the execution
experience, an entrepreneurial team
and the international network of partners of the Zühlke Group, a leading
technology and consultancy business
with 550 employees in Austria, Germany, Switzerland and United Kingdom.

Freedom to grow
With its start-up fund PIONIER,
the biggest Swiss Kantonalbank,
the Zürcher Kantonalbank, has
become one of “downtown
Switzerland’s” most active
investors by financing the bridge
from science to market.
The fund, incorporated in 2005, invests
the bank’s own money, which served
to quickly enhance the reputation of
the Zurich-based financial institution,
now ranked number four in Switzerland. Financing instruments range from
debt to equity whereas mezzanine capital plays the most important role. The
portfolio currently counts more than
100 companies in different sectors. Investments usually are made in a very
early stage, once the prototyping has
been completed. Since venture capitalists are cautious when it comes to seed

phase financing in Switzerland, Zürcher Kantonalbank fills an important gap.
Financing periods may lie between 5
and 8 years. Unlike most other venture
capitalists, Zürcher Kantonalbank does
not involve itself in operational issues
nore take on a board position of startup companies. Investments must have
their headquarters within the Greater
Zurich area. Each year the bank awards
a Swiss start-up with the ZKB Pionierpreis Technopark, a cash prize that attracts great media coverage.
The prize awarded is worth CHF
98.696,04, which is 10.000 times Pi
square, symbolizing science and technology. Selection criteria for winners
are creativity, innovation, relevance
for society and market plus successful know-how transfer from science to
market.
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ABOUT US

We are a leading Swiss law firm with about 45 lawyers located in Zurich and Zug. One of our particular
strengths is in the area of Venture Capital and Private Equity.

VenTUre CAPiTAl &
PriVATe eQUiTY

We advise investors through the whole life cycle of venture capital: on tax efficient offshore and
domestic fund structures, aquisition of portfolio companies, exit routes and more. As a one-stopshop we take care of tax structuring, intellectual property, regulatory, employment, general contract
and corporate law. On top we offer the full range of all notarial services needed in the venture
capital business.

Further Practice Areas: Banking Law, Capital Markets & Stock Exchange Law, Collective Investment
Schemes, Competition Law, Corporate & Commercial Law, Employment Law, Energy Law, Information
Technology Law, Inheritance Law, Insolvency, Intellectual Property Law, Lending and Structured
Finance, Life Sciences, Litigation and Arbitration, Media Law, Mergers & Acquisitions, Notarial Services,
Payments, Clearing & Settlement, Real Estate, Tax Law.
We advise our clients in German, English, French, Italian, Czech, Hebrew, Russian and Spanish.

Wenger & Vieli lTD

Dufourstrasse 56 – Lockbox 1285 – CH-8034 Zurich
Office Zug – Metallstrasse 9b – CH-6300 Zug

T +41 (0)58 958 58 58 – F +41 (0)58 958 59 59
mail@wengervieli.ch – www.wengervieli.ch

Wenger&Vieli Swiss Venture Guide 176 x 133 mm.indd 1
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Start-ups require
capital – we are your
sparring partner
for obtaining it

© 2013 EYGM Limited. All Rights Reserved. ED None.

Start-ups require smart money and
venture capitalists are interested in
attractive returns. As an experienced
capital coach, we can assist you in
reaching your goals, provide you with
start-up support, transaction advice
and much more.
www.ey.com/ch/en/tas
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Businessplan competitions
for high-tech start-ups
Name

Prize

Short description / Egibility

De Vigier Prize
www.devigier.ch

CHF 500.000 p.a.
CHF 100.000 each

Support for company founding: feasability,
financing, market opportunity of the product

IMD
www.imd.ch/startups

Support from MBAs and EMBAs

Technology-based enterprises preferred,
commitment of the team

Innovation Prize Freiburg
www.frinnovation.ch/
innovationspreis

CHF 20.000

Only for companies of Freiburg (CH), every two
years; reward of creativity and innovation

Prix Coup de Pouce
(Fondation Liechti)
www.fondation-liechti.ch

CHF 50.000

For early stage companies; description of
the project, business and financing plan

Heuberger Winterthur
Jungunternehmerpreis
www.jungunternehmer-preis.ch

CHF 600.000 (every second year)
3 x CHF 150.000 each
3 x CHF 50.000 each

For german-speaking swiss entrepreneurs with an
idea, product or service with high growth potential

Swiss Technology Award
www.swisstechnology-award.ch

Booths on important trade Fairs

For students, graduates, researchers;
Innovation, Society, Market, Creativity

Trophée PERL
www.lausanneregion.ch

CHF 50.000

Only for companies of the region of Lausanne

Venture
(ETHZ & McKinsey/KTI/CTI)
www.venture.ch

CHF 150.000 (Total)

The Swiss-wide businessplan competition,
includes workshops and coaching; from the
business idea to the business plan

Venture Kick
www.venturekick.ch

CHF 130.000 (max per company)

For college graduates and people with an
innovative idea; 3 stages, 3 presentations,
the grants increase from step to step

Venture Leaders
www.venturelab.ch/vLeaders.asp

10 day business development
program in Boston (USA)

Scientists pursuing a concrete business
opportunity based on their research and startup
entrepreneurs with global growth ambitions.

ZKB Pionier Prize Technopark
www.technopark.ch

CHF 98.696,04

For students, graduates, assistents,
scientists and entrepreneurs; innovation,
marketability, social relevance

Amanda – more than Online Accounting
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INEXPENSIVE | EASY | EXCEPTIONAL CLOUD BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Amanda is the leading Cloud based Business Software – and that’s
a fact! It's powerful and easy to use.
Amanda is also surprisingly affordable – starting at 25CHF/Month.
Sign-in for your 30 day free trial at www.amandaonline.com

Your Notes

We already have hundreds of customers who are benefitting from
using Amanda as part of their everyday activity…
· You still have your customers in a spreadsheet?
· You write invoices in Word?
· You've had enough of excessive administrative tasks?

Learn more about the integrated Cloud-based Business Solution:
www.amandaonline.com

www.amandaonline.com - 0800 800 868

glaTec and tebo – Empa's technology centers
for start-ups and spin-offs in materials
science and technology

Your point of entry for







Start-up consultancy
Access to financing
Administrative support
Rooms and infrastructure
Access to Empa labs and equipment
Research cooperations with Empa

Interested?
mario.jenni@empa.ch

peter.frischknecht@empa.ch

www.empa.ch
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Important links
Links
Commission for Technology
and Innovation CTI
www.kti.admin.ch
CTI Projects
www.kti.admin.ch
CTI Start-up
www.ctistartup.ch
CTI Entrepreneurship
www.venturelab.ch
www.cti-entrepreneurship.ch
CTI Invest
www.cti-invest.ch
ETH Transfer
www.transfer.ethz.ch
www.spinoff.ethz.ch
ETH Juniors
www.juniors.ethz.ch
EPFL Innogrants
www.vpiv.epfl.ch
De Vigier Foundation
www.devigier.ch
Venture
Venture Office
www.venture.ch
IMD
www.imd.ch/startups
Venture Kick
www.venturekick.ch
Venture Leaders
www.venturelab.ch/vLeaders.asp
Technopark-Allianz
www.technopark-allianz.ch
Technopark Aarau
www.technopark-aargau.ch
Technopark Lugano
www.tecnopolo.ch

Technopark Luzern
www.technopark-luzern.ch

Startzenturm
Startup
Weekend
www.startzentrum.ch
www.startupweekend.ch

Technopark Winterthur
www.technopark-winterthur.ch

Swiss Innovation Forum
Startzenturm
www.ch-innovation.ch
www.startzentrum.ch

Technopark Zürich
www.technopark.ch

SwissStartups.com
Swiss
Innovation Forum
www.swissstartups.com
www.ch-innovation.ch

PSE (at EPFL)
www.parc-scientifique.ch
Swissnex Boston
www.swissnexboston.org
Swissnex San Francisco
www.swissnexsanfrancisco.org
Creapole
www.creapole.ch
Empa
www.empa.ch
Euresearch
www.euresearch.ch
(Swiss guide to European research)
Paul Scherrer Institut PSI
Mobicamp
www.psi.ch
www.mobicamp.ch
SECA
Paul Scherrer Institut PSI
www.seca.ch
www.psi.ch
Stanford Education Corner
SECA
www.ecorner.stanford.edu
www.seca.ch
StartupCamp
Stanford
Education Corner
www.startupcamp.ch
www.ecorner.stanford.edu
Startups.ch
StartupCamp
www.startups.ch
www.startupcamp.ch
Startupticker
Startups.ch
www.startupticker.ch
www.startups.ch
Startup Weekend
Startupticker
www.startupweekend.ch
www.startupticker.ch

alt

Venture Summit
SwissStartups.com
www.venture-summit.ch
www.swissstartups.com

Going public –
we lead you
to success
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Are you looking for the best place to get your company listed? Besides the strength and visibility
of the Swiss stock market, SIX Swiss Exchange stands out through first-class services geared
to its customers’ needs. We provide you with proactive, personal and effective support before,
during and after your going public.
The Swiss financial center is highly attractive for both Swiss and foreign companies seeking to raise
capital. Switzerland is among the world’s leading financial centers, noted for its innovation, stability and
security, and its banks have an excellent track record as regards placement. With SIX Swiss Exchange
as a proactive partner, you will benefit from an efficient going public, gain access to the vast capital
reserves of major international investors and enjoy high visibility.
Benefit from our expertise
SIX Swiss Exchange is a leading regulated securities exchange in Europe with a strong focus on life
science, consumer goods, financials and real estate. We connect investors, issuers and participants
from across the world and are the efficient and transparent reference market for trading shares, bonds,
ETFs and ETPs as well as structured products and warrants (via Scoach Switzerland Ltd). Furthermore,
our self-regulation allows us to create market-oriented conditions that facilitate your capitalization and
minimize your expenditures.
Are you interested in our services? We will gladly advise you. Please contact us or visit our website:
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Start-ups on the Way to Success
One other interesting aspect of the presented companies is, that all of them took advantage
of most Swiss support organizations and/or got involved with investors linked to CTI Invest.
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